Special report on BPA:
Focus on promotion in St. Paul
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REWARD!

Bring back “Hogan's Heroes” to your market and claim a large captive audience of young adults in fringe time.

“Hogan's Heroes”

Visit us at the BPA, Radisson St. Paul Hotel, Suite 1601.
People turn us on!

All the people of Gaylord radio and television stations share one common philosophy:
To be uncommonly responsive to the people of the individual markets we serve.
   We stay tuned in to their information and entertainment preferences.
That's why Gaylord Broadcasting continues to grow
   in the ability to offer you a receptive audience.
   And that's why advertisers, too, turn us on!

GAYLORD Broadcasting Company

One of America's largest privately owned group of radio and television stations.

KTVT
Dallas/Fort Worth

WTVT
Tampa/St. Petersburg

KHTV
Houston

KSTW-TV
Seattle/Tacoma

WUAB-TV
Cleveland/Lorain

WVUE-TV
New Orleans

WVTX
Milwaukee

WKY
Oklahoma City

KYTE-AM/FM
Portland

KRKE-AM/FM
Albuquerque
To get turned on in Tampa/St. Petersburg, get on the Gaylord station

WTVT
Channel 13

WTVT delivers the largest share of audience of any television station in the top 30 markets!

WTVT dominates the nation's 17th television market and that dominance is complete in every demographic category for women and men. WTVT's "Pulse" news programs command a 46% share in this seven station market.

WTVT delivers the fast-growing Tampa/St. Petersburg market, the people with sand in their shoes and money in their pockets. Plus the more than 10 million tourists annually who depend on TV for weather reports and news of home.

WTVT is the must-buy station because WTVT, one of the nation's leading CBS affiliates, delivers the biggest share in the top 30 markets. In fact, WTVT delivers more households than any TV station in Atlanta or St. Louis. In the Tampa/St. Petersburg market, people do turn us on. Call your Katz American representative for details and avails.

Arbitron and Nielsen, February, 1978, ADI and DMA, Average Quarter-Hour Estimates, Sunday through Saturday, 9 a.m. to Midnight
Arbitron, January, 1978, ADI
Television Households Estimate
Arbitron and Nielsen, February, 1978, TSA, Average Quarter-Hour Estimates, Sunday through Saturday, 9 a.m. to Midnight
Arbitron, February, 1978, TSA, Average Quarter-Hour Estimates, Monday through Friday, 6 to 7 p.m. and Sunday through Saturday, 11 to 11:30 p.m.
Arbitron, February, 1978, TSA, Average Quarter-Hour Estimates, Sunday through Saturday, Sign-On to Sign-Off

A glimpse of the citrus groves that produce some of the nation's finest oranges.

Visitors and exotic animals see eye-to-eye at world-famous Busch Gardens.

The famed beauty of gulf-side living in St. Petersburg/Tampa.
When Action for Children's Television selected Walt Disney's "The New Mickey Mouse Club" to receive an ACT award celebrating an achievement in children's television, they were really telling us that the ideals and principles of the Walt Disney organization were of enduring value. That's the kind of contribution that's made Mickey famous for the past 50 years. And made us at SFM and the Walt Disney organization proud to be associated with Mickey.

So, Mickey. The award is all yours. The best mouse won!
SWEEP SWAP  □ NBC-TV takes second in May survey with a boost from its specials programing. PAGE 27.

CHICAGO NO-SHOWS  □ About half the invitees to Sears's summit on TV violence actually make it to the meeting, and most of them go incognito. PAGE 27.

TOO MUCH?  □ An Action for Children's Television filing with the FCC contends that many stations are exceeding guidelines for the amount of advertising in children's programing. But that may depend on what constitutes definition of children's programing. PAGE 30.

PERTSCHUK FOR THE DEFENSE  □ The FTC chairman tries to justify the commission's children's advertising proceeding. PAGE 31.

ON THE ROAD TO ST. PAUL  □ With the BPA set to open its 23d annual seminar in that Midwest city on Wednesday, a special report assesses the status of the broadcast promoter and the importance attached to that position. PAGE 32. Here's a look at the high spots of the seminar.

ALLBRITTON'S CHOICE  □ The Texas financier decides to leave his Washington Star publisher post and thus remove his crossownership problems. He is also in the market for more broadcast properties. PAGE 38.

HOWELL HOWL  □ The National Black Media Coalition protests the FCC's waiver of ascertainment procedures when it renewed an AM-FM in that Detroit-area town.

IN HOT WATER  □ The FCC says 19 renewal applicants in California have failed to meet EEO standards. PAGE 40.

A-T-O MAKES ITS MOVE  □ The new communications subsidiary of the national manufacturer spends $12 million for WILX-TV Onondaga, Mich., and says it's shopping for other broadcast properties. PAGE 42.

LIBERTY QUADRUPLES  □ Licensee of Eugene, Ore., TV buys three more stations in Wisconsin for $8 million.

TV NETWORK SPORTS  □ A comprehensive A. C. Nielsen report breaks down how much is paid in the various fields, time allocated on schedules and who is tuned in.

HEADING WEST  □ The AAF will hold its annual convention in San Francisco next week with current regulatory problems high on the agenda. PAGE 48.

IT STANDS  □ The Supreme Court rejects the NCCB appeal of an FCC decision in 1974 that put product commercials beyond the reach of the fairness doctrine. PAGE 50.

CHILDREN'S TV  □ NAB's Washington workshops this week will focus on quality programing and how to make it. Some FCC commissioners and Dr. Gerbner are on the agenda. PAGE 53.

SCHLOSSER STAYS  □ The outgoing president of NBC accepts the offer of an RCA executive vice presidency. PAGE 55.

VCR'S CHANCES  □ An A. D. Little survey concludes market penetration for home video cassette recorders will be 10% in less than a decade. PAGE 58.

LINDEMANN TO CBS  □ The ex-NBC executive is back in network sports as successor to Barry Frank.

NO SPECIAL PROTECTION  □ The Supreme Court, in a case involving a California college newspaper, upholds the right of police with a warrant to search newsrooms.

TWO MORE  □ Petitions by the ACLU and a group of three citizen groups are added to the list of those seeking Supreme Court review of the Midwest Video case.

TOO SOON  □ A report by a SMPTE study group contends it would be premature to impose strict standards on video disk systems at this time. PAGE 60.

MANY WORLDS OF OTTENBACH  □ The BPA president typifies the new breed of promoter whose responsibilities have expanded into other spheres of station operation. It's all part of a broadcast career that began in 1962 at a Peoria disk jockey. PAGE 81.
WGAL-TV is the grassroots favorite in LAWN

And this charming Lebanon County community is just one of the hundreds of prosperous Pennsylvania towns and cities in this rich 9-county DMA where WGAL-TV consistently provides strong day-in, day-out coverage at the sales-producing grassroots level. In your media buying, contrast WGAL-TV depth and reach with the partial coverage provided by other stations in the market. WGAL-TV is your obvious choice for outstanding superiority in area-wide coverage and sales.

Source: Nielsen 1977 County Coverage Report

WGAL-TV 8
STEINMAN TV STATION
LANCASTER-HARRISBURG-YORK-LEBANON, PA.

Another Steinman TV Station WTEV Providence, R.I. - New Bedford - Fall River, Mass.
Still another

New name in FCC sweepstakes last week was Charlene Hemming, 33, Republican and chicano, who operates consulting business in Washington area. Mrs. Hemming, native of California, has been active in Spanish-American affairs and worked for time as deputy director of Spanish-speaking program at Housing and Urban Development. She is said to be soliciting support for appointment to seat held by Commissioner Margita White.

Idea man

FCC Chief Engineer Ray Spence has offered Chairman Charles D. Ferris some suggestions for eliminating UHF "handicap," but principal one has nothing to do with engineering. Mr. Spence, in private memo to chairman, says UHF's major problem is "public apathy" to UHF stations' programming. His proposed approach: Ask network inquiry staff—which is expected to begin functioning later this month—to check into possibility of requiring television networks to rotate affiliations among all stations—VHF and UHF—in given market. He would limit rotation to stations "with nearly equal coverage contours," to preserve public's viewing choices. Or, he said, set up system under which stations would bid on network programs, as theaters bid on feature films.

One idea he offered does deal with technical problems—what he regards as general lack of quality in UHF home antenna installations. Although installation matter is beyond commission's jurisdiction, Mr. Spence said, agency could prepare "layman's language article" on importance of good UHF antenna installation, "then encourage, perhaps through your office, TV Guide to publish and editorially support such an article."

Practical politics

Without publicity, ABC-TV affiliates have built highly organized political action group that maintains regular contact with members of House and Senate Commerce Committees and other key figures on Hill. Affiliates are given one-on-one assignments to specific legislators, can swing into coordinated action on important issues. Group met twice for intensive briefings during ABC-TV affiliates convention in Los Angeles two weeks ago.

Heading political strike force is Eugene Bohi. WQHP-TV High Point, N.C., member of board of governors of ABC Television Network Affiliates Association. He works closely with Everett H. Erlick, senior vice president and general counsel of ABC-TV parent, American Broadcasting Companies, and Eugene S. Cowen, corporate vice president, Washington.

It pays to wait

Longer Senate Commerce Committee stalls on confirmation of Henry Geller as assistant secretary of commerce to head new National Telecommunications and Information Administration, better it is for Mr. Geller financially. He's making $47,028 salary now as consultant to Commerce Department in addition to pension of $20,211 from previous government service (Army, Justice Department, FCC). When he is confirmed, Mr. Geller's salary will increase to $50,000, but he'll lose pension during period he works for government.

Simon purity?

FCC is gearing up for major meeting this week that could result in reshaping of policies governing noncommercial radio and television. Rulemakings will be considered to deal with complaints about "commercialization" of noncommercial stations—specifically, announcements regarding program underwriters—and about time spent on raising funds through auctions and marathons. In addition, inquiry is expected to be opened to wide question of standards to be used in determining eligibility for noncommercial license.

One final action expected—and one that Corporation for Public Broadcasting has been urging—would virtually shut down 20 noncommercial FM channels to 10 w stations. Commission staff is convinced they make inefficient use of spectrum, and is recommending that they (1) be required to upgrade their power or (2) move to commercial channel on secondary basis or to new channel 200. If none of these choices is feasible, 10 watter would remain in present band, but on unprotected basis.

City prices

Costs of holding meetings vary widely from city to city, as reflected in National Association of Broadcasters accounting statement for fall meetings last year. It costs nearly twice as much to eat and drink in Chicago as in Atlanta—$10,000 compared to $6,000 for reception, luncheon and breakfast. Each city drew roughly same attendance, 250. Atlanta was only site to produce net income to NAB ($500). San Diego produced net expense of $6,000; Cambridge, Mass., $5,000; Chicago, $4,000; Dallas, $2,500, and Denver, $2,000.

Meetings are budgeted to break even this year, with registration fees equaling projected costs. NAB board is to consider recommendation of membership committee that fees go from $85 to $90 for first station registrant, from $40 to $50 for each additional. Meetings next fall will be held in Boston, Atlanta, Chicago, San Francisco, Denver and New Orleans.

Language problem

ABC-TV's new magazine show, 20/20, will be introduced tomorrow night (Tuesday, 10-11 p.m.) with Australian Robert Hughes as co-host—despite protests by ABC-TV affiliates that they couldn't understand what he said in presentation film shown at their convention in Los Angeles two weeks ago. Word is that Roone Arledge, president of ABC News, put Mr. Hughes on cram course to Americanize his accent. To at least one critic Mr. Arledge was said to have promised: "Don't worry. By the time he gets on, everybody will understand him."

Organizers

Chances are there'll be birth of new broadcasting trade association at Broadcasters Promotion Association seminar opening Wednesday (June 7) in St. Paul (see page 32). BPA subgroup, Broadcast Designers Association, is expected to draw up bylaws, elect directors and like, according to leader Dick Weise, KTVU(V)T) Oakland, Calif., art director, who says 50-75 colleagues are expected at convention. He claims to have mailing list numbering 450. Current thought is that group, if established, would continue meeting with BPA through 1979 as membership is built.

Ex parte overdone?

New emphasis by administration and courts on avoidance of ex-parte contacts has made life less interesting for some members and staffers of FCC, although most won't say so out loud. But one who does is FCC dean, Commissioner Robert E. Lee, who after nearly quarter-century of service, laments there now really isn't enough to do.

Until there's clarification—and upcoming implementation of new guidelines—FCC, under its new chairman, Charles D. Ferris, is intent on arms-length relations with those subject to its jurisdiction. Mr. Lee, Republican, who will have served 28 years when his term expires in 1981, longer than anyone in FCC history, feels commissioners cannot be swayed by casual business or social contacts and thinks valuable background accures from dialogues with experts.
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Business Briefly

TV only

**Electronic Realty Association**
National real estate association buys three TV flights beginning this summer, spending approximately $2 million. Fromm Inc., Kansas City, Mo., will handle spots in 90-100 markets during news and sports time. Target: men and women, 25-49.

**IHOP**
International House of Pancakes slates third-quarter TV buy starting in two weeks. Brooks advertising, Oak Lawn, Ill., will seek spots during early fringe time in Midwest markets. Target: adults and children.

**Firestone**
Tire and rubber company kicks off three-month TV campaign in two weeks. Sweeney & James, Cleveland, will buy spots in 100 markets during fringe and prime time. Target: total men.

**Toro**
Equipment manufacturer arranges 14-week TV promotion for its Toro snow thrower beginning in August.

Campbell-Mithum, Minneapolis, will schedule spots during fringe time in about 50 markets. Target: men, 35 and over.

**Gillette**
Appliance division launches third-quarter TV buy late this month. Grey-North, Chicago, will select spots in about 50 markets during fringe time. Target: men and women, 18-49.

**Seven-Up**
Beverage company plans 13-week TV campaign beginning this week for its sugar-free and diet Seven-Up. Trends & Associates, Columbus, Ohio, will place spots in 10 markets during day, fringe and prime time. Target: adults, 18-34 and teen-agers, 12-17.

**T.G.&Y.**
Division of City Products Corp. launches third-quarter TV buy late this month for its T.G.& Y. stores. Grey-North, Chicago, will select spots during all day parts. Target: men and women, 18-49, and teen-agers.

**Colgate-Palmolive**

**Regina**

**MJB**
Company highlights its coffee in 11-week TV campaign beginning in early July. Carlson Leibowitz, Los Angeles, will buy spots in 13 markets during day, fringe and prime time. Target: women, 25-54.

**Captain D's**
Seafood restaurants take two TV flights beginning this week and in early July, running from three to four weeks. Noble Dury & Associates, Nashville, will select spots in eight markets during day, fringe and prime time. Target: men and women, 16-49.

**Borden**
Hi-protein milk and ice cream are subjects of four and five-week TV campaigns that begin in early July. Tracy-Locke, Dallas, will seek spots in 41 markets during day, prime and prime access time. Target: women, 25-54.

**Icelandic Airlines**
Carrier schedules six-week TV push beginning this week. Clinton E. Frank, Chicago, will buy spots during news, late fringe and prime time. Target: adults, 25-49.

**Purex**
Pool products division begins

In 20 markets during early fringe time. Target: women, 18-49.

**S. C. Johnson**
Deep Woods Off insecticide gets three-month TV buy beginning this week, Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, will select spots in Minneapolis and Wisconsin during day, fringe and prime time. Target: women, 25-49.

Rep appointments

- **KOL(AM)-KEFM(FM) Omaha; WLRW(FM) Champaign, Ill.; Pro Meeker Radio, New York.**
- **AM-FM Baltimore: Jack Masla & Co., New York.**

For More Information, Write or Phone
THE BEHRENS COMPANY, INC.
2451 BRICKELL AVENUE, MIAMI, FLORIDA 33129
(305) 854-4935
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Z-93 ... THE LEADING MASS APPEAL CONTEMPORARY STATION IN ATLANTA.

Z-93 ... THE STATION THAT GAINED MORE LISTENERS IN THE PAST YEAR THAN ANY OTHER.*

Z-93 ... THE STATION THAT IS #1 LISTENERS 18-49 AND #2 LISTENERS 12+./*

* Arbitron, Oct/Nov 1977, Total Area, Cum. AQH, Mon-Sun 6AM-12M
St. Elizabeth's hospital for the mentally ill was built on hope. On 320 acres overlooking the nation's capital from a hill in Anacostia.

But St. Elizabeth's began overlooking a lot of other things as the years went on. As News 7's award-winning Jim Clarke discovered.

He visited the institution and exposed undreamed of horrors. He learned why it couldn't be accredited. Why it was a staggering waste of money. That three people died because of blatant neglect. And that half the patients weren't sick at all. Just old.

News 7's Special Assignment series, "Inside St. E's," chilled the community that saw it. Five separate investigations resulted. After seeing tapes of the show, HEW Secretary Califano promised that within two months the ill-fated hospital would start to get well. And it did. The after-shock of what happened left the old St. E's in rubble. But morale is building again. Faith is being restored.

Maybe you didn't get to see "Inside St. E's," as many Washingtonians did. But if you ever visit there, you'll sure see the results.

Television should be more than soap operas and situation comedies.

WJLA-TV.

Nationally represented by Petry Television, Inc. abc in Washington, D.C.
six-week TV drive for its pool chemicals in two weeks. American Media Consultants, Los Angeles, will select spots in four markets during fringe, prime and prime access time. Target: men, 35 and over.


Wm. Underwood □ Company focuses on its Underwood meat spreads in four-week TV campaign beginning in mid-July. Kenyon & Eckhardt, Boston, will buy spots in 50 markets during day and fringe time. Target: women, 25-49.

Burger King □ Subsidiary of Pillsbury launches four-week TV buy for its Burger King fast food chain this week. J. Walter Thompson, Atlanta, will select spots in about 15 Southern markets during fringe time. Target: children, 2-11 and adults, 18-34.

Rustler's □ Steak house chain begins four-week TV promotion late this month. Lewis & Gilman, Philadelphia, will handle spots in nine markets during fringe, prime and late news time. Target: adults, 18-49.

National Fast Food □ Corporation features its Hoagy’s Corner deli chain in four-week TV push starting this week. Cunningham & Root, Los Angeles, will schedule spots in four markets during fringe, prime and prime access time. Target: adults, 18-49.

Ferrero U.S.A. □ Confectionary company starts four-week TV push for its Tic-Tac candy late this month. SFM Media, New York, will select spots during fringe and prime access time. Target: adults, 12-34.

Sunshields □ Sun protector for car gets three-week TV push starting this week. A. Eicoff & Co., Chicago, will handle spots in 16 markets during all day parts. Target: adults, 18-49.

Cudahy Foods □ Subsidiary of General Host launches three-week TV drive this week. Fulcher & Brownfield, Phoenix, will handle spots in 11 markets during day and early fringe time. Target: women, 18-49.

Beecham □ Company features its Beecham fruit-fresh preservative in three-week TV flight beginning this week. Cunningham & Walsh, New York, will buy spots in about 12 markets during day and fringe time. Target: women, 18-49.

K-Tel □ Corporation starts two-week TV drive for its Master Sharpener this week. Commonwealth Advertising, Minnetonka, Minn., will arrange spots in about 70 markets during fringe, day and prime time. Target: total men and women.


Nair □ Carter products division features its Nair depilatory in five-week radio campaign beginning in late July. SFM Media, New York, will handle spots in markets including Boston, Miami and Los Angeles. Target: women, 25-54.

Bar reports television-network sales as of May 14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day parts</th>
<th>Total minutes week ended May 14</th>
<th>Total dollars week ended May 14</th>
<th>1978 total dollars year to date</th>
<th>1977 total dollars year to date</th>
<th>% change from 1977</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Friday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20,142,200</td>
<td>17,704,400</td>
<td>+13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign-on 10 a.m.</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>1,308,300</td>
<td>2,845</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Friday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17,026,500</td>
<td>19,261</td>
<td>+9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 a.m.-6 p.m.</td>
<td>1,040</td>
<td>19,261</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday-Sunday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>312,861,000</td>
<td>286,139,500</td>
<td>+9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign-on 6 p.m.</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>7,725,900</td>
<td>6,322</td>
<td></td>
<td>+6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Saturday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>170,504,200</td>
<td>160,491,800</td>
<td>+6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 p.m.-7:30 p.m.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4,254,500</td>
<td>1,939</td>
<td></td>
<td>+10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>82,513,300</td>
<td>74,381,400</td>
<td>+10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 p.m.-7:30 p.m.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>888,200</td>
<td>404</td>
<td></td>
<td>+12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Sunday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250,188,200</td>
<td>22,204,700</td>
<td>+12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 p.m.-11 p.m.</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>43,694,800</td>
<td>7,895</td>
<td></td>
<td>+10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Sunday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>745,570,200</td>
<td>574,681,500</td>
<td>+26.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 p.m.-Sign-off</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>5,247,800</td>
<td>4,100</td>
<td></td>
<td>+1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,278</td>
<td>$80,146,000</td>
<td>42,766</td>
<td>$1,444,433,000</td>
<td>+9.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Broadcast Advertisers Reports

Big Apple radio. More than 900 advertising agency and radio station executives attended the Second Annual Festival of the New York Market Radio Broadcasting Association on May 25 at the Americana Hotel. Among those present were (l to r): Maurie Webster, executive director of NYMRA, Rick Devlin, vice chairman of association [WFAN New York]; Neil Rockoff, chairman of NYMRA [WFAN New York] and Larry Divney, festival chairman [WLIF/WM New York].

Tender Corp. □ After-bite insect remedy gets two-week TV drive beginning this week. A. Eicoff & Co., Chicago, will buy spots in 47 markets during all day parts. Target: total adults.

Radio only

Carquest □ Auto parts retailer schedules two-week radio push starting this week. Pitluk group, San Antonio, will buy spots in about 20 markets including San Diego, San Bernardino and Salinas, all California. Target: men, 18-49.

Mrs. Smith’s □ Pie company starts two-week radio promotion in two weeks. J. M. Korn & Son, Philadelphia, will place spots in about 40 markets including New Orleans. Target: women, 18-49.

Radio-TV

Dad’s □ Root beer gets 10-12-week TV and radio buy beginning in early June. Paul Yardley, Jacksonville, Fla., will place spots during early fringe and prime access time in Miami and Atlanta. Target: adults, 18-34.


June 5-9—1978 institute of Communications, sponsored by National Religious Broadcasters and Church Life Center, Nyack College, Nyack, N.Y.

June 6—NBC Radio Network regional affiliate meeting, Logan Airport Hilton hotel, Boston.


June 6-9—Third Asian-Pacific television conference, sponsored by The Cultural and Social Centre for the Asian and Pacific Region, Seoul, Korea, with San Francisco State University as co-host. Satellite communications will be the theme. San Francisco State University, San Francisco.

June 7—NBC Radio Network regional affiliate meeting, DuPont Clarion motor hotel, Chicago.

June 7—Advertising Research Foundation midyear conference, Hyatt Regency O'Hare, Chicago.

June 7—Hearing by Senate Commerce Committee on S-22, bill to repeal the tameness doctrine of the Communications Act. Room 235. Russell Senate Office building, Washington.


June 8—Radio Advertising Bureau Idearama for radio salespeople. Sheraton Airport Inn, Minneapolis.


June 8—Radio Advertising Bureau Idearama for radio salespeople. Sheraton Orlando, Orlando, Fla.

June 8-10—Alabama Broadcasters Association spring convention. Gulf Park Resort, Gulf Shores, Ala.

June 8-10—Florida Cable Television Association, annual convention. Speakers will include Representatives Lionel Van Deerin (D-Calif) and Louis Frey (R-Fla.). Dutch Inn at Lake Buena Vista, near Orlando, Fla.

June 8-10—Hawaiian Association of Broadcasters convention. Kauai Surf hotel, Kauai, Hawaii.

June 8-11—Mississippi Broadcasters Association, annual convention. MBA board will meet June 8. Sheraton-Biloxi hotel, Biloxi, Miss.

June 8-11—Combined meeting of Missouri Broadcasters Association and Kansas Association of Broadcasters. Marriott, Kansas City International Airport.


June 11-13—Montana Broadcasters Association annual convention. Fairmont Hot Springs Resort, south of Butte, Mont.

June 11-13—New Jersey Broadcasters Association annual convention. Representative Lionel Van Deerin (D-Calif) will speak. Resorts International hotel, Atlantic City.


June 11-30—Tenth institute for Religious Communications sponsored by the Catholic Communications Foundation, Loyola University, New Orleans.

Also in June

June 12-13—Fourth annual New York cable television technical seminar presented by New York State Commission on Cable Television and State University of New York at Albany in cooperation with New York State Cable Television Association and Upstate New York chapter of Society of Cable Television Engineers. Empire State Plaza Convention Center, Albany, N.Y.


June 12-14—California Community Television Association annual meeting. Red Lion Motor Inn and Senator hotel, Sacramento, Calif.


June 13—Radio Advertising Bureau Idearama for radio salespeople. Holiday Inn, Jackson, Miss.


June 14—Tennessee Association of Broadcasters congressional breakfast, Washington.

June 14—Virginia Association of Broadcasters meeting, Mariner Resort inn, Virginia Beach, Va.

June 14—Hearing by Senate Commerce Committee on S-64, bill which depis with reducing radio frequency interference to consumer electronic equipment. Room 155, Russell Senate Office building, Washington.


June 15-10—Oregon Association of Broadcasters spring conference. Salishan Lodge, Gleneden Beach, Ore.

June 15-17—South Dakota Broadcasters Association meeting, Holiday Inn, Mitchell, S.D.


June 16-17—Annual convention and awards banquet of Oklahoma AP Broadcasters Association. Hunt Valley Inn, Cockeyeys, Md.


June 18-19—Oregon Cable Television Association annual meeting, Kneha Resort, Warm Springs, Ore.


Major meetings


Do it with a hero

Kelly's Heroes, that action-packed film, starring Clint Eastwood, Telly Savalas, and Donald Sutherland is one way to do it. There are lots of other ways, and we’ve got ‘em all. MGM-11 has 30 ways to do it...and do it big. 30 top-rated feature films like Westworld, Ryan’s Daughter, The Wind and the Lion, and Get Carter. All in the grand Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer tradition. All in color. And all available through United Artists Television.

30 ways to do it...and do it big.

Distributed By

United Artists
A Transamerica Company

© 1978 MGM, Inc.
Century 21 is ON TOP!

The top-rated FM station in the whole USA uses Century 21 programming. It's KTDY (FM), with a 26.5% Arbitron share in Lafayette, Louisiana.

Century 21's Z Format contemporary programming service gives KTDY (FM) the highest metro share of any non-simulcast FM shown in Arbitron's estimates in the past year.

Ron Gomez's KTDY (FM) is on top of every major demographic, including 12+, 18+, 18-34 and 18-49 for men, women and adults, metro and total survey areas!

The secret's in the service: rock, country & M-O-R. Century 21 programming has helped a lot of stations, large and small. Their ratings and revenues have both climbed to the top! Call Century 21 toll-free at (800) 527-3262 for details about their top money-making and money-saving programming services. Do it now!
42 U.S. broadcasters selected RCA TV transmitters in 1977.

Backup service is one of the reasons.

RCA service isn't the only reason why we sold far more transmitters last year than anybody else.

But it's certainly a big reason for our leadership.

Of course, it's what's inside an RCA transmitter that really counts. But who's behind it counts, too: RCA's complete and dedicated service organization.

Quality service, any time, any place.

To start with, we offer Tech Alert transmitter service.

Just call Tech Alert (609) 338-3434, and you're in instant touch with an RCA transmitter engineer who can answer questions, or who can send parts—or a transmitter field specialist—to your transmitter site, pronto.

Tech Alert phones are open 24 hours of every day. And we follow through with in-depth parts availability. When parts are needed in an emergency they can be sent the same day, the fastest way possible.

The way we build RCA transmitters, we don't expect you to need emergency service. But it's reassuring to know it's always there.

In a new RCA transmitter, less is really more value.

RCA transmitters have fewer of the traditional troublemakers: fewer tubes, fewer blowers, fewer linear amplifiers.

But more of the features that eliminate trouble, increase reliability, and decrease the need for adjustments. Features such as built-in filament voltage regulators, and a complete system of status indicators to assist in troubleshooting.

Take a close look at an RCA transmitter. You'll easily see why more U.S. broadcasters choose RCA than any other manufacturer.

And why there are more RCA transmitters in service.

Make this big investment your best one.

Our transmitters are state-of-the-art, but they're compatible with the state of your budget. And because every RCA unit is built to last, it will cost less in the long run.

And the proof is in the experience of RCA transmitter owners across the country whose units are still in operation after 15 and 20 years, and longer.

Quality, service and in-use experience: some of the reasons why you can count on RCA. For the full story, contact your RCA Representative, or write to us.

RCA Broadcast Systems, Bldg. 2-2, Front & Cooper Streets, Camden, NJ 08102.

We sell more TV transmitters in the U.S. than anybody else. With more in operation than anybody else. Now, you know some of the reasons why.
Advertising legislation. Pending in congressional conference committee is energy legislation, House version of which has provision prohibiting electric and natural gas utilities from passing on to consumers costs of institutional, promotional and political ads. There is no such provision in Senate version. So far, tentative agreement has been reached on electric utilities issue, to effect that federal government will leave utilities advertising regulation in states’ hands. Broadcasters, who have opposed advertising provision for fear it would discourage utilities from advertising on radio and TV, are hopeful that natural gas utilities issue will be resolved in same way. Senator James Abourezk’s (D-S.D.) Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure has subpoenaed documents from major oil and pharmaceutical manufacturing companies and their ad agencies as part of investigation into federal regulation of corporate image advertising (BROADCASTING, April 27).

All-channel radio. Representative John Breckinridge’s (D-Ky) House Small Business Subcommittee last year held antitrust inquiry into allegations that auto manufacturers are overpricing FM radio sets (BROADCASTING, Sept. 26, 1977). Those charges were not substantially supported in Booz-Allen research sponsored by National Association of Broadcasters and Corporation for Public Broadcasting (BROADCASTING, Dec. 19, 1977). Representative Breckinridge failed to win renomination to House this year, which means end to radio inquiry, but House Communications Subcommittee Chairman Lionel Van Deerlin (D-Calif.) has said he will pick up ball, treating issue in his subcommittee’s rewrite of Communications Act. There is currently bill pending in House by Joseph Addabbo (D-N.Y) to require all radio sets to be equipped with both AM and FM bands.

AM stereo. National AM Stereophonic Radio Committee (NAMSRC), in comments filed earlier this year with FCC regarding proposed systems for AM stereo broadcasting, concluded that systems it tested—Magnavox, Motorola and Belar Corp.—all worked and differences among them were “consequence of proponents’ system-design philosophy.” Systems not involved in the NAMSRC testing have been proposed by Harris Corp. and Kahn Communications. NAMSRC—made up of representatives of National Association of Broadcasters, National Association of Radio Broadcasters, Electronic Industries Association, Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers—and other broadcast groups, public, equipment manufacturers and auto makers were overwhelmingly in favor of idea in general (BROADCASTING, Jan. 9). At NAB convention workshop, industry people were predicting FCC decision on AM stereo system by beginning of next year (BROADCASTING, April 17).

Antitrust/networks. Justice Department, which originally filed suit against ABC, CBS and NBC in 1972 for alleged monopoly practices, has reached out-of-court settlement with NBC, and that agreement has been approved by presiding judge in case (BROADCASTING, Dec. 5, 1977). Agreement imposes number of restrictions on NBC in programing area, but some of those restrictions are not effective unless other two networks also agree to them. ABC and CBS, however, are fighting Justice’s new antitrust case. AT&T has asked court to consolidate cases and proposed agenda that calls for trial beginning next Oct. 16 (BROADCASTING, Nov. 28, 1977). CBS and ABC have asked court to dismiss suits (BROADCASTING, April 3).  

AT&T rates. FCC late last year rejected increased AT&T charges for occasional networks, contending that Bell did not sufficiently justify increases and did not follow procedures laid down by commission in earlier proceeding for allocating costs among AT&T services. Existing tariff has been designated for hearing, after which commission could prescribe rates. FCC’s rejection of occasional-use tariff, however, is seen by some as legally risky and commission’s order rejecting rates, which was issued only last month, reflects that view as it attempts to plug every loophole in decision (BROADCASTING, April 10).

Automatic transmission systems. FCC has allowed automatic transmission service for nondirectional AM and FM stations (BROADCASTING, Jan. 3, 1977). Commission expects also to permit ATS at AM directional and TV stations this year.

Bell bill. So-called “Bell bill” named after its chief supporter, AT&T, to limit competition in business communications field, is currently being considered in context of House Communications Subcommittee’s rewrite of Communications Act. Association of Independent Television Stations and National Cable Television Association have opposed it (BROADCASTING, April 18, 1977), arguing it would bestow unconscionable monopoly on telephone companies and could drive specialized common carriers they now use out of business. On related subject, House Communications Subcommittee Chairman Lionel Van Deerlin (D-Calif.) has suggested that FCC cable/common carrier crossownership rules barring telephone companies from providing broadband video

Ask the more than 75 radio stations that have already increased theirs!

Ask WOR New York:
"...The Wall Street Journal Business Report is an important segment of WOR-AM's 'Rambling with Gambling'...reads well, and the response of my audience has been extremely positive."
John Gambling

Ask WBBM Chicago:
"We have had stock market reports on Newsradio 78 for many years, but never a succinct, well-written report of up-to-date business news until now. It's a real plus."  
John Hultman  
Director, News Operations

Ask WEEI Boston:
"We include among our listeners a good number of business and government leaders, educators and other professionals...the kinds of people who want ready access to the type of information The Wall Street Journal Business Report provides. In short, it's good for our listeners; therefore, good for us."  
Michael C. Ludlum  
Director, News and Programming

Ask KMBR Kansas City:
"We find The Wall Street Journal Business Report a very salable feature on KMBR. It's very much in line with the need to know attitudes of KMBR's listening audience."  
Bill Goetz  
Sales Manager

Ask WTOP Washington, D.C.:
"It's the finest service I have to keep the nation's capital up-to-the-minute in business and financial news."
Bob Dalton  
President and General Manager

Ask WSOC Charlotte:
"The Wall Street Journal Business Reports are prepared in an interesting and concise manner and fit our format well...And we're happy to add that we have several satisfied clients and sponsors..."  
Lee Morris  
Vice President and General Manager

Ask KIRO Seattle:
"...the best broadcast source available for telling folks what's happening on the business front in terms they can understand."  
William Wippel  
Director, News and Programming

Ask KXXR San Jose:
"The Business Report provides balanced and informed reporting to our listeners, and has become a staple of the San Jose business community."  
Vic Bremer  
News Manager

Ask WEAN Providence:
"...We are extremely enthusiastic with the response from this feature...the reports are particularly well-written."  
Lincoln W. N. Pratt  
General Manager

Ask WILM Wilmington:
"...an excellent source of business and business-related news...news that is especially important to an all-news operation such as WILM."  
Sally V. Hawkins  
President/General Manager

Get the competitive edge in your market.
Imagine getting eight timely and authoritative newscasts every business day prepared by the editors of The Wall Street Journal and directly to your station via The Journal's own communications circuits. And you'd be the only station in your market to broadcast them!

Exclusive business news coverage that builds your audience.
The Business Report ranges over a broad spectrum of business and business-related topics, and includes stock market highlights. It gives listeners a real incentive to tune in to your station—and to stay tuned.

Eight opportunities a day to boost business.
Lots of advertisers are eager to reach the upscale audience attracted to the Business Report. And you'll be able to sell those prospective clients with morning and afternoon drive-time newscasts, and with six newscasts (on an hourly basis) in between.

It won't cost you a cent in cash.
We're now expanding our base to include all of the top 150 radio markets. In exchange for exclusive rights to the Business Report, we're looking for a credit line with each newscast, and air time (to be negotiated) for commercials promoting The Wall Street Journal.

Send for a free information kit which spells out all the details and includes samples of actual newscasts. Write Donald E. Suphen, or call him collect at (609) 452-2000.
services should be eliminated in rural areas, if not altogether (Broadcasting, Feb. 20).

Broadcasting in Congress. Following House vote last year to open chamber to five daily broadcast coverage, House Rules Committee has recommended that rather than use pool of commercial and public broadcast networks to run system, House should set it up and work broadcast controls itself. Recommendation accords with wishes of Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. (D-Mass.), who has already told staff to prepare contracts for purchase of color cameras. He has said that before instituting coverage, however, he will let House vote on who should control it. Under Rules Committee recommendation, broadcast feed of proceedings would be available to all TV and radio stations in an experimental period, length of which is unspecified. Speaker O'Neill says it won't be before end of this year. In Senate, meantime, there has been no action on similar proposals for live broadcast coverage, but that body look unprecedented step of letting radio in to cover its debate on Panama Canal treaties. National Public Radio carried large portions of that event live (Broadcasting, Feb. 13 et seq.).

Cable economic inquiry. FCC has opened investigation into economic relationship between cable television and over-air television. Its purpose, commission says, is to provide factual information where "intuition" has been used in the past. The investigation will look into impact on local television stations. Comments were filed March 15 (Broadcasting, March 20). On Capitol Hill, Senate Communications Subcommittee had legislation drafted to give cable legislative mandate, but Subcommittee's Chairman Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.) postponed its introduction indefinitely, saying he wants to see what House Communications Subcommittee does with cable in its Communications Act rewrite (Broadcasting, May 8).

CBS/tennis matches. Network, under FCC threat of short-term license renewals for one or more of its O&Os because of wrongly promoted "winner-take-all" Heavyweight Cham- pionship of America matches, has asked FCC to approve TV in public televised in statement by CBS/Broad- casting Group President Gene Jankowski (Broadcasting, April 10). Network has also filed state- ment with commission containing it has made up for transgressions and that errors must be placed "on the books." CBS's long experience in broad- casting service (Broadcasting, April 24). Commis- sion now must act on that issue and related one concerning improper sponsor identification. Carter use of broadcasting. President has held 30 televised press conferences since assumption of office and plans to promise he made to hold them twice monthly. He has also made unprecedented radio-TV appearances in for- mats ranging from CBS Radio call-in show to "fireside chat" on energy last winter and one in February on Panama Canal to year-end interview with representatives of four national TV networks.

Children's advertising. Federal Trade Com- mission staff has proposed that commission ban advertising on television to children under age 8, prohibit ads for highly sugared products and require counteradvertising for sugared product spots that are permitted. Commission has sought to institute rulemaking inquiry on those proposals, and reaction from industry was immediate (Broadcasting, March 13). Comments on proposal are due (Sept. 9).

Strongest reaction to date has come from House Appropriations Committee which recommended to use FTC from banning advertising for foods that Food and Drug Administration deems safe. But inquiry is allowed to continue, and will, FTC Chairman Michael Pertschuck says (Broadcasting, May 29). Action for Children's Television, which got whole ball rolling with petition to FTC, has also gone to FCC with petition urging end of TV ads for children (Broadcasting, Feb. 27).

Closed captioning. FCC has adopted order opening door to system of closed captioning of television programs for benefit of hearing impaired. (Closed captioning involves transmission of TV signal on line 21, field 1, and available only to those with TV sets and blanking interbelts for captions that are visible only to those with decoding equipment.) President Carter wrote commercial networks last Febru- ary, urging them to make use of system. However, only ABC offered positive response. CBS and NBC were at best tentative in their answer. Technical and cost problems are cited as obstacles to use of closed captioning system. However, administration is not giving up. Offi- cials of Department of Health, Education and Welfare have met separately with each of net- works, producers and advertisers in ongoing discussion of problems.

Commercial practices at noncommercial stations. FCC has again indicated that it will examine whether public stations are stepping too far into realm of commerce. Last round of comments in this proceeding was filed last sum- mer (Broadcasting, July 25, 1977). Commis- sion is scheduled to consider matter this week.

Communications Act. Rewrite of Com- munications Act, project in works at House Communications Subcommittee for going on two years, will emerge this week as bill under sponsorship of subcommittee Chairman Lionel Van Deerin (D-Calif.) and subcommittee rank- ing Republican Lou Frey (Fla.). Measure's theme is to "open up" entire communications industry—including broadcasting, cable television, satellites, cable television, telephone, "make an end of the place determinations by free choice of services," Mr. Van Deerin says (Broadcasting, May 29). Indications are that bill will have some deregulatory provisions, especially for radio, but as trade-off would also assess fee from television operators for captioning transmis- sions for their use of spectrum. Last provision has been and probably will continue to be heavily fought by broadcasters.

Crossownership (newspaper-broadcast). Supreme Court heard oral arguments Jan. 16 on question of whether FCC should permit common ownership of broadcast stations and newspapers in same market (Broadcasting, Jan. 18). It is possible, however, that crossownership case will finally be resolved- not by Supreme Court but by Congress. Legis- lation (H.R. 5577) has been introduced by Rep- resentative Samuel Devine (R-Ohio) to prohibit FCC from considering newspaper crossowner- ship in broadcasting applications and bar divestiture of crossowned media. And, to some extent, events are overturning courts and Cong- ress. Actions threatening existence of crossowned media have been followed by quickening trend to dissolve crossowned media holdings. Last year, for example, assignments of licenses involving crossowned stations were announced (Broadcasting, Dec. 12, 1977); two, however—swap of Multimedia's wrsc-tv, Greenville, S.C., for Mc- Clatchy Newspapers' kovr-tv Stockton, Calif., and koco-tv Oklahoma City plus preferred stock—have been called off (Broadcasting, March 20, 27).

Crossownership (television broadcast- ing-cable television). FCC has amended its rules to require divestiture for CATV system co- owned with TV station that is only commercial station to place city-grade contour over cable system (Broadcasting, May 27, 1976). Na- tional Citizens Committee for Broadcasting is seeking appeals court review, arguing rule should be broader. Two system owners in- volved are appealing on appropriate grounds (Broadcasting, April 25, 1976). Court is holding crossownership case for final decision pending Supreme Court's disposition of petition for review in broadcast-newspaper crossownership case (Broadcasting, April 25, 1977). Pending before appeals court are petitions by three crossowners for stay of deadline for divestiture.

EEO. One rulemaking proposal left over from administration of former FCC Chairman Richard A. Wiley (D-Mass.) under which Charles D. Ferris will resolve involves equal employment opportunity rules for cable televi- sion systems. Supreme Court, in decision in- volving Federal Power Commission and its role—or lack of one—in EEO matters, ap- parently cast doubt on FCC's authority to im- pose EEO rules on cable systems. Or so FCC general counsel's office under Chairman Wiley had felt. Whether new general counsel will feel the same, after reviewing comments that have been filed in proceeding, remains to be seen. In broadcast EEO area, comments have been filed on proposal to amend form 395, commis- sion's annual employment reporting form, to reflect more accurately job positions in indus- try (Broadcasting, May 1). As for FCC's internal EEO; it's poor, according to report by Citizens Communications Center which contended that top jobs are held by white males (Broadcast- ing, April 3).

Family viewing. Judge Warren Ferguson of U.S. District Court in Los Angeles has ruled that family-viewing self-regulatory concept is un- constitutional (Broadcasting, Nov. 8, 1976) and National Association of Broadcasters would not enforce concept, which was embodied in its television code. ABC, CBS and FCC are appealing basic decision; NBC is fighting only liability for damages to Tandem Productions, one of plaintiffs in suit against family viewing. Briefs have been filed in those appeals with U.S. Court of Appeals for Ninth Circuit (Broad- casting, July 4, 1977). In light of court decision, NAB dropped its policy of mandatory subscrip- tion to TV code, and rewrote code to prohibit broadcast of material that subscribers "deter- mine to be objectionable," and not "obscene or indecent" (Broadcasting, Sept. 19, 1977).

FCC fees. Commission has embarked on effort to determine how much of $163 million in fees it received between 1970 and 1976 was collected illegally and to make necessary refunds. It is also undertaking task of develop- ing another fee schedule to replace schedules overturned by courts. Under plan presented to commission by staff in January (Broadcasting, Jan. 18), agency would begin making refunds in July. Broadcasters' share of fees paid to FCC is esti- mated at $47.5 million. Still pending before U.S. Court of Claims is request by some 90 parties, including broadcasters, for refund of fees.

FM quadraphonic. National Quadraphonic
Only one daytime entertainment show got all three major Emmy nominations.

☆ Outstanding Talk, Service or Variety Series—Executive Producer, Henry Jaffe. Producer, Fred Tatashore.

☆ Outstanding Host or Hostess in a Talk, Service or Variety Series—Dinah Shore for DINAH!

☆ Outstanding Individual Director for a Variety Program (For a Single Episode, "DINAH! and the Philadelphians")—Glen Swanson.
Radio Committee (NQRC) was formed in 1972 by industry groups. It submitted its conclusions to FCC in 1975 and commission has conducted tests at its laboratory division since then. FCC issued notice of inquiry in June 1977 to study merits of various quadraphonic techniques. Comments were filed late last year (Broadcasting, Dec. 19, 1977).

Format changes. FCC has concluded inquiry to determine whether it can or should be involved in regulating program formats with order concluding that it can't and shouldn't (Broadcasting, Aug. 2, 1976). Commission said determination should be left to discretion of licensee and to regulation of marketplace. This was contrary to previous appeals court decisions and expectation is that Supreme Court will ultimately decide issue. Several citizen groups are appealing commission's position (Broadcasting, Sept. 13, 1976).

Indecency. Supreme Court is reviewing appeals court decision that overturned FCC declaratory ruling that broadcast of George Carlin "seven dirty words" comedy routine by Washington's WTOP was indecent (Broadcasting, Jan. 16). Broadcasting establishment is supporting nonconformist station in briefs filed (Broadcasting, April 3) and in oral arguments at high court (Broadcasting, April 24). At same time, commission, which brought appeal in WTOP case, is in Court of Appeals in Washington to remand case involving agency's "clarification" of rules regarding cable and obscenity (Broadcasting, July 25, 1977). Court has compiled, but status of rule is uncertain since U.S. Court of Appeals, in case involving cable access rules, has held commission lacks authority to adopt obscenity rules for cable (Broadcasting, March 6).

License renewal legislation. Bills to lengthen broadcast license terms and make licensees more secure against challenges have been relegated to back burner in Congress, which came close to passing measure in 1974. Senate Communications Subcommittee has given a habit little interest in subject, but House Communications Subcommittee Chairman Lionel Van Deerin (D-Calif.) has proposed lengthening radio licenses to as much as 10 years in his Subcommittee's rewrite of FCC's authorizations Act (Broadcasting, Oct. 17, 1977). But House subcommittee will not take time away from rewrite to give separate consideration to bills such as that of subcommittee ranking Republican Lou Frey (Fla.), which would lengthen radio and TV license terms to five years, exempt radio licensees from community ascertainment requirements, and cut down on license renewal-related paperwork (Broadcasting, Feb. 28, 1977). Among renewal bills pending in Senate is measure by Commerce Committee ranking Republican James Pearson (Kan.) to lengthen license term to five years and require FCC to renew license if station's programing is responsive to the community and if operation of the licensee's station in previous term has been without "serious deficiencies."

Minority ownership. Carter administration has announced wide-ranging push to increase participation of minorities in broadcast and cable ownership (Broadcasting, Feb. 8, April 24). FCC has adopted policies aimed at ensuring minorities path to ownership (Broadcasting, May 22). And Small Business Administration has changed its policy to allow for loans for purchase of broadcast stations and cable systems, also seen as means of boosting minority ownership. Representative and broadcasting association has introduced legislation to allow SBA to exceed its $500,000 limit in loans to minority interests for purchase of broadcast or cable properties. Bill also incorporates NAB's tax-credit proposal (Broadcasting, Dec. 5, 1977). And, NAB and National Cable Television Association have also taken initiatives in this area. NRBA establishing program for members to help minorities learn station operation, NAB setting up task force to find funds to back new minority broadcast enterprises. NAB task force has met and formed two subcommittees, one for support services, one for funding (Broadcasting, April 3).

Network inquiry. FCC's network inquiry is back on track after being derailed last summer when Senator Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.), chairman of Communications Subcommittee and of appropriations subcommittee, blocked transfer of FCC funds necessary to finance project. He demanded inquiry be conducted by一站式 Demo- cratic chairman of commission. That chairman, Charles Ferris, has selected co-directors of staff for inquiry (Broadcasting, Feb. 20), and they will sign on full time in June. Inquiry is in response to petition by Westinghouse Broadcast- ing seeking examination of network-affili- ate relationships.


NTIA. Executive order creating new National Telecommunications and Information Administration has been signed by President Carter (Broadcasting, April 3). Positioned in Depart- ment of Commerce, it will be headed by assis- tant secretary, Henry Geller, one-time general counsel of FCC and noted for progressive- liberal approach to communications regula- tion, has been nominated to post. Hearings on nomination, before Senate Commerce Comm- mittee, were held April 17, but Senate has yet to act on confirmation. New agency is taking over functions and respon- sibilities of White House's Office of Telecommu- nications Policy and Department of Com- merce's Inspector General for Telecommunica- tions; it will employ some 300 persons, have annual bud- get of $12 million.

Operator licensing. Comments were filed in January in FCC rulemaking looking to drop require- ment for tests for what are now third-class radio operator licenses (Broadcasting, Jan. 9). Rulemaking proposal also calls for dual license structure—one series for routine operation and one for maintenance of various classes of radio stations—for reviving of licenses and for new class of license for opera- tion of television transmitters.

Pay cable; pay TV. U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington has overturned FCC rules de- signed to prevent broadcasters from siphon- ing of sports and movie programming (Broad- casting, March 28, 1977) and Supreme Court has refused FCC request for review. FCC's au- thority to pre-empt pay-cable rate regulation has been upheld by U.S. Court of Appeals in New York (Broadcasting, April 10). As industry- pay cable reached 1.2 million subscribers on 440 systems in 1977. Pay subscribers rep- resent about 15% of cable universe and produce $9 million in revenues monthly. There are two over-air pay TV stations currently telecasting: WRG4U Newark, N.J., and wsc-tv Corona, Calif.

Payola. FCC investigation into pay-offs to sta- tion disk jockeys is currently behind closed doors after commission last year held open hearing into allegations of payola in Washing- ton (Broadcasting, Feb. 21, 1977). Commission says it is looking into similar charges in other cities. In unrelated case, Nat Tarnapol and three other Brunswick Record executives won reversal of federal convictions on multicount racketeering and mail fraud charges. U.S. Appeals Court in Washing- ton has remanded case to district court, how- ever, for new trial on count relating to alleged payola (Broadcasting, Aug. 29, 1977).

Performer royalties. Representative Robert Kastenmeier's (D-Wis.) Judiciary Subcom- mittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Adminis- tration of Justice has held two hearings on Representative George Danielsen's (D-Calif) legislation to create performer royalties, which would be paid to authors and performers of pre- recorded music would have to pay record performers and manufacturers (Broadcasting, April 3 and May 29). Mr. Kastenmeier indicated he may hold still more, but has acknowledged that leg- islation's chances for passage are virtually nil, unless Senate shows some interest—which it has not done.

TV violence and sex. Following hearings before Senate Communications Subcommittee and report by House Communications Sub- committee on TV violence last year, there is no perceptible movement in Congress on issue of televised violence. But controversy, which seems to be shifting from violence to sex on TV, is still heated in private sector, where most outspoken agitator for more family programming is national Parent Teachers Association. PTA has produced program rating guide scoring prime-time programing offensive to children, has announced a new program to create a school curriculum for teaching young people how to watch television critically, and says it will petition to deny five network-owned TV stations in 1979 if the networks don't cut back on sex and violence. Association has received $30,000 contribution for project from CBS and Warner Brothers. Mr. Kastenmeier, president of CBS/Broadcast Group, to help raise more. Meanwhile, University of Pennsylvania's George Gebriner's annual TV violence "index" found declining amounts of hard-action pro- gramming (Broadcasting, April 3).

UHF. FCC's May 1975 notice of inquiry on UHF taboos to determine whether restriction on proximity of stations could be reduced is still outstanding (Broadcasting, June 2, 1975). Commission has established task force to draft master plan for use of UHF spectrum (Broadcasting, March 14, 1977). Task force has reported to commission that land-mobile pres- sure for UHF spectrum space can be eased technologically (Broadcasting, May 5). Na- tional Association for Broadcasters Association has held first membership meeting (Broadcasting, March 18, 1977). Texas Instruments has delivered prototype receiver, used under FCC contract, which is aimed at overcoming UHF taboos (Broadcasting, Feb. 20). Commission has adopted new, lighter noise figure stan- dards aimed at improving reception of UHF pictures (Broadcasting, May 22).

VHF drop-ins. This FCC proceeding, of
Benefit From the Experience of Others

Over 150 Stations Have Experienced The Flexibility Of Harris System 90 Program Automation...

So Can You!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHTB-FM</th>
<th>KWWR-FM</th>
<th>WLAP-FM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WTSU-FM</td>
<td>XEO-AM</td>
<td>KTOP-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHIG-FM</td>
<td>KEZO-FM</td>
<td>WKAJ-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSER-FM</td>
<td>WKXL-FM</td>
<td>WLPO-FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPAY-FM</td>
<td>KOB-FM</td>
<td>KAGE-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFRY-FM</td>
<td>KBIM-AM/FM</td>
<td>KBRF-AM/FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFIV-FM</td>
<td>WVIP-AM/FM</td>
<td>WANL-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCTC-FM</td>
<td>WSYR-FM</td>
<td>WQII-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGMS-AM</td>
<td>WBRT-FM</td>
<td>WSRA-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KUBC-FM</td>
<td>WBIG-AM</td>
<td>CFLG-FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFYN-FM</td>
<td>WHSL-FM</td>
<td>WFNN-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAJB-FM</td>
<td>WHBC-FM</td>
<td>WGER-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBBQ-FM</td>
<td>KTJS-AM</td>
<td>WCAV-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMAZ-FM</td>
<td>KFJL-AM</td>
<td>WWMD-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGAF-AM</td>
<td>WMYB-FM</td>
<td>WCKW-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WVL-D-AM</td>
<td>WASC-AM</td>
<td>WKQT-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBNQ-FM</td>
<td>KWMJ-AM</td>
<td>KTLO-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRMN-AM</td>
<td>KCWM-AM</td>
<td>KNBY-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGEM-AM/FM</td>
<td>WWWA-AM</td>
<td>KHQ-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WQCY-FM</td>
<td>WXRO-AM</td>
<td>WXTC-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTAD-AM</td>
<td>WPDR-AM</td>
<td>WGIS-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WQFL-FM</td>
<td>KOVE-AM</td>
<td>KOEI-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGOM-AM</td>
<td>KDL-AM</td>
<td>WQIM-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMRI-AM</td>
<td>KDRB-AM</td>
<td>WNEZ-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGSS-AM</td>
<td>WAPI-AM/FM</td>
<td>WRTN-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFKY-AM</td>
<td>WEUP-AM</td>
<td>KTJJ-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKYW-FM</td>
<td>WBAM-AM</td>
<td>WMLW-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEZM-AM</td>
<td>KDDB-AM</td>
<td>KVVP-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNS-AM</td>
<td>KRO-AM</td>
<td>KDRB-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOLO-FM</td>
<td>KRIX-AM</td>
<td>WDNL-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WXIV-AM</td>
<td>KPAR-AM</td>
<td>KMIX-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMNB-FM</td>
<td>KTCH-AM</td>
<td>KCAC-AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WNCR-AM</td>
<td>KLIN-FM</td>
<td>KTIS-AM/FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSUM-AM</td>
<td>KWBE-AM/FM</td>
<td>KTXR-AM/FM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Small, medium or major market, AM or FM, Mono or Stereo...Let System 90 work for you, the way it does for so many others.

From announcer-assist to total automation, System 90's versatility readily lends itself to any format.

For more information write Harris Corporation, Broadcast Products Division, Quincy, Illinois 62301.
Small chance
EDITOR: I would like to comment on Gordon E. Lack’s letter (“Open Mike,” May 22) concerning employment in a major-market station as opposed to a small-market station.

Sure, everyone out of college and broadcasting school would like a job in a major market because of the fringe benefits. But most of us know that landing a job in a major market right off the bat is next to impossible. The trouble is trying to find a job in a small market. It seems that most general managers and program directors, even ones in smaller markets, will only consider people for employment with two and three years’ experience. What I would like to know is how do we get that experience if nobody is willing to give us a chance to prove we can do the job? — Kevin T. Freeman, Lancaster, Pa.

Editorial opinion
EDITOR: Regarding your editorial of May 22, “Still the People’s Choice,” I agree in part with your conclusion that the turned-off viewer is synonymous with the turned-off television set, which quickly translates into turned-off television advertisers. I think, however, you ignore one very important economic fact in the broadcasting industry. Broadcasters live or die by their ability to sell their on-the-air product. It seems to me that if broadcast stations (or the networks, for that matter) have difficulty in finding suitable sponsors for various programs, they will discontinue these programs and replace them with others that are more acceptable in the marketplace.

I think major advertisers, like Sears, can have an impact on the radio and television programming of this country by withholding their sponsorship from programs they deem to have too much sex or violence or to be in bad taste. — Robert Rouse, general manager, WHTS(FM) Terre Haute, Ind.

Misheard
EDITOR: I deeply appreciate your including an excerpt from my impromptu and slightly premature farewell remarks at the CBS-TV affiliates’ conference (May 29), but just to keep the record straight—the third word of the second line of the second paragraph of the excerpt was printed by you as “talents” rather than “tolerance.” Of course, all CBS-TV affiliates have, I am confident, extraordinary talents, but what I was talking about was their extraordinary tolerance. — Richard S. Salant, president, CBS News, New York.

WJFM
The power to persuade
With 500,000 watts, WJFM covers 720,000 households and 2,400,000 people. And they are listening. Calls have come in from 100 miles away and mail from 41 counties.

Who are these listeners? Men and women from 18 to 49 who appreciate the beautiful music format of FM-100, who enjoy the best, and who often buy the very best.

The nation’s most powerful FM station.

WJFM
GRAND RAPIDS AND WESTERN MICHIGAN
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Sitting Pretty!

WFBC-TV Greenville
WTAR-TV Norfolk
KUTV Salt Lake City
WDBO-TV Orlando
WGHP-TV Greensboro
WTVK Knoxville
WROC-TV Rochester
WALA-TV Mobile-Pensacola
KMPH-TV Fresno-Visalia
WPSD-TV Paducah
KHQ-TV Spokane
WAPT-TV Jackson, Miss.
WDEF-TV Chattanooga
KITV Honolulu
WHME-TV South Bend
WITN-TV Washington, N.C.
WLEX-TV Lexington
WOLO-TV Columbia, S.C.
WCSC-TV Charleston
KSWO-TV Wichita Falls-Lawton
KAMR-TV Amarillo
KRDO-TV Colorado Springs
WJBF Augusta
WWTV Traverse City-Cadillac
KVAL Eugene
KNDO-TV Yakima
KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo.
KSHO-TV Las Vegas
KBCI-TV Boise
WHIS-TV Beckley-Bluefield
KOLO-TV Reno
WALB-TV Albany, Ga.
KIFI-TV Idaho Falls
WKBM-TV San Juan

Osmond Productions’ sparkling new music-variety series for all America to enjoy!

The Donna Fargo Show
Diminishing room to maneuver for the television advertiser

Are you aware that the flexibility of the television medium is an endangered species? In these times of great prosperity, when advertising spending is higher than ever and station revenues and profits are setting records, television is on the verge of giving away one of its greatest assets—flexibility.

Recent actions taken by station management, affiliate groups and station representatives have made it more difficult for advertisers to use and work with the medium. And I might add that these actions have been taken unilaterally in many cases, without the two-way dialogue you would expect between interdependent parties.

There are several areas of disappearing flexibility that are of particular concern to advertisers.

- At the top of the list is the incredible doubling of the cost to the advertiser of cut-ins. The dimension of these unjustified increases will inhibit advertisers from experimenting with the medium, since in many cases, a visual tool for copy testing and test marketing. Over the years these functions have served the advertiser as a means of insuring the effectiveness of his advertising message and marketing plans. But the ability to test efficiently has also served the broadcaster because the more effective the advertiser’s television activity the more the advertiser will use the medium.

The current high levels of profitability in the television industry are in large measure the result of the confidence that advertisers have in the medium and their ability to harness it effectively. This confidence did not occur overnight; it developed over the years through testing and experimentation. Now that many copy tests and test marketing opportunities are being priced out of the market, experimentation will be reduced and concurrently there will be a loss of confidence in TV and a search for alternatives.

- Next in the flexibility reduction list is the recent resistance by stations to advertiser experimentation with different commercial lengths. It is understandable that the broadcaster would resist greater fragmentation of commercial time and the erosion of the 30-second spot as the basic unit of sale. In fact, we would support such resistance. On the other hand, when a concept is brought forward that would actually reduce the number of commercials in each break and not increase the amount of commercial time, it is difficult to understand the immediate negative reaction by stations and their representatives without first trying to develop an in-depth understanding of the whys and wherefores.

- The third item on the list not only limits the advertiser’s flexibility but is not in the best interests of the viewing public. I am referring to the growing number of stations that are opting to strip the prime time access period on a five-day-per-week basis with the same program. We acknowledge the sound short-term business rationale for this “if it works once, let’s do it five times” scheduling concept and the economic rationale if the program happens to be inexpensive.

But how about the long-range welfare of the medium? We believe it is dependent upon giving encouragement to the maximum number of production resources in the creative community. We fear that by restricting access to a limited number of different programs, the incentive to invest in creativity will be reduced. Given television’s ravenous appetite for fresh programming, the medium stands to lose much of its vitality over the long term if the source of product is pinched off. It is difficult to believe that the FCC had stripped game shows in mind when it opened prime time access to syndicated programming.

- Not only are stations inhibiting the advertiser’s ability to experiment with the medium and thus the industry’s incentive to program the medium, but they are making it more difficult for the advertiser to use the medium on a day-to-day basis. We are very concerned about the growing trend towards longer cancellation notification lead time, since one of the most important assets of local broadcast has been its timing flexibility.

We acknowledge that advertisers have occasionally violated the spirit of a station’s cancellation policies, but there are surely ways to control the culprit without tarring the entire advertising community with the same brush. It is particularly interesting that schedule flexibility is being cut back by the station manager at the same time that he is most vocal about network usurpation of the advertising dollar. It appears that the station manager is concerned about the network as a competitor for the advertising dollar while at the same time he is taking from the advertiser one of the most essential advantages the station offers vis-a-vis the networks.

It seems to us that this is not an appropriate time for the broadcaster to reduce the attractiveness of his medium to advertisers. Looming just over the horizon are new broadcasting technologies that threaten the current commercial broadcast structure. The recent steps to reduce the medium’s flexibility will only propel advertisers into the arms of these alternate technologies so that we may continue to experiment with ways to improve the impact of their advertising expenditures. Only by providing this flexibility will the broadcast community enable the advertiser to increase the productivity of the medium’s use and thereby offset the spiraling costs of participation.

It is odd that we find ourselves in a climate today where the natural alliance between broadcaster and advertiser is becoming one of confrontation and suspicion. It is a shame that any attempt to change the status quo by the advertiser is looked upon as some kind of a threat to the financial well-being of the broadcaster.

Generally speaking, nothing could be further from the truth. If anyone has as much to gain as the broadcaster from the continued health of the current broadcast structure, it is the advertiser. Only by working together will the value of the medium and its long-term health be enhanced.
It's tremendous! It's phenomenal!
It's fun!
It's everything the whole family
could want from you for the holidays!
It's the SFM Holiday Network!
Yes, SFM has done it again. SFM—the people who brought to television
Walt Disney's "Mickey Mouse Club"
(both the original and the new!); "The Adventures of Rin Tin Tin;"
the innovative "non-network network" Mobil
Showcase Presentations of "Ten
Who Dared," "When Havoc Struck"
and "Between the Wars," in coopera-
tion with Mobil Oil Corporation;
and network features like "The Adven-
tures of the Wilderness Family" and
"Challenge to be Free."
SFM has now developed an excit-
ing group of family features that will
air a week before each of the upcom-
ing holidays!
Fun, fantasy and fairy tales. For the
whole family to watch together. Full-
length features from major studios
like MGM to help them get into the
holiday spirit.
They're too big to tell you about
right now. So we're keeping them
under wraps.
But we'll keep you posted so
you'll have plenty of time to let your
audiences and advertisers know
all about it.
One thing we can tell you for sure.
It's a great gift for the family who has
seen everything.

SFM Media Service Corporation, 6 East 43rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017 (212) 682-0760
Winning gift for Silverman: NBC tops CBS in May sweeps

ABC takes first, but old order of second and third is reversed; specials programming does the job

NBC-TV, with a season’s worth of third-place ratings to counter, stole second place in the May sweep period from CBS-TV, a moral victory that may help ease some tension when Fred Silverman takes over as NBC president this Friday (June 9).

For the full sweep period covered by both Arbitron Television and A.C. Nielsen Co., May 3-31, the national Nielsen rating averages were 16.9 for ABC-TV, 16.0 for NBC and 15.2 for CBS. Though taken with a substantial grain of salt by advertisers, the local equivalents of those numbers will help stations adjust their fall rate cards from the results of the November and February sweeps this season, both of which were lost by NBC. In November, the national count was 20.6 for ABC, 19.1 for CBS and 18.5 for NBC, while in February ABC finished with a 22.0, CBS had a 19.5 and NBC a 17.8. NBC was the only network to improve its performance over last May’s sweep, when ABC had a 16.0, NBC a 15.8 and CBS a 15.2.

“The sweeps do more to bolster the courage than to affect the end rates,” said Chuck Kinney, president of the rep firm, Peters, Griffin, Woodward, “but the psychological affect to the stations will be extremely valuable: It will make them a little more bullish.”

Presumably the sweep results will have a positive affect within NBC as well. Prior to May, the network has finished third 17 weeks since September, second 15 weeks and first only twice. Those two wins came by grace of “The Godfather” in November and “Holocaust” in April, and miniseries have averaged over-all a 22.7 for NBC, a big improvement over its season-to-date average of 17.7 (versus ABC’s 20.1 and CBS’s 18.2). But Fred Silverman is on record as saying that series are the backbone of a network’s schedule, and series remain a problem for NBC. They averaged only a 27 share during the May sweep.

NBC clinched its second-place finish with winning the sweep’s final full week, May 22-28, and then by reaping a night-win-

ing 47 share from a three-hour Bob Hope birthday special on Monday, May 29. The network tied with ABC for first place the previous week on the strength of the miniseries, Wheels, and came in second for week two. CBS came in third for all but one week of the month, hoping for but not getting a turnaround performance in that final full week from The Dain Curse.

As reported, The Dain Curse started out strong on Monday, May 22, with a 37 share, but then dropped to a 30 share with its second episode on Tuesday (Broadcasting, May 29). The third episode on Wednesday also scored a 30 share, giving the network nightly victories on two of the three nights the miniseries ran (ABC, as always, won Tuesday). But from there CBS was hurt by an NBA championship game on Thursday, which pulled a 17 share from 9-11 p.m. NYT, and by mediocre scores from several pilots and from all but its strongest series (The Incredible Hulk, 60 Minutes, All in the Family and Alice). The result: third-place nightly averages on three out of the four remaining nights of the week.

NBC’s week-winning strategy was to run specials from 9-11 p.m. on every night of the week but one—Friday, when the network played its two strongest late-evening series, Rocky & Betsy and Quincy. NBC came in third that night, but pulled better-than-usual audiences on Wednes-

day with the movie “Rooster Cogburn” (which drew a 30 share), on Thursday with a two-hour episode of the canceled series, Class of 65 (a 31 share), and especially on Sunday, when Walt Disney’s movie “The Young Runaways” and a two-hour police story starring David Cassidy pulled 33 and 40 shares, respectively, winning the night by a large margin.

The spectacle of CBS and NBC slugging it out helped draw audiences away from ABC on several nights of the week, such as on Wednesday, when The Dain Curse and “Rooster Cogburn” left Charlie’s Angels with a 28 share. ABC was also hurt by several low-rated pilots, specials and sports events, particularly on the two nights of the week when viewing is traditionally at peak levels, Sunday and Monday. On Sunday, the movie “The Vanishing Wilderness” pulled a 21 share, followed by coverage of the Indianapolis 500 auto race, which pulled a 25. On Monday, the occasionally scheduled series Sugar Time led off with an 18 share and was followed by a 20-share baseball game. ABC came in third on both nights.

Specials scoring reasonably well for ABC during the week were Bing Crosby: His Life and Legend, which pulled a 32 on Thursday, and The Osmond Brothers, which filled in for siblings Donny and Marie in Friday’s lead-off hour with a 33 share.

It sounds like a fizzle from Chicago

That Sears-PTA meeting of television advertisers takes place on schedule, but the day turns out to be longer on talk than on action

Fifteen representatives of leading television advertisers were said to have gathered in Chicago last Wednesday afternoon (May 31) for a closed-door discussion—sponsored by the national Parent Teachers Association and Sears, Roebuck—on the state of programming.

Beyond identifying Eastman Kodak and Ford Motor Co., neither the PTA nor Sears was willing to reveal the other participants at what PTA President Grace Baisinger characterized as a “dialogue . . . informational exchange.” Both Mrs. Baisinger and William Young, director of the PTA’s TV Action Center, said there were no commitments or game plans lined up for further action.

The secrecy surrounding the other 13 companies was at their own request, Mr. Young said, because various advertising deals with networks and others are being worked out. He added about 25 invitations had gone out.

According to one source, Procter & Gamble (the largest TV spender) and General Foods had declined; American Home Products had planned to send a representative, as had General Motors.

The call last month for the meeting had come with the Sears announcement that its sex and violence concerns had led to advertising stops in another two programs: Charlie’s Angels and Three’s Company.

Among the topics of discussion, Mr. Young said, was “how to determine what the American public finds offensive,” not necessarily programs but “component behavioral factors.” He said that there was “almost universal agreement” among the advertising representatives that the national PTA’s proposed critical viewing skills program for young people should be supported by the television industry.

Another area provoking “a good deal of discussion and interest,” Mr. Young explained, was the proposed rewrite of the
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On April 27, millions of television viewers from coast to coast watched a startling and revealing documentary—
**THE 45 BILLION DOLLAR CONNECTION**—which explored how U.S. dependence on foreign oil impacts on the American family and lifestyle.

In the process, history was made. The 179 stations that preempted regular prime time programming to air “Connection” became the largest independent commercial television network ever to carry a news documentary.

We at Capital Cities Communications extend our deepest appreciation to the network-affiliated and independent stations that believed, as we did, in the need for the American public to better understand the far reaching implications of a crisis which affects each and every one of us.

**A PRESENTATION OF CAPITAL CITIES COMMUNICATIONS**
Communications Act, and how it would affect the advertising community. He expects the House Communications Subcommittee work to be examined with interest by the advertisers that attended.

The possibility of an advertiser-sponsored seminar for members of Congress and other TV critics also was said to have been discussed. Mr. Young claimed "a lot of congressmen" are saying that they are being intimidated by local broadcasters with threats of news blackouts, in effect, if they cross the industry. That will be a subject at a meeting of the PTA's national television commission during the parent organization's national convention this week in Atlanta.

Mr. Young said he brought up the idea of boycotts in the meeting. Mrs. Baisinger, however, said it was not a matter of consideration.

The anticipated formation of a broadcast advisory council of advertisers to advise the national PTA did not happen, Mr. Young said, adding that some advertisers thought such an advisory board might best be handled under the aegis of the Association of National Advertisers.

While the PTA may have been just talking at the Chicago meeting, it was threatening not to overlook another matter.

It has warned the three networks to expect petitions to deny the licenses of those of their owned-and-operated stations coming up for renewal in 1979 unless it determines that "gratuitous" sex and violence is declining in TV programming. The PTA began monitoring last fall and plans to have its members continue observing into the new season. Among stations that could be targets are ABC's WLS-TV Chicago and WXYZ-TV Detroit; CBS's WBBM-TV Chicago, and NBC's WMAQ-TV Chicago and WKYC-TV Cleveland.

**ACT says stations aren't heeding to commercial limits in children's TV**

Filing with FCC says both affiliates and independents are exceeding guidelines for nonprogram material; NAB disputes definitions used

Action for Children's Television last week filed a report with the FCC purporting to show that television stations are ignoring guidelines for restricting the amount of nonprogram material in children's programming.

The report, an analysis of programs and commercials in children's weekday and weekend programing, indicates that 16 stations monitored last October exceeded prescribed limits in up to three-fourths of the 61 hours involved. The most serious offenders were said to be independent stations.

However, there is some dispute over definition of children's programming. The study, by Dr. F. Earle Barcus of Boston University's School of Public Communications, was filed in connection with ACT's petition to bar advertising from children's programming. But it includes comedy reruns such as Gilligan's Island, as well as The Flintstones, while the NAB defines children's programs as those initially designed primarily for children under 12 years of age.

There is also some uncertainty as to what should be regarded as nonprogram material. Dr. Barcus includes some material the NAB does not, but excludes other material the NAB counts. He feels his nonprogram definition "approximates" that of the NAB.

The NAB and the Association of Independent Television Stations four years ago agreed to limit nonprogram material in children's programs to 12 minutes per hour on weekdays and nine and a half on weekends. The associations' decisions, reached at the urging of former FCC Chairman Richard E. Wiley, were cited by the commission in its policy statement on children's programming as the reason for not adopting a commercial-time rule.

Dr. Barcus monitored the weekend programming of six Boston stations, including the three network affiliates—WJAR-TV (NBC), WCVB-TV (ABC), and WNEC-TV (CBS)—and three independents—WLHU-TV, WGBK-TV, and WNFR-TV. They were found to have exceeded the nine and half per minute limit in 15 of the 31.5 hours of monitoring. The performance of the affiliates and independents in Boston in meeting the nine and a half minute limit were about the same.

But in monitoring 10 other independents across the country, Dr. Barcus found that they exceeded the 12-minute limit in 29 of the 30 hours of monitoring. (Dr. Barcus, who also expressed some uncertainty as to whether the NAB code set more liberal standards for independent stations—he said the standards are either 12, 14 or 16 minutes per hour—found that the independents exceeded the 14-minute level in 16 hours and the 16-minute level in four hours.)

As NAB officials pointed out, Dr. Barcus, in examining compliance with the NAB code, was not using NAB definitions. They also say ACT's only legitimate concern regarding industry self-regulation is stations' compliance with commission policy. And that, they insist, is concerned only with commercial time.

**In Brief**

American Home Products Corp., New York, has signed for what it believes to be largest single buy in network history, calling for two-year sponsorship on NBC-TV at cost of $100 million, starting next fall. Pact was negotiated with NBC-TV by John F. Murray Advertising, New York, in-house agency for client, and includes sponsorship in coverage of Olympic Games and political conventions in 1980. ABC-TV had turned down two-year package by American Home; sales executive said it preferred not to be tied down at set prices when there was likelihood it could obtain higher rates in second year.

Department of Justice has filed suit to force CBS to sell Fawcett Publications Inc., publishing company CBS purchased for about $50 million last year. CBS promptly issued statement asserting that acquisition "does not violate the specific merger guidelines" laid down by Justice and that company intends "to defend itself vigorously against what [it feels is] an unjustified action."

Representative Robert Drinan (D-Mass.) introduced legislation Friday to reverse Supreme Court's decision on searches and seizures in news offices (page 56). Bill would require warrant showing probable cause that people on premises have committed or are committing crime. Court's ruling was called "Nazi-like" by Howard K. Smith, during commentary on ABC Evening News last Friday. He called it "worst, most dan-

gerous ruling the court has made in memory" and urged "public outcry for reconsideration."

FCC timetable for making fee refunds has slipped. Commission, in progress report filed with U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington last week, says that, "because of unanticipated difficulties," it does not expect to begin refunding fees in excess of $20 billion "late fall," some two or three months beyond schedule originally presented. Announcement of proposed refund schedule is now expected "late in August," about two months later than originally planned.

Senator George McGovern (D-S.D.), chairman of Senate Subcommittee on Nutrition, has written Senator Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.), chairman of appropriations subcommittee with jurisdiction over Federal Trade Commission, urging defeat of any proposal to cut off FTC funds for children's ad proposal. Senator Lowell Weicker (R-Conn.) is expected to make such proposal at markup Friday (June 9). McGovern letter was co-signed by Senators Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.), Henry Bellmon (R-Ok), Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) and Donald Riegel (D-Mich.).

American Association of Advertising Agencies and Association of National Advertisers have appointed Burson-Marsteller, Washington, to handle public relations campaign against Federal Trade Commission's proposals to restrict advertising to children. Purpose, AAA source said, is to "make a positive statement" and put focus on some of the larger issues, such as what restrictions might follow if FTC succeeds in imposing these.
Pertschuk says FTC has the charter to go after advertising on children's TV

At nutrition conference, he cites precedents for involvement

In his first public speaking appearance since the House Appropriations Committee voted to limit the Federal Trade Commission's children's advertising inquiry, Chairman Michael Pertschuk attempted to answer some of the congressional criticism of his agency last week in a speech delivered to an obviously sympathetic Community Nutrition Institute conference in Washington.

The speech, billed by FTC staffers in advance as a "major policy statement," turned out to be a low-key, theoretical defense of the commission's involvement in the food industry and, by extension, in children's advertising.

"Put simply," the chairman said, "for four decades the FTC has been charged by Congress with express responsibility for policing the integrity of food advertising."

Then, after delivering a litany of legal precedents that extended as far back as 1917 when President Woodrow Wilson instructed the FTC "to use the full scope of its powers to investigate broadly the state of competition in the food industry," Mr. Pertschuk embarked on his defense of the commission's present actions.

Answering criticism that the FTC was attempting to ban the advertising of foods considered safe by the Food and Drug Administration, Mr. Pertschuk said, "Even though FDA may determine that a food ingredient is generally recognized as safe, improper consumption patterns can have adverse consequences. If advertising contributes to these risks, it is FTC's job to step in."

And elsewhere, he said, "nutritional consequences which concern us begin to emerge as the direct (if unintended) by-product of food industry market structure and behavior."

He said, too, that he did not feel that the FTC was attempting to "challenge the authority" of consumers. Rather, it is questioning "the communications environment in which the voices promoting consumption drown out those urging a balanced diet of moderation. ... Because we do not aspire to dictate the choices of food to be made available in the marketplace, we must demand of the market that it provide that information which is essential to enable consumers to exercise informed choice."

NBC's Chancellor sends up sigh over passing of individual owners

A lot of "journeyman journalists are beginning to worry that their organizations are paying more attention to the bottom line than the headline," NBC News correspondent John Chancellor told the AP Broadcasters at the opening of that association's three-day annual meeting last Thursday (June 1) in Cincinnati.

"The days of the great publishers and owners, people who were personally accountable, are coming to an end," he said. "We now have newspaper chains. Gan-nett, the Chicago Tribune chain, Newhouse and Knight-Ridder account for 20% of all newspaper circulation. The Sar- noffs have gone from RCA and NBC. Bill Paley will leave CBS some day (against his will)."

Mr. Chancellor noted these changes, he said, "not to criticize the replacements" but to point out the fact that corporate responsibility, responsibility to the stockholders or the stock markets, too often shapes the ethics of news management these days," he said. Yet, he added, "it's their job—to worry about profit figures ... to make the newsrooms efficient, to beat the opposition, to become more successful, when the profits are counted."

"Then there's the problem of success at all costs," he continued. "The news doctors who did so much to bring fun and games to local television news have been advising newspapers as well. And in too many towns in this country you can turn away in disgust from the cute folks in the studio of channel X, only to find that the local newspaper doesn't have any news in it, either."

And he insisted it's still possible to do a good job in journalism and make a profit. "The good journalist knows that," he said, "and knows that it can be accomplished through an arrangement which is peculiar to journalism: a special kind of compact between the editorial side and the business side, in which each promises not to damage the other too much."

"What worries me is that these days I see that compact breaking down, being replaced by the values of the corporation. The old way was inefficient, but it worked. The new way is efficient, and it may not work."

Donald Sipes, executive vice president, Universal Television, named president, succeeding Frank Price, who remains VP and director of parent MCA Inc. Mr. Sipes also is MCA corporate VP Mr. Price, whose background is production, was characterized by Sid Steinberg, MCA president and chief operating officer, as having done "superb job" but being "anxious to be relieved:" Mr. Sipes has business credentials, once was VP of business affairs and planning at CBS-TV.

Robert H. Harter, executive vice president and chief operating officer of Palmer Broadcasting Co., Des Moines, Iowa, elected president, succeeding David D. Palmer, who died May 24 (Broadcasting, May 29), as chief executive of station and CATV group (three AM's, three FM's, two TV's, two cable systems).

Daniel Melnick, executive in charge of worldwide production, Columbia Pictures, and former ABC-TV program executive, named president of Columbia Pictures industries motion pictures division, post vacated by David Begelman in February. TV division presidency, also formerly under Mr. Begelman, remains open.

Six months after start-up, Warner Cable's Qube two-way service in Columbus, Ohio, was reported last week to have more than 20,000 subscribers—up from 13,000 in February (Broadcasting, Feb. 13)—with 10,000 other homes subscribing to regular cable service on Qube system. Gustave Hauser, Warner Cable president, said Qube marketing, concentrated until now on Qube-capable homes, will expand shortly to about 69,000 homes that subscribe to neither Qube nor regular cable.

U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington has sent back to FCC case in which commission denied renewal of Cosmopolitan Broadcasting Corp.'s WHBI(FM) Newark, N.J. Court affirmed commission's decision to extend it held that licensee, which engages in extensive time brokering, failed to retain responsibility for and familiarity with programming, and was guilty of number of other rule violations. However, it said FCC should reconsider Cosmopolitan's assertion that programing—much of it foreign language material—is sufficiently meniorious to warrant renewal.

In separate FCC filings last week, Mutual Broadcasting System and Western Union Telegraph Co. answered objections to MBS's proposed satellite distribution system (Broadcasting, May 1). Comments by National Broadcasting Co. and AT&T that 4 ghz earth stations would interfere with 3.7-4.2 ghz band management were answered by both MBS and WU with technical data supporting contention that stations "will not be susceptible to harmful interference" and that system would be flexible enough to correct any problems that may "materialize after the initial installation."

BPA Advance

The broadcast promoter: no longer the last to know, the first to go

It was a lucky break for Jan Dragin back in 1962 when, fresh out of college, she landed a promotion manager's job at a Savannah, Ga., television station.

On paper it must have sounded impressive, especially for a woman who was just breaking into the broadcasting business. In reality, Ms. Dragin recalled, it wasn't. Now director of information services with CBS-owned WEEI(AM) Boston, she explained that her management clout at the Savannah station probably was equivalent to that of a copywriter.

The fact that Jan Dragin's first full-time TV job carried a promotion manager's title even then might have been unusual—but not all that unusual. Clarence Martin, promotion manager at KYTV(TV) Springfield, Mo., recalled the "old promotion trademark: last to know, first to go." Roger Ottenbach, program manager at KCKA-TV Sacramento, Calif., and president of the Broadcast Promotion Association, can remember when management typically looked at promotion as something to be "done on the side," with the promotion manager putting a few slides together.

Beginning this Wednesday, Mr. Ottenbach will be leading a record-breaking number of attendees at the 23rd annual BPA seminar at the Radisson St. Paul. The fact that Mr. Ottenbach is a program director says something about the difference a few years can make to a segment of the broadcast industry (see "Profile," page 81). The fact that Ken Taishoff, who was supposed to succeed Mr. Ottenbach as BPA president next year, resigned when asked to take over as vice president and general manager of WTVG(TV) Newark, N.J., more than reinforces the same point.

Not that there haven't been former promoters who have risen to the top broadcast echelon. There are Don Curran, president of Field Communications, and Joel Chaseman, president of Post-Newsweek Stations, to name two. Not that every promotion manager is aspiring to get out of promotion. Far from it. But as promoters explained, more than ever the choice is there.

All's not perfect. Promotion people still complain about salary and clout. But as one veteran put it, there's improvement, "not nearly as much as we would like," but improvement.

Even a quick scan of the agenda can give a good indication of why things are said to be getting better. Take the following workshops: "That's News to Us," "Syndicated Program Promotion" and "Controlling the Uncontrollable" (on station image campaigns).

With tough local news competition, a greater emphasis on syndicated programs and the effort to promote a station's image as well as its programing, the work of a promotion person has become far more an area where revenues can be made or lost.

Lynne Grasz, director of creative services at KMOX-TV St. Louis and immediate past president of the BPA, notes that Entertainment Research Associates, CBS Research, New York Film and Video Tape and McHugh & Hoffman all played a part in the development of the CBS-owned station's current image campaign. A decade ago, Ms. Grasz said, "We would not have spent the money in advance to research the station's [present] image and then build a line around what people think about us."

The line or theme that KMOX-TV played upon was "energy and vitality" of its news team, with spots stressing the station's constant news updates and the staff's professionalism.

Many TV promotion directors will cite local news as their number one priority. Ivan Ladizinsky, director of promotion and publicity, KTUU(TV) Oakland-San Francisco, said that the status of promotion people began rising when local news started to make money.

So much for the major markets. But Ms. Grasz maintained that "the days of the trial and error promotion manager are gone" and that the emphasis on research and advance planning can also be seen at smaller stations.

Roger Ottenbach went even further in noting that there is some questioning among his members whether "the word promotion list proper." There are those, he said, who "feel we are marketers, advertising people."

Jim Ellis, manager for creative services at WKRK(TV) Cincinnati, mentioned the "new breed of TV promotion individuals," with "marketing savvy." From the radio side, Calvin Richards, advertising sales promotion manager at WOWO(AM) Fort Wayne, Ind., talked about stations no longer playing up "individual promotion activities" but rather "doing more campaigns, much the same as advertisers."

Then there's syndication, and as BPA President Ottenbach said, "stations are paying phenomenal money for shows now" and "they really need highly professional promotion" if they are going to earn the return they want on the investment.

He's finding now that some promotion managers are having a voice in program selection.

"Image" is far from exclusively television's territory. And for radio, it's often easily translated into community affairs. At WOWO, explained Calvin Richards, all the promotion is a spin-off of the slogan "Fort Wayne: a Great Place To Be." Mr. Richards added that the station's motto subsequently has been adopted by the city and the local Chamber of Commerce.

WEEI, said Ms. Dragin, has its annual "59 [its position on the dial] Fund," for example. Community leaders are brought in for suggestions as to which charity should be chosen; spots are voiced by everyone at the station ranging from technicians to office help in addition to local politicians, and spots are bought on local TV stations.

Community involvement is nothing new, but it is stepped up as competition increases.

Basically, the mission of the promotion person remains the same: to attract audience. But because of changes in research, technology, programing and scheduling and of stiffer competition that mission is more difficult.

Kay Page Greaser, promotion manager at KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, recalled that only a few years ago there used to be a "slack period in the spring." Today's scheduling forces a "constant change cycle," with shorter series runs. Said Mr. Ottenbach: "More than ever the promotion manager has to be updated day to day."

Technologically, some promotion managers have found that if they want to take full advantage, it's not enough just to describe their newsmaster's electronic news gathering abilities. They should also have access to ENG themselves.

KYTV's Mr. Martin mentioned the increasing production capabilities available as did Ms. Greaser, who not only said that ENG has meant more promotion immediacy but cleaner spots as well.

There are divergences of opinion among promotion managers about the media to use.

At KTUU, Mr. Ladizinsky said he "used to spend a lot of money on newspaper"
but now that medium is used only when saturation is wanted for special events. The emphasis has been redirected to his own station.

WKRC's Mr. Ellis was emphatic in describing the importance of his own facilities: "Airwaves: "Take away my print, take away my radio, take away the billboards, but leave me the on-air commitment." He explained that it's the realization of what his station's sales people have been saying all along: The station is the best place to advertise. In particular, he added, this holds true for promotion about "not what's coming up next week" on the station, but "in the next few months." (In Mr. Ellis's case, it doesn't hurt that ABC-TV is bringing in larger audiences to begin with.)

There are other vehicles. Harry Honig, director of advertising and promotion at KSD-AM-TV St. Louis, mentioned that "bus-card advertising in the past two years has been very effective." The KSD-TV Neusebeat show rose from a 7 to a 13 rating in about three months and he gives 240 buses the credit.

Hal Stein, director of advertising and promotion at WHWH(AM) Princeton-WPST(FM) Trenton, both New Jersey, sees more and more small and medium-sized radio stations interested in promotions that go beyond just breaking even, and are actually money-makers. His "Secret Getaway Contest" got a free grand prize to London from TWA by keying into the airline's own promotion work, and spots for the contest were then sold to local sponsors.

Ray McCarty, promotion manager of KRNT(AM)-KRNQ(FM) Des Moines, Iowa, wasn't looking to profit from "The Great Car Give-Away," but the results do reinforce common statements from promoters promoting themselves. As Mr. McCarty said: "you don't need money and the promotion person pays for himself." In the "Give-Away," Mr. McCarty arranged for 12 auto dealers in town to pay $400 each; for that they got promotion for one of their cars; the contest winner got to pick one of the 12, and the station had $4,800 to pay for it.

Whatever the promotion, Mr. McCarty brought up another point frequently asserted by his colleagues in the field: "the promotion director is the one person who deals directly with every department." It's a very good point from which to step into higher management, or to maintain a stronger influence at the station, promotion people said.

Coming out of college today Jan Dragin likely would have to push a lot harder and a lot longer to gain the title of promotion manager.

---

**BPA heads for its biggest in St. Paul**

*Promotion association expecting more than 500 for three days of speeches and workshops, including one featuring promotion heads of the three television networks*

A record-breaking attendance of more than 500 official registrants is expected this week for "Discovery BPA '78," the Broadcasters Promotion Association's 23rd annual seminar opening Wednesday (June 7) in St. Paul.

With 492 registrations in hand a week before promotion activity begins at the Radisson St. Paul, BPA convention organizers' earlier expectations already had been exceeded. The official tally for last year's Hollywood gathering (BROADCASTING, June 20, 1977) was 428.

While seminar chairperson Kay Page Greaser of KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul was hesitant to project how many will be participating once spouses, drop-ins and others are included, she did say that some 650 rooms had been reserved—a higher number than anticipated, with about one-third of the accommodations to be made in hotels near the Radisson.

Drawing promoters from across the country and Canada are more than 80 speakers and panelists, sessions ranging from "On Air—The Dynamic Graphics" to "Marketing Radio" and the chance for colleague contact. Separate sessions have been scheduled in several cases for the Broadcast Designers Association, a BPA subdivision for graphic artists; about 50 of them are registered at the convention.

There are also the hospitality suites, more than two dozen of them (another record-breaker), with hosts ranging from Metromedia/Metromedia Producers Corp. to Ringling Bros./Barnum & Bailey.

Although Phil Donahue, syndicated talk-show host, has chosen to be MC at the annual BPA/Michigan State Awards banquet during the seminar, the primary thrust was to attract big names within the promotion industry. Among those names on one panel that BPA organizers expect to be a major highlight are the three commercial network's chief promotion men: Jack Curry, vice president, network advertising, ABC-TV; George Shaver, vice president, advertising, design and creative services, NBC-TV; and Steve Söhmer, vice president, advertising and promotion, CBS-TV.

Representing the noncommercial side is Lawrence K. Grossman, president of the Public Broadcasting Service. Mr. Grossman, a former promotion/advertising man, will deliver a major address; as will Gene F. Jankowski, president of the CBS/Broadcast Group; Stephen B. Lahuntski, executive director of the International Radio and Television Society, and Rick Sklar, vice president, programing, ABC Radio division.

Others who have been locked in for workshops and sessions range from consultant Frank Magid to WNBC(AM) New York program director Bob Pittman.

In addition to the Radisson program (at some points there are six simultaneous workshops), side trips also have been arranged to tour some of the Twin Cities' broadcast facilities, at KSTP-AM-FM-TV, WCCO(AM) and WTCN-TV.

At the business session, members will vote on nominations for four BPA officer posts and five seats on the board of directors. While nominations can be taken from the floor, those already entered (and expected to be approved) are Terry Simpson of WTTV(TV) Indianapolis, president; Tom Dawson of CBS Radio, president-elect; Gail Morrell of CFCC(TV) Montreal, vice president; Gene Davis of WMAQ-TV Chicago, secretary, and Clarence Martin of KVT(TV) Springfield, Mo., treasurer.

Board nominees are Hunter Low Jr. of Eastman Kodak (for one-year associate position; Barry Barth of WPLG(TV) Miami, Philip Bandy of WTV(TV) Grand Rapids, Mich., and incumbents Ray McCarty of KRNT(AM)-KRNQ(FM) Des Moines, Iowa, and Richard Wright of WHNT-TV Huntsville.
Wednesday, June 7
Registration. Noon-6 p.m.
Reception. 7-8 p.m. Sponsored by General Mills and International Multifoods.
Dinner and opening night party. 8 p.m.-conclusion. Castle Royal. Sponsored by Land-O-Lakes and the Pillsbury Co.

Thursday, June 8
Registration. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Breakfast buffet. 7:30-8:30 a.m. Plaza East. Co-sponsored by Youngstreet Productions and Lexington Broadcast Services. "Rap tables"—a chance to visit the people who will conduct the day's workshops.


Six concurrent workshops. 10:11-30 a.m.
The Oculometer: Capitol Room. Introduction to the machine that measures what the viewer "sees" in a TV commercial or promo. Moderator: Jerry Ohlsten, Cunningham & Walsh, New York.

Going by the Books. Wabasha South, Jim Mocarski, Arbitron, and Bill Miller, A.C. Nielsen, tell how to read rating books and how promotion can use them to advantage.


General session. 2-3:15 p.m. Minnesota East Ballroom. "Get the Message?" Leading experts in the field review a sample reel of promos and print ads. Moderator: Sheryl Gold, Corinthian Broadcasting. Panelists: Jack Curry, vice president, network advertising, ABC; George Shaver, vice president, advertising design and creative services, NBC; Steve Sohmer, vice president, advertising and promotion, CBS.

Six concurrent workshops. 3:30-5 p.m.
The Oculometer: Capitol room. Repeat of earlier session.


Press On. Wabasha North. How to keep radio on the radio-TV page; a technique for transferring TV numbers to radio numbers will be demonstrated. Participants: Ellen Manowitz, WJW-CMAI Washington; Claude Hall, International Radio Report.


Exhibitors, hospitality suites, BPA swap shop open. 3:30-6 p.m. Plaza West.

Friday, June 9
Registration. 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Breakfast. 7:30-8:30 a.m. Entertainment: 3-M Music Makers. Guest of honor: Martin Perkins of Wild Kingdom: "Rap tables."


Special sessions. 10-11:30 a.m.


Four concurrent workshops. 10 a.m.-noon.
How Do You Tell People That TV Is for Learning? Indian Suite. For Public television people. Participants: Sharon Jasa, Iowa Educational Television; Carolyn Kowalski, WPTV, Wisconsin; and Corrine Kunz, WNSR, Milwaukee.


Exhibitors, BPA browse boards and swap shop open. 11:30 a.m.-noon. Plaza West.


Six concurrent workshops. 2-3:30 p.m.
Around Our World in 90 Minutes. Capitol Room. Repeat of earlier session.


How To Deliver a More Effective Presentation. Senate Suite. Moderator: Larry Venable, 3M Co.

YOU CAN'T KID KIDS

They know the difference between just a show and a show for kids. And we've got the numbers to prove it. Who did kids love in February? Tom and Jerry. Of all syndicated cartoon shows in the ARB February summary, **Tom and Jerry was #1 among children.** Who did Tom and Jerry beat? Some old favorites like Bugs Bunny, Popeye, The Flintstones, Woody Woodpecker and Porky Pig. You can't argue with the numbers. Just like you can't kid kids.

The BPA agenda continued

Annual business meeting. 3:30 p.m.-conclusion. Minnesota West Ballroom.

Receptions and tours of Twin Cities broadcast facilities. 6-8 p.m.
KSTP-AM/TV, WCCO-AM/TV, WCCO-TV, WCCO-FM.

Broadcast Designers Association business meeting. Author's suite. 7:30-10 p.m.

Saturday, June 10


General session. 8:45-9:45 a.m. Wabasha Hall. "Controlling the Un-controlable." Bob Klein, Milt Klein and Mark Rasmussen of Klein & ... discuss the importance and effectiveness of radio and television station-image campaigns.

Special session. 10-11:30 a.m.

That's News to Us. Capitol Room. News professionals discuss the state of the art of news promotion. Moderator: Ken Taishoff, wtvurw Newark, N.J. Panelists: Michael Davis, New York Film and Video Tape; Ron Handberg, wccnu TV Minneapolis; Lee Hanna, NBC; Ron Magers, kstv-TV Minneapolis; Frank Magid, Frank N. Magid & Associates.


Public Television Workshops. Indian Suite. 10 a.m.-12 noon.
On-Air Promotion on Public TV. Moderator: Lance Webster, Public Broadcasting Service.

Broadcast Designers Workshops. Pioneer Suite. 9:30-12 noon.


11 a.m.-noon. Exhibits. Plaza West.


Hospitality suites, exhibitors and browse boards. 2-5 p.m.

Four concurrent workshops. 2:15-3:45 p.m.


Radio Promotion Without a Budget. Wabasha South. Moderator: Calvin Richards, WOOWAM Fort Wayne, Ind. Participant: Howard Johnson, WZOA-FM Frederick, Md.


Five concurrent workshops. 4-5:30 p.m.

Animation and Graphics. Capitol Room. Reels from around the country will be shown and discussed. Moderator: Larry Lamb, freelance artist of Minneapolis. Panelists: George McGinnis, Image Factory, New York; Lee Minard, WFAA-TV Dallas.


Cocktail party. Plaza East. 6:30-8 p.m.

Awards banquet. Minnesota Ballroom. 8 p.m.-conclusion. Master of ceremonies: Phil Donahue.

BPA hospitality: where the latch strings are out

ABC-TV
1801
1330 Avenue of the Americas, New York 10019
Personnel: Andre Gebsteedt, Don Norris.

BPA Spouse House
Information Center
Personnel: Barbara Krause.

BPA Swap Shop
Information Center
Personnel: Joe McDermott.

Broadcasting Magazine
105
1735 DeSales Street, N.W. Washington 20036

Busch Gardens
116
Box 9158, Tampa, Fla. 33674
Personnel: Rick Henslet.

Phil Donahue Show 323
2501 Bradley Place, Chicago 60618
Personnel: Dorothy Gallub

Embe Productions 121
1154 Plaza Circle, Joppa, Md. 21085
Personnel: Mark Ritter, David Horak

Gavin/Conner Productions 823
420 Lexington Avenue, New York 10017
Personnel: Otis Conner, Suzy O'Daniel, Quigg Lawrence.

Image West 402
845 North Highland Avenue, Hollywood 90038
Personnel: Brian Ross, Bill Grant, Tom Hayes, Henrietta Jordan, George Hayward, Carnig Emnayan, Patrick Kinney.

Jerry Smith Studios 123
205 West Highland Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis. 53203
Personnel: Jerry Smith.

ITC Entertainment 502
115 East 57th Street, New York 10022
Personnel: Joe Fusco, Murray Horowitz, Robert Mandel.

King Communications 302
Box 52, Wellesley, Mass. 02116

Lexington Broadcast Services 210
800 Third Avenue, New York 10022
Wait. Just a second. Before you go on the air with any story about over-the-counter (nonprescription) medicines ask yourself this: Would a quote or factual data from the industry make the story more incisive? If you say yes, the place to call is The Proprietary Association, the industry spokesman. (Our 88 members account for 90% of the market.) Call Linda Yakovich in our Public Affairs Office at 202/393-1700 with any questions you have. We'll dig for data or get you a quote. For more general industry information, mail the coupon. Either way get in touch...before you wrap up that story.
Allbritton cuts ties with ‘Star’ and begins to eye station acquisitions

He resigns publisher’s post, ending crossownership problems, and indicates he’s out to increase his holdings in broadcasting

Joseph L. Allbritton, the Texas financier who arrived in Washington four years ago to save the Washington Star, has now decided to stay on in the nation’s capital as a broadcaster. And not only does he intend to remain as owner of WJLA-TV Washington, and two other Washington Star Communications Inc. television stations, he is in the market for additional broadcast properties.

As for the Star—its financial viability, he says, restored and now presumably secure as one of Time Inc.’s properties—Mr. Allbritton cut his last ties with the newspaper last week. He resigned as publisher, chief executive officer and director in order to comply with the FCC’s media crossownership rule.

The resignation, announced at a press conference at the Star on Wednesday, on few hours’ notice, lacked something of the bombshell quality some of his previous announcements have had—the subsequently aborted sale of WJLA-TV to Combined Communications in what was estimated to be a $100 million deal, for instance, or the sale of the Star to Time Inc. for $28 million (Broadcasting, Feb. 6). Speculation that Mr. Allbritton would give up his post at the Star began circulating after he called off the deal with CCC, ostensibly because of the uncertainty created by a court challenge to the CCC agreement that had been mounted by several citizen groups (Broadcasting, March 27).

The commission had made it clear in an order a few weeks earlier reaffirming approval of the WJLA-TV sale that the media crossownership rule refers to control as well as ownership and therefore would apply to Mr. Allbritton as publisher of the Star in the event the WJLA-TV sale was not completed. It said he would require a waiver of the rule to remain owner of WJLA-TV and publisher of the Star. (Mr. Allbritton last week said this had come as a surprise—that he had been advised by counsel that the rule would not apply to him as a publisher who had no ownership interest in the newspaper).

Mr. Allbritton had assumed the post of publisher on the sale of the Star to Time several months ago. He then said that under the terms of his agreement with Time, he was to remain as publisher and chief executive officer “for at least five years.” However, last week Mr. Allbritton said the agreement also provided him with an escape hatch in the event his association with the Star caused him problems with the commission.

The arrangement with Time apparently was not a formal one. A spokesman for Time said Mr. Allbritton had not had a contract as publisher and that he had not made a formal commitment to remain with the Star. However, the spokesman also said Time was “sorry” to see Mr. Allbritton leave. “He did a fine job at the Star. We wish he could stay on.”

In any event, Time saved on a publisher’s salary during Mr. Allbritton’s tenure. A man concerned with buying and selling properties in the multimillion-dollar class, he “just never signed up to draw a paycheck.”

Mr. Allbritton’s announcement came as broadcasters and newspaper publishers across the country were waiting for the Supreme Court to hand down a decision on the media crossownership rule. But he
For thousands of Americans with kidney disease, these are the threads of life.

Hollow fibers that are part of an artificial kidney made with a chemical developed by Phillips Petroleum.

Most doctors agree, the best treatment for a patient with severe and permanent kidney failure is the surgical transplant of a healthy kidney from a donor.

But some patients are just not suited for a transplant. Others may need time to recover from the trauma of their kidney failure before they are ready for surgery. Or they must be maintained until a suitable donor is found.

So for thousands of people whose kidneys have failed, an artificial kidney machine is the only hope for survival.

At the heart of these remarkable machines is a unique, disposable “kidney,” that’s made with a chemical developed by Phillips Petroleum. It consists of thousands of fine, hollow fibers, specially designed to remove excess fluid and impurities from the blood stream.

These fibers are so effective, a patient’s entire blood supply can be purified by spending just a few hours on an artificial kidney machine, two or three times a week.

So thousands of hospital-based outpatients who are waiting for a healthy kidney from a donor can now lead full and productive lives.

Developing lifesaving chemicals while we make fine products for your car. That’s performance. From Phillips Petroleum.

The Performance Company

Disposable, artificial kidneys can take over when human kidneys fail.
indicated that fact did not loom large in his thoughts.

The timing of his decision—reached on Tuesday, he said—was dictated at least in part by the fact that license-renewal applications for Washington stations were due to be filed on Thursday, June 1. He said he wanted to file "a clean, unspoiled" renewal application. He did not want it complicated with the petition for waiver that would have had to be granted by January 1979.

When it approved the takeover of WSCI in January 1976, the FCC directed Mr. Allbritton to come into compliance with the media crossownership rules within three years. The Star, the object of his concern, was losing $1 million a month, and the broadcasting properties were heavy profit makers.

But in time, Mr. Allbritton sold WSCI's WRLM-AM-FM-Washington to ABC for $16 million, and WLVX(Am)-Lynchburg, Va., commonly owned with WLVX-TV (now WEPM, for $660,000. With the sale of the Star for $28 million (including $8 million in obligations), Mr. Allbritton has earned more than the $34 million he paid for WSCI. However, he said last week he had also invested another $30-plus million in keeping the Star aloft.

Mr. Allbritton said that, with the Star's purchase by Time Inc. and in view of the "superb quality" of the newspaper, his purpose of "keeping the nation's capital a competitive, two-newspaper city... has been accomplished." He also said the Star showed a profit in May, though he declined to predict whether it would end up in the black for the year.

Why not stay with the newspaper and follow through on the original plan to dispose of WILA-Tv? Mr. Allbritton said he has come to enjoy broadcasting. But to a financier—he owns a life insurance company in Los Angeles and a small bank in Houston—he is also taken with the economic opportunities the business offers.

Mr. Allbritton expressed the view WILA-TV is the most profitable station in Washington; he said that, as an ABC affiliate, it is riding the crest of ABC's popularity with a 400% increase in profits in the last four years. Selling the station, even at a substantial profit, would cost him 40% in capital gains taxes, unless he could reinvest in another station.

Mr. Allbritton is not, he said, in response to a question, negotiating for the sale of WILA-TV. "I have no desire to sell the station, and no intention of selling it," he said.

What about purchasing additional properties? "If you know of any that are available," he told a reporter at the press conference, "see me when this is over." He said he was at the ABC affiliates meeting in Los Angeles two weeks ago (Broadcasting, May 29), and that talk of possible station sales among those present was intense. "It was like trying to trade baseball cards," he said, "I'm very much interested in buying more stations."

He noted that with three VHF's in his portfolio—WCTV(Ch.) Charleston, S.C., is the third—he could acquire two more. He could also acquire a full complement of seven AM and seven FM stations.

While Mr. Allbritton several times said he is determined to comply with commission rules, he left no doubt he questions the wisdom of the rule requiring him to dispose of the WSCI properties he had sold. The purpose of the rule, he noted, is to assure diversification of media ownership. But its effect "would appear to be the antithesis" of diversity. He noted that the Washington radio stations were sold to ABC and the newspaper to Time Inc. And if the WILA-TV sale to CCC had been consummated, he said, the station would be owned by the "second largest" newspaper company in the country—a reference to the announcement last month that CCC was to be merged into the Gannett Co. (Broadcasting, May 15).

"At least," he said, "we'll have the locally owned television station here."

### FCC ascertainment waiver for Howell stations protested

**NBMC says commission is already experimenting with removal of requirements for small markets and should determine its effect first; don't stop there, says NAB**

The FCC has been asked to reconsider the waiver it granted B&H Broadcasting, licensee of WHMI-AM-FM Howell, Mich., of the rule requiring formal procedures in ascertaining and documenting community problems, needs and interests. The National Black Media Coalition says that before granting such a waiver, the commission must conclude an experiment now under way of waiving some stations from the rule, and determine the advantages, if any, of such a policy.

The National Association of Broadcasters, on the other hand, not only has urged the commission to reject the NBMC petition; it also says the commission should grant waivers "whenever a small market station can show it is not a "bedroom" suburb of a large city."

Under what the commission described as an "experiment" begun in February 1976, stations in communities of less than 10,000 population that are outside any Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area have been exempt from the formal requirements of the ascertainment rule.

Howell has a population of 5,000, but is within the Detroit SMSA. Accordingly, the B&H stations are not exempt. But, acting out of sympathy for the "burden" they felt the rule imposed on the licensee as a result of what Commissioner Abbott Washburn called "a quirk of geography," the commissioners granted the exemption (Broadcasting, April 10).

But NBMC said the stations have offered no evidence to support the contention that the ascertainment and recording requirements are burdensome. Furthermore, it noted the experiment is still under way and said the commission must analyze the data collected to determine if the exemptions are to be discarded or written into the rules. "If the commission intends to exempt certain licensees," NBMC said, "it must come forward and reformulate its ascertainment rules: rules cannot be defined by exceptions."

### EEO programs get Calif. stations in hot water

**FCC finds 19 outlets that don't measure up; conditions renewal on filing of progress reports**

Nineteen California radio and television license renewal applicants have failed to measure up to the statistical standard the FCC uses for determining the effectiveness of equal employment opportunity programs. As a result, they have been directed to submit periodic EEO progress reports. Some were also asked to develop minority or female hiring goals.

The statistical standards against which the commission measures stations' full-time employment of minorities and women are 50% of their presence in the available work force over-all and 25% in the top-four job categories—officials and managers, professionals, technicians and sales workers.

The commission said that since the stations failed to meet the standard, their EEO programs must be evaluated to determine whether they were making reasonable and good faith efforts to seek qualified minority and female applicants for job openings. The commission said that the stations' program deficiencies in most cases centered on failures to use specialized recruitment sources to seek out minority and female employees routinely.

The stations involved were KBBS(AM)-KBBS(FM) Ventura, KBBS(AM) San Diego, KCX(AM) San Bernardino, KCX(AM)-FM San Antonio, KXAM(AM)-FM and KXAM(AM) San Antonio, Salinas, KXAY(AM)-FM Anaheim, KFTV(TV) Hanford, KGEE(KFDM) Bakersfield, KLTV(AM)-KGF(AM) Bakersfield, KFB(AM) San Jose, KMIR-TV Palm Springs, KMST(TV) Monterey, KTV(AM)-FM Santa Barbara, and noncommercial KVC TV San Bernardino.

The commission found the lack of female or minority employment at six of the stations to be sufficiently serious to require the stations' submission of employment goals before their renewals could be granted, and, thereafter, the filing of periodic reports on progress toward the goals. The stations are KEXY(AM)-FM, KMST(AM), KBBS(AM), KBB(FM) and KMBR-TV.

The commission said that if there were no further problems, the stations' renewal applications would be granted in the near future, but would be conditioned on the filing of the EEO progress reports.
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Other performance-proven features include "Sync-lock" for direct as well as indirect recording, a Velocity Compensator for handling velocity error (including "1 H delay"), a black clipper to eliminate misclamping, and a Comb-filter to reduce noise to approximately 3 db with U-matic VTR.

For dependability in-studio and on location, choose the light, compact NEC NTC-5000 Time Base Corrector. The one with the record you can't beat.

NEC America, Inc., Broadcast Equipment Division, 130 Martin Lane, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007, (312) 640-3792
A-T-O makes its move with Michigan buy

Founded last year with $30 million to spend on broadcast properties, it purchases first, WLTK-TV Onondaga

Established late last year and budgeted with $30 million for the acquisition of broadcast properties, A-T-O Communications Inc. came on the ownership scene last week with the $12 million purchase of WLTK-TV Onondaga, Mich., from the Television Corp. of Michigan, subject to FCC approval. A subsidiary of A-T-O Inc., a publicly traded heavy equipment and electronics instrument manufacturer headquartered in Willoughby, Ohio, A-T-O Communications is based in Los Angeles and headed by Saul L. Rosenzweig, former vice president of KPLR-TV St. Louis.

According to Mr. Rosenzweig, the purchase is the first of several possible. The firm has its eye on “TV and radio primarily, cable possibly.”

WLTK-TV, an NBC affiliate, was owned by Howard E. Wilson and members of his immediate family (37%), Lansing Broadcasting Co., licensee of WLS-FM Lansing, Mich. (40%), and William J. Hart, who will remain as station manager (3%). WLTK-TV is on channel 10 with 309 kw visual, 61.7 kw aural with an antenna 907 feet above average terrain.

Changing Hands

Announced

The following station sales were announced last week, subject to FCC approval:

- WILX-TV Onondaga, Mich., sold by Television Corp. of Michigan to A-T-O Communications Inc. for $12 million (story this page).
- WKLW-TV Madison, wkow-tv La Crosse and WAOH-TV Wausau, all Wisconsin, sold by Horizons Communications Corp. to Liberty Communications Inc. for $8 million (see story opposite page).
- WLOB-AM Portland, Me., sold by Donald L. Wilks and Michael E. Schwartz to Newport Communications Inc. for $800,000. Sellers own wxyy(AM) East Longmeadow-WAQY(FM) Springfield, Mass., and wpwz(AM)-WRQK(FM) Greensboro, N.C. Buyer is principally owned by Peter W. Kupper, former vice president of Paramount Pictures Corp.: Peter G. Mangone Jr., vice president of Paine Webber Jackson & Curtis, stock brokerage, and four others. Newport owns wakd(AM) Newton, R.I. WLOB is on 1310 kHz with 5 kw full time. WLOB-FM is on 100.9 MHz with 30 kw and antenna 300 feet above average terrain. Broker: Blackburn & Co.
- KILO(AM) Colorado Springs: Sold by Western Broadcasting Co. to KILO Broadcasting for $302,074. Seller is owned by David P. Pinkston, who owns KDAVAM Lubbock, Tex., and recently sold KDKKAM Colorado Springs (broadcasting, May 29). Buyer is owned by Colorado Springs furniture retailer Robert D. Telmosse (51%), and James L. Pinkston (49%), office manager of KPIK and KILO. KILO is on 93.9 MHz with 83 kw and antenna 2,110 feet above average terrain.

Approved

The following station sales were approved last week by the FCC:

- KZAM-AM-FM Bellevue, Wash. Sold by Bellevue/Eastside Ltd. to Bellevue Radio Inc. for $1,620,000. Seller is principally owned by A. Stewart Ballinger, who has other broadcast interests. Buyer is wholly owned subsidiary of Sandusky Newspapers Inc., family-owned publishing company headed by Dudley A. White of Santa Ynez, Calif. SNI is publisher of Sandusky (Ohio) Register, and, through subsidiaries, of Norwalk (Ohio) Reflector, Grand Haven (Mich.) Tribune and Kingsport (Tenn.) Times-News. SNI recently bought KDKB-AM-FM Phoenix-Mesa, Ariz. (broadcasting, May 29). KZAM is on 1540 kHz with 5 kw full time. KZAM-FM is on 92.5 MHz with 100 kw and antenna 1,100 feet above average terrain.
- KDBF(AM) Eugene, Ore. Sold by Matto Co. Inc. to Jayar Communications Inc. for $700,000. Kyic(AM) Medford, Ore., and Kook(AM) Billings, Mont., Sold by Matto to Matthews Enterprises for $400,000. KDBF is owned by Jayar Securities Corp., (50%), Charles R. Skinner (25%), Peter L. Townsend (12.5%) and Jeanette T. Brophy, housewife (12.5%). Jayar Securities, New York financial investment firm, is owned by Daniel Reeves family trust. Mr. Skinner owns media analysis firm, Mr. Townsend is vice president and owner (14%) of kezy-AM-FM Anaheim, Calif. Mrs. Brophy is a housewife. Buyer of Kyic and Kook is owned by William, Robert C. and Russell H. Matthias Jr., brothers, Kdbf's buyer, Bismarck-Mandan, is principally owned by Wesley E. Haugen, salesman of KOTA-TV Rapid City, S.D., and three Bismarck, N.D., associates: Charles L. Tibor, night club proprietor; Myron Atkinson Jr., attorney, and Henry O. Nybo, real estate broker and developer. KDBF is on 1280 kHz with 5 kw day and 1 kw night, Kyic is on 1230 kHz with 1 kw day and 250 night. Kook is on 970 kHz with 5 kw full time. Kdbf is on 1270 kHz with 1 kw day and 250 w night.
- WOKO(AM) Albany, N.Y.: Sold by Area Radio Inc. of Cleveland to October Mountain Broadcasting Co. for $785,000. Seller is subsidiary of Welcome Radio Inc., owner of KTLK(AM) Denver and WSLR(AM) Akron, Ohio. Cleveland attorney, Harison M. Fuerst, is president and principal
owner of seller. Buyer is principally owned by Anthony B. Mason, Emerson, N.J., former president of North Street Capital Corp., small business investment firm and subsidiary of General Foods Corp. WOKA is on 1460 kHz with 5 kW full time.

Other station sales approved last week include: WDEE(AM)-WGCY(FM) Port St. Joe, Fla.; WDMV(AM) Pocomoke City, Md., and WBRV(AM) Booneville, N.Y.

**Liberty buys three Wisconsin TV stations**

*Horizons' Madison, LaCrosse U's and Wausau V go for $8 million*

Sale of three Wisconsin TV stations—all ABC-TV affiliates—by Horizons Communications Corp. to Liberty Communications Inc. (KEZI-TV Eugene, Ore.) for $8 million cash was consummated last week, subject to FCC approval.

The stations are WKOW-TV Madison (ch. 27); WXOW-TV La Crosse (ch. 19) and WAOW-TV Wausau (ch. 9). The stations were acquired by Horizons in 1970 from Midcontinent Broadcasting Co. of Wisconsin Inc.

Horizons, of which Jerome R. Feniger is president, retains ownership of its five radio stations: KEZI-FM Berkeley, Calif., and WALK-FM Patchogue and WRIV(AM) Riverhead, both New York. Principal owners, along with Mr. Feniger, are Edward W. Wood, William W. Mulvey and Tippin (Tippy) Stringer. feniger, candidate for the Republican nomination for the House from Bozeman, Mont., and widow of the late Chet Stringer.

Liberty Communications is principally owned by Durwood L. Boyles and Donald E. Tykeson. KEZI-TV, acquired in 1972, is an ABC-TV affiliate and is on 29 CATV's with nearly 70,000 subscribers, plus 24 translators. Ted Hepburn, Cincinnati, negotiated the transaction.

**One portion of Denver diary case wrapped up**

Two former employees of KLZ(AM) Denver have pleaded “no contest” to felony conspiracy charges involving alleged tampering with Arbitron ratings diaries.

Daniel William Davis, KLZ's former morning drive personality, and Hal S. Widsten, the station's former program manager, both received two years probation. Actual sentencing on the charge was postponed for the duration of that period under Colorado's "deferred judgment" process.

Charges against Mr. Davis's wife, Paula, were dismissed, but similar indictments are still outstanding against two current employees of KHOW(AM) Denver, Program Manager Harold Moore and News Director Bud Elliot Stambaugh. A trial date of Oct. 3 has been set in their cases (BROAD-

**CASTING, Feb. 6, et seq.**

Denver District Attorney Dale Tooley and Mr. Widsten's lawyer, Gary Lozow, disagreed on the meaning of the "no contest" plea, which leaves the defendants not technically convicted of a crime. Mr. Widsten and Mr. Davis were accused of obtaining blank Arbitron diaries from Mr. Davis’s former wife, who had been chosen at random by Arbitron to participate in its survey, and of filling them out to inflate the ratings of KLZ and of Mr. Davis’s program.

Mr. Lozow characterized the outcome from his client's point of view as a "successful resolution" that would allow Mr. Widsten, without admitting any guilt, to pursue his professional radio activities without the financial and psychological burdens of a pending trial. Under Colorado law, after the probationary period has ended (which may occur as early as six months from now), the defendant may ask the court to withdraw the formal charges, Mr. Lozow said.

District Attorney Tooley, on the other hand, called the no contest pleas a tacit admission of guilt. "It's the same as pleading guilty for purposes of punishment," he said. "The judge would not accept a [no contest] plea if someone maintains their innocence, and our standard policy is that if someone maintains their innocence, we go ahead and prosecute." Either side in the case could have demanded that a trial be held, according to Mr. Tooley, but he said he decided to accept the plea because he felt the sentences would not be likely to exceed probation in any case and because his main objective was to put members of Denver's radio community on notice that diary-tampering would be taken seriously.

"Frankly, I suspect there's a greater reluctance about tampering with diaries in Denver now than anywhere else in the country," he said.

Mr. Widsten has been working as a consultant to radio stations outside Colorado since being replaced at KLZ, his attorney said, and hopes to return to a management position at a station within the state. Mr. Davis, a well known broadcast personality in Denver, is said to be accepting freelance jobs there in radio, TV and commercials.

**NAB fears restrictions on telephone surveys**

The National Association of Broadcasters last week asked the FCC to consider carefully a proposal now before the commission that would ban so-called "junk" and unsolicited telephone calls. NAB urged the commission to "distinguish at the outset" the difference between the two types of calls and not to adopt any rules "that would limit the ability of broadcasters to use the telephone in serving the public."

NAB said it "strongly opposes" any
rule that could, by banning or curtailing
unsolicited phone calls, limit the use of
calling or surveying techniques employed
by broadcasters. "Telephone surveys,
when unlisted telephones are used," NAB
said, "provide the best economically viable
tool for sampling a broad cross-section
of the entire population."

The association said it was "partic-
ularly important" that the commission not
forbid the making of unsolicited calls to
unlisted numbers.

Media Briefs

Fairness roster. Scheduled to testify at
Senate Communications Subcommittee's
June 7 hearing on Senator William Proxmire's
(D-Wis.) bill to repeal fairness
decree and equal time: Mr. Proxmire;
FCC Chairman Charles Ferris; Henry
Geller, assistant secretary-designee of
commerce to head National Tele-
communications and Information Administra-
tion; Bill Leonard, CBS Washington vice
president; Ernie Schultz, of KTVY(TV)
Oklahoma City, president, Radio Tele-
vision News Directors Association; Herbert
Hobler, Nassau Broadcasting Co.,
Princeton, N.J., chairman of National As-
sociation of Broadcasters First Amend-
ment committee; Ralph Jennings; United
Church of Christ Office of Communication;
Reed Irvine, Accuracy in Media, and
Donald McGannon, Westinghouse Broad-
casting Co.

Who's Where. ABC Radio Network
Research has issued booklet showing cities
and ADI's in which radio affiliates of
ABC, CBS, NBC and Mutual are located.
Fifty-page booklet, which reveals network
radio's coverage values within 211 Arbor-
tron Television ADI's plus Hawaii and
Alaska, can be obtained by writing Bill
McClenaghan, director of Research, ABC
Radio, 1330 Avenue of the Americas, New
York 10019.

Hill status. Senator Walter Huddleston
(D-Ky.), former broadcaster, easily won
renomination to second term in Senate.
But Representative John Breckenridge,
also Kentucky Democrat and chairman of
subcommittee that is studying allegations
of unfair pricing of automobile radios with
FM, lost.

Same as before. FCC, after "objectively"
reviewing record, reaffirmed its denial of
renewal of license for Faulkner Radio

INC'S WBBL(AM) Carrolton, Ga. (BROAD-
casting, May 22). Commission three
years ago had denied renewal on ground
Faulkner executive, Robert Thornburn,
had filed strike petition aimed at delaying
granting of Radio Carolton's application
for new AM station in Carrolton, and had
been guilty of misrepresentation during
resulting proceeding. Court sent case back
to commission last year because of
"presumption of veracity" favoring
testimony of two Radio Carolton execu-
tives simply because they were lawyers
(BROADCASTING, June 6, 1977). Commission
said re-examination of record bore
out original decision.

Just in case. National Association of
Broadcasters in July will begin offering
each new group casualty insurance program
to its members covering loss to station prop-
erty (buildings, equipment, personal prop-
erty); automobile fleet; liability, including
libel, slander and defamation of character,
and loss of income in event of business in-
terruption. Broadcasters participating in
Broadcast Financial Management Associ-
aton plan, group with which NAB has
made arrangement, received 18.4% rebate
on premiums in 1976-77 policy year.

Week's worth of earnings reports from stocks on Broadcastings index

1Includes first quarter gain on sale of Mankato TV station of approximately $2,800,000.
2Reduced by $21 per share for expenses applicable to the produced merger.

INFO-TEXT, a virgin source of added profits for VHF, UHF, CATV and MDS broadcasting stations.

Now for the first time TV stations and allied facilities can broadcast simultaneously a video picture plus ALPHA-NUMERIC information. This is the U.S. version of the BBC Ceefax System, developed to NTSC standards by Micro TV, Inc., the American licensee.

Letters, words, symbols and graphics can be transmitted during the vertical blanking period of the TV signal, without interfering with the primary program material. The signal is fed into the system by a special Info-Text* computer. It is extracted and displayed on standard TV receivers through a special decoder connected to the receiver's antenna terminal.

Micro TV, Inc. is now ready to accept orders for early delivery of the necessary Info-Text* computers and decoders. Please call or write to arrange to attend our first public over-the-air demonstration, June 26-29.

Demonstration at Holiday Inn—City Line, Philadelphia, Room1101. For invitation or information call or write to Mr. William Gross.
TV network sports: how much is paid for what and to reach whom

Comprehensive Nielsen report gives amounts paid in various fields with C-P-M's, amounts of times allocated in schedules, and some insights on viewers that note women are watching more

Advertisers paid the three commercial television networks an average of $23,600 for each 30-second spot placed in a sports program in 1977, an increase of 19% over 1976 prices and 42% more than in 1973. The average cost-per-thousand viewers jumped more than 16%, from $2.81 in 1976 (not counting the Olympic games) to $3.27 in 1977.

Those figures are part of a recently completed A. C. Nielsen report on sports programming trends in network TV over the past year, based on the rating service's audience measurements and cost estimates supplied by Broadcast Advertisers Reports.

The report covers some 1,175 hours of sports television, which itself represents an increase of about 9% over the total hours of sports broadcast by the three networks in 1976, again not counting the Olympic games.

The highest priced 30-second spot in sports was in professional football, which commanded an average of $45.600 per spot with a 23.9% gain over average prices in 1976. In terms of cost-per-thousand, however, professional football came in at $3.68, as compared to the $4.75 C-P-M for the most expensive buy, golf (horse racing and tennis also exceeded football in C-P-M's, at $4.74 and $3.73, respectively).

Of the networks' regular season football series, ABC-TV's Monday Night Football was the most expensive buy both in terms of 30-second cost and C-P-M's, pegged by the report at an average $62,000 and $4.01, respectively. Thirty seconds in CBS-TV's Sunday professional football games sold for an average of $40,800, delivering a C-P-M of $3.48, while NBC-TV's football spots averaged $36,500 and delivered C-P-M's of $3.71.

Average costs of 30-second commercials in other sports broke down as follows: tennis, $10,600 (the cheapest 30-second buy), up 24.7% over 1976 prices; bowling, $11,400, up 10.6% with a C-P-M of $2.33 (the lowest C-P-M of all sports shows); multiple-sport package shows, $17,000, up 19.7% with a C-P-M of $2.84; professional basketball, $17,500, up 11.4% with a C-P-M of $2.96; college basketball, $17,600, up 25.7% with a C-P-M of $3.21; golf, $20,100, up 11.6%; baseball, $25,000, up 26.9% with a C-P-M of $2.72; college football, $38,800, up 15.7% with a C-P-M of $3.20 (and horse racing, $36,600, up 32.6%)

The average duration of a sporting event in 1977 was 127 minutes, one minute longer than in 1976. Of the total 1,175 hours of sports telecast, the networks devoted 323 hours to football, 174 hours to baseball, 162 hours to multiple-sports package shows, 156 hours to basketball, 123 hours to golf, 111 hours to tennis, 32 hours to boxing, 29 hours to bowling, 28 hours to "challenge" sports and 37 hours to miscellaneous events.

In terms of average audiences delivered, trends shown in the report were generally gradual rather than startling. ABC's Saturday and Sunday Wide World of Sports programs both continued four-year ratings declines, the former being off an average of a rating point for the year to end up with an 8.8 ratings average, while the latter dropped from a 13.2 average in 1976 to a 12.4 in 1977. CBS's Sports Spectacular, meanwhile, kept inching upward, from a 5.6 average in 1976 to a 6.4 in 1977.

Broadcasters trust McMartin NEWBREED equipment to meet the highest industry standards of performance and reliability.

Now McMartin introduces two remote pickup units for mobile or remote fixed-base operations.

The RPU-1150 operates on a specified frequency in the range of 150-170 MHz with a continuous power output rating of 50 watts. The RPU-1430 operates in the 450-455 MHz range with a continuous power output of 30 watts. The units are identical in size and appearance and utilize the same accessories except antennas.

Both produce a signal having high audio quality.

NEWBREED Performance and Reliability

- Front panel multimeter indicates modulation, forward and reflected power, Vc, IPA
- Dual frequency operation (one oscillator supplied)
- Microphone and line level inputs with compressor/limiter operating on both
- Allows for talking over a line level input
- Exceeds all new FCC requirements
- Full line of accessories including AC power supply, rack mounting frame, etc.
- High VSWR and thermal overload protection

Call your McMartin salesman or write for more information.

McMartin 4500 South 76th Street • Omaha, Nebraska 68127 • Phone (402) 331-2000 • Telex 484485
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One household can hurt you more in the courtroom than it ever could in the ratings.

As a broadcaster you worry about each household where ratings are concerned. But let one household take you to court with a libel suit and you may have something to really worry about. A typical settlement today could cripple your business.

That’s why you need Broadcasters Libel Insurance protection from ERC—especially in this age of jumbo liability suits. We’ve been providing libel and copyright coverage for more than 40 years and today our policy doesn’t have a single exclusion. You’re even covered for punitive damages.

Although the incidence of claims is increasing our coverage continues to be comparatively inexpensive. But regardless of cost, not to have the coverage when you need it could be a real catastrophe.

If you (or your insurance representative) will mail us this coupon, we’ll respond by mail with all the details. Do it today. It’s a policy a broadcaster can’t afford to be without.

---

Sure bet. State lotteries are taking a plunge on television. The Television Bureau of Advertising reported last week that 13 operating systems have increased their TV advertising from $2.9 million in 1975 to $6.9 million in 1977. Chips Barrabee, TVB marketing sales executive, said in preparation for a talk before the National Association of State Lotteries on June 16 in Hartford, Conn., that lottery sales are “based heavily on impulse and emotion.” He noted that by using TV’s “unique emotional quality as the focal point of their ad campaigns, lotteries are discovering how to appeal to that impulsiveness while creating good will and attracting new customers.”

Ever upward. John Blair & Co’s 14th annual Statistical Trends in Broadcasting projects comfortable increases for both television and radio in 1978. Blair estimates that total TV advertising in 1977 grew by 13.5% to $7.6 billion and predicts a 12.1% increase in 1978 to $8.5 billion. The rep firm places total radio spending in 1977 at $2.6 billion, up 11.8%, and projects a 10.5% jump in 1978 to almost $2.9 billion. FM radio outlook is particularly bright, with Blair anticipating an increase of more than 40% over 1977, to $825 million.

(NBC’s Sportsworld premiered in 1978.)

Another ABC sports series trailing off consistently was the Pro Bowlers Tour, which was down from an 8.3 average in 1976 to a 7.1 in 1977. The network’s Monday night baseball coverage picked up two-tenths of a point for a 12.5 average rating, while NBC’s Saturday baseball interrupted a four-year decline by holding steady last year with a 6.7 average, the same as 1976. CBS’s National Basketball Association games were back up in the ratings with a 7.2 average, compared to a 5.8 for the 1975-76 season, and the network’s NBA championships coverage last year also regained over the previous year’s 11.5 average by posting a 12.7.

Over-all, tennis audiences for the various tournaments offered by the three networks appeared to decline most consistently except for NBC’s Wimbledon and World Team Tennis coverage, both of which gained slightly. Down by varying degrees were ABC’s Alan King tournament, Robert F. Kennedy Pro Celebrity tournament, World Invitational tournament and L’eggs Women’s tournament, and NBC’s Italian championships, World championships and Family Circle tournament.

One trend that did not appear in the Nielsen data was a significant growth in sports viewing among women. Network sports executives have been talking about the potential for new audiences opened up by the women’s and fitness movements, but Nielsen’s three-year sports demographics analysis shows the audiences still about two-to-one male with no indication of even a gradual shift in progress. For all
Our new 5-kW AM transmitter is music to your ears.

It's Rockwell-Collins new 828E Power Rock\textsuperscript{TM} AM transmitter. And it's music to the ears of any AM station that's looking for crisp, clean sound and exceptional performance in a cabinet the size of a 1-kW unit.

Power Rock\textsuperscript{TM} features high-efficiency switching modulation, the time-proven technique that Collins patented in 1968. Also a new high-efficiency RF amplifier. The result — lower power costs. And the advanced Q-Taper\textsuperscript{TM} output network for improved frequency response, phase linearity, and reduced adjacent channel cross-modulation interference.

Power Rock\textsuperscript{TM} also features automatic control of both power output and modulation. 125% positive peak modulation capability. Built-in diagnostic aids. Plus other features that anticipate the day of automatic transmitter operation.

Sound like your kind of AM transmitter? You bet it is. Contact your Rockwell-Collins man. Or Collins Broadcast Marketing, Commercial Telecommunications Group, Rockwell International, Dallas, Texas 75207. Phone 214/996-5574 or 5424.

The pros and cons. Should the Federal Trade Commission ban advertising on children's television? That was the issue argued on the Public Broadcasting Service's The Advocates, courtroom-style debate program. For the FTC: Nicholas Johnson, former FCC commissioner and now head of the National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting. For the opposition: media critic Edwin Diamond of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Mr. Johnson charged that it's the "corporate profits of broadcasters" that are the issue in the FTC ad-ban proceeding, not "their freedoms." Mr. Diamond countered that the rulemaking is the first step toward the elimination of broadcasters' First Amendment rights; first children, then teenagers, then "guileful adults" may come under the FTC's jurisdiction, he said. Backing up Mr. Johnson was Tracy Westen, deputy director of the FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protection and a prime mover behind the rulemaking. He said that the money being spent by the commission in the children's TV proceeding was less than the cost of the commercials in an average hour of television programming. As witness for Mr. Diamond, however, attorney Lee Loevinger, another former FCC commissioner, said "this inquiry is a phony" and a waste of taxpayer money — a device to build up the FTC's bureaucratic clout. Also defending the FTC action was Joan Gusow, chairman of the nutrition program at Teachers College of Columbia University, who said it's not realistic to expect parents to monitor all their children's viewing when the "advertising barrage is almost unceasing." But former CBS/Broadcast Group President Richard Jencks said that only 15% of children's viewing takes place during the times the FTC might regulate advertising primarily directed to those under age 8. He also claimed that in some countries where sugared-product advertising is prohibited, sugar consumption is higher than in the U.S.
One call is all it takes to get anything and everything you need in broadcast equipment — from turntables to AM and FM transmitters.

Choose from Rockwell-Collins equipment plus that of close to a hundred different manufacturers. It's one-stop shopping with fourfold advantages:

1. **Quality products.** Our transmitters and consoles are the result of our technical excellence and single-minded dedication exclusively to the radio broadcaster for over 40 years. We've never once deviated from our goal: to make our name synonymous with quality, reliability and long life... for your benefit.

2. **Broad choice of products.** In addition to our own Generation 4th FM transmitters and our all-new Power Rock 5-kW AM transmitters (the cleanest, brightest, loudest AM in town), we carry products from the largest team of respected specialty vendors available anywhere from a single source — from ADC to UREI, with nearly a hundred other such leaders in between. If we don't have what you want, chances are we can get it for you. Fast.

3. **Flexible financing arrangements.** If it's under $1,000, you can use your own or your company's Master Charge. For larger orders, take your choice of time-purchase (up to 5 years) or lease plans.

4. **Unbeatable customer support.** Your emergency is our emergency. We're ready to respond — without delay — 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

See the cities listed below for the representative nearest you — and call him for one-stop shopping, Rockwell-Collins style. Ask him for a copy of our new brochure, or contact: Collins Broadcast Marketing, Commercial Telecommunications Group, Rockwell International, Dallas, Texas 75207. Phone: 214/996-5424.

The latest words in communications: Rockwell-Collins.

---

Rockwell International...where science gets down to business.

---

Easthampton, Mass. (413) 527-4430 • Newton, N.J. (201) 383-8797 • Knoxville, Tenn. (615) 573-9717 • Birmingham, Ala. (205) 822-1078

Ft. Wayne, Ind. (219) 485-8354 • Minneapolis, Minn. (612) 479-2833 • Kansas City, Mo. (816) 443-2080 • Yuma, Ariz. (502) 783-6380

Portland, Ore. (503) 254-2818
of living and expectations for the future of this country's new middle class. The Tuesday morning session, "The Shape of the Future for Middle America," will serve as the basis for a panel discussion involving anticipated changes in buying habits, advertising content and economic and social values.

Also on Tuesday, there will be a general discussion on the "Impact of Two-Way TV on Advertising," billed as a special look at Warner Cable's new Qube system in Columbus, Ohio.

Although the real business of the convention will not start until Monday morning, early goers may watch, on Saturday, the final judging of the 1978 AAF National Student Advertising Competition, the association's sixth consecutive contest among college advertising students who have devised advertising campaigns, marketing strategies and media plans for Coca-Cola USA's Sprite soft drink. An AAF member sponsors the competition each year.

Latest from Arbitron

Arbitron Radio will introduce a new service, Intermediate Market Measurement, covering 33 medium-sized and small markets, starting with the April-May survey. Officials said the reports will contain uniform demographics, dayparts and estimates across all markets. Sample objectives will be 250 homes. This will be the first time, they said, that Arbitron Radio has offered a uniform report concept beyond its regular syndicated service.

Markets to be covered are Alexandria, Lake Charles and Monroe, all Louisiana; Battle Creek, Mich.; Casper and Cheyenne, both Wyoming; Chico and Redding, both California; Clovis, Las Cruces and Roswell, all New Mexico; Fort Pierce and Gainesville, both Florida; Fort Smith, Ark.; Grand Junction and Greeley, both Colorado; Idaho Falls; Kileen-Temple, Texarkana, Longview, Midland and Odessa, all Texas; Lawton, Okla.; Missouri, Mont.; Provo, Utah; Rapid City, S.D.; Richland-Pasco-Kennewick, Walla Walla and Wenatchee, all Washington; Roseburg, Ore.; Springfield, Ill., and Springfield, Mo.

A moving story

The Radio Advertising Bureau will move into its new New York headquarters today (June 5), but not without more than the usual amount of anguish—some already experienced, some to come.

Past trouble stemmed from the fact that RAB had expected to move early in April but was delayed by a strike of electricians in New York—after the new address had been imprinted on much of its stationery. This has resulted in a great deal of reply mail being sent to—and having to be picked up at—the as yet unoccupied headquarters at 485 Lexington Avenue, 10017. "We've had to run a shuttle service to retrieve mail," said President Miles David.

Anticipated anguish centers around RAB's switching from a single-number telephone system in the old quarters to a Centrex system in the new, where each executive will have his own number. There'll be a central Centrex number—(212) 599-6666—for people to call if they don't know the number of the person or department they want. But this number "could easily be flooded" at the outset, until callers get acquainted with individual numbers, "and should be avoided if at all possible," RAB said, "since its capacity to take incoming calls is limited."

Some of the main department numbers will be (in area code 212): member service 599-6698; co-op information 599-6697; national sales 599-6660; meetings 599-6676; research 599-6661; library 599-6659; accounting 599-6681.

President David, who announced all this, will be at 599-6688; Robert Alter, executive vice president, at 599-6691.

Wording spelled out for political plugs

FEC guidelines, which must pass FCC muster, offer procedures to cover four situations

The Federal Election Commission, in an action that must also be approved by the FCC, has authorized wording that will be acceptable in identifying sponsors of political commercials and their candidates.

The FEC and FCC have dual jurisdiction in the area of political ID's. The FCC requires that any broadcast paid for by a particular person or group must include an announcement to that effect and that anyone furnishing matter for a political or controversial broadcast must also be identified. The FEC requires that political broadcasts must identify whether the candidate involved has authorized the broadcast.

The rule adopted by the FEC deals with four situations:

1. A broadcast communication authorized by or financed by the candidate or the candidate's authorized committee must include an announcement saying "paid for by," or "paid for and authorized by," or "sponsored by," or "furnished by," the candidate or committee.

2. A broadcast communication that is authorized by the candidate or committee but paid for by a third party must say "paid for by [name of the third party] and authorized by [name of the candidate or committee]" or "sponsored by . . . and authorized by . . ." or "furnished by . . . and authorized by . . ."

3. A broadcast communication financed by a third party but not authorized by the candidate must identify who "paid for," "sponsored," or "furnished" the commercial, and include the phrase, "and not authorized by any candidate."

4. In addition, if a commercial solicits political contributions, the sponsoring campaign organization must announce that "a copy of our report is filed with the Federal Election Commission and is available for purchase from the Federal Election Commission, Washington, D.C."

Supreme Court rejects appeal of FCC policy on commercials and fairness

The FCC decision four years ago to put product commercials beyond the reach of the fairness doctrine is now final. The Supreme Court last week denied a petition to review the opinion of the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington, issued last November (Broadcasting, Nov. 14, 1977), upholding the commission's action. The petition was filed by the National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting.

The decision regarding product commercials was contained in the commission's 1974 Fairness Report, issued following a five-year inquiry into the doctrine and how it was being shaped, the first such review since the doctrine was adopted in 1949.

The inquiry itself was prompted in large part by concern over the direction in which decisions by the commission and the courts were taking the commission, partic-
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Dear Broadcaster:

You probably noticed that HEW and FTC have formally petitioned FCC to reconsider its decision of last October to allow licensees to set standards for public service announcements.

HEW said it "believes PSAs can make an important contribution to the success of its programs...such as its campaign to better inform the public on the health dangers of smoking."

Maybe so, but that feeling flies in the face of findings reported this March in the American Journal of Public Health. The journal published a review of 126 reports on the results of smoking education programs.

Analyzing campaigns that have used mass media advertising methods, the author found "none of these campaigns has produced significant change in smoking behavior."

HEW and FTC want your prime time. Before you're forced to give away more of it to anti-tobacco activists, we felt you should know how their claims rely more on fancy than fact.

Our information and views are available to you in writing or -- better yet -- from our spokesmen live or on the phone.

Sincerely,

William F. Dwyer
AEI PUBLIC POLICY FORUMS:
Names and Issues Your Audience Knows

LABOR LAW REFORM?

From left, Peter G. Nash, former General Counsel, NLRB; Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-Utah); John Charles Daly, moderator; Sen. Harrison A. Williams, Jr. (D-N. J.); Thomas R. Donahue, Executive Assistant to AFL-CIO President.

RISING COSTS IN EDUCATION:
The Federal Response?
Panelists: Sen. Bob Packwood (R-Ore.)
Ernest Boyer, U.S. Commissioner of Education
John Ryor, President, National Education Association
Thomas Sowell, Professor of Economics, UCLA
with John Charles Daly, moderator

TAX CUTS AND TAX REFORM:
The Quest for Equity
Panelists: Rep. Al Ullman (D-Ore.)
Rep. Barber Conable (R-N.Y.)
Robert Carswell, Deputy Secretary, U.S. Treasury
Herbert Stein, Professor of Economics, University of Virginia
with John Charles Daly, moderator

These are just three of 48 one-hour panel programs on a wide range of public policy issues produced by the American Enterprise Institute and distributed without charge as a public service to commercial and public television stations, radio stations, and cablevision systems.

Write today for our catalog or to preview one or more shows.

Mr. Robert C. Doyle
BNA Communications, Inc.
9401 Discoverly Hall Road
Rockville, Maryland 20850
301/948-0540

particularly in connection with product commercials. Indeed, the effect of the commission's report was to overrule its 1967 decision applying the doctrine to cigarette advertising. The commission had attempted to restrict the ruling to cigarettes; it cited the unique danger to health involved. But the appeals court later extended it to commercials for high-powered automobiles and leaded gasoline and for a department store during a strike by its employees.

The commission, in its report, held that ordinary product commercials do not make a meaningful contribution toward informing the public on any side of a controversial issue of public importance. But it said it would apply the doctrine to commercials that are devoted "in an obvious and meaningful way to the discussion of public issues."

The lower court rejected two principal arguments in affirming the commission. One was that, since statements opposing views presented in commercials are, like the commercials themselves, protected by the First Amendment, the commission must require its licensees to broadcast them. The other was that commercials contribute meaningfully to public debate and, therefore, the commission's refusal to subject commercials to the fairness doctrine is unconstitutional. NCCB made similar arguments in petitioning the Supreme Court to review the case.

Researchers find TV's drug ads not addictive to children

The heavy use of television by children does not lead to their heavy use of medicines that are advertised on television, researchers at the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School have concluded.

Spurred by a since-denied petition from 19 state attorneys general seeking an FCC ban on medicine advertising from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m., three Wharton professors from the Center for Research of Media and Children undertook the study two years ago to see whether TV advertising causes children to want over-the-counter drugs.

Their conclusion, based on interviews with children in grades three, five and seven, and with their mothers, is that there is "little evidence" of a link between TV watching and the taking of aspirins and cold remedies—primarily because of the parents "mediation."

The researchers found some evidence that highly anxious children are more receptive to taking drugs advertised on TV than other children, but "even those subgroups of children do not show indiscriminate or excessive requests for proprietary medicines," they said.

The study was sponsored by the National Science Foundation and was performed by Professors Thomas S. Robertson, John R. Rossiter and Terry C. Gleason.
NAB accents the positive at workshops on children’s TV

Washington meeting this week will focus on quality programing, and how to make it; Gerbner and some FCC commissioners to appear.

About 200 people, two thirds of them broadcast general managers, program managers and producers, have signed up for this week’s National Association of Broadcasters children’s television program conference, a two-day meeting in Washington on improving local children’s television.

The emphasis is on programing. Scheduled sessions include an opening one that tries to answer the question “What Is Children’s Programing?” and workshops exploring use of the miniature camera in creating productions, how TV is being used as a teaching tool and budgeting for children’s programs (including a session exploring whether federal funding is a good idea).

Some 40 broadcast stations are submitting clips of their local programs, to be segregated according to market size, for screening during the program. The idea behind that, said Jane Cohen, NAB vice president for television, is to enable stations to easily find examples of programs that can be done within their budgets.

The attendee looking for discussions of controversial issues such as the Federal Trade Commission’s proposal to restrict television advertising to children won’t find much of that at this meeting. The emphasis instead is making programs that children will find educational and entertaining. NAB wants to show that “we really do care” about quality programing for children, Ms. Cohen said. “We are doing things. And we want to do it better.”

The program does light on at least one topic that is the subject of national debate, however, in a session on violence in television with two TV violence researchers: Dr. George Gerbner of the University of Pennsylvania’s Annenberg School of Communications and Roger Wagner of BI Associates. In addition, a “working lunch” has been scheduled for Tuesday with FCC commissioners and their staff members. The commissioners who have accepted invitations by midweek last week were Abbott Washburn, Margita White and Tyrone Brown.

Bill Monroe of NBC’s Meet the Press will moderate many of the sessions during the children’s program. And entertainment will be provided at the Monday luncheon by the Paul Ritts Puppets.

Following is the schedule of the children’s TV conference; all sessions will take place at the Hyatt Regency hotel.

**Sunday, June 4**

- Registration. 3-6 p.m. Regency foyer.
- VIP reception. 5:30-7:30 p.m. Regency ballroom.

**Monday, June 5**

- Registration. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Regency foyer.

Four concurrent workshops. 10-10:45 a.m. Creative Production Using the Minicam. Concord A. Moderator: George Heinemann, NBC vice president, children’s programs. Beyond Sesame Street. Lexington B. Moderator: Roy Danish, director, Television Information Office. Panelists: Dr. Gordon Berry, associate professor, graduate school of education, University of California, Los Angeles; Squire Rushnell, vice president, children’s and early morning television programing, ABC Entertainment, and Bruce Marson, program manager, WCVB-TV Boston. The CBS Television Reading Program. Bunker Hill C. Moderator: Lynne Williams, director, CBS Television Reading Program. Coffee break. 10:45-11 a.m. Regency foyer.


Cash bar. 12:30-1 p.m. Regency foyer.

Luncheon. 1-2:30 p.m. Regency ballroom. The Paul Ritts Puppets featured.

Workshops. 2:30-3:15 p.m.


Great products for AM/FM radio broadcast.

System 7000 program automation.

FM broadcast antenna systems.

AM and FM transmitters, consoles, and studio equipment.

Cetec Broadcast Group means good news for radio broadcasters!
**CBS sets up swap meet on children's television**

Programmers from network's affiliates will get together in New York to exchange ideas.

Program directors and children's television producers from 24 CBS-TV affiliates are scheduled to participate in a CBS workshop on children's television to be held July 10-14 in New York.

Robert Keeshan and the Captain Kangaroo creative team will be hosts for the sessions, described by Gene F. Jankowski, president of the CBS/Broadcast Group, as providing "an exchange of ideas and information that will enhance [affiliates'] local children's product."

There will be daily seminars and workshops on subjects ranging from producing and writing for children to finance, talent, promotion, studio technique and research. Guest instructors will include Dr. Roger Fransecky, children's television consultant to CBS; Dr. Gordon Berry, associate professor of the Graduate School of Education at the University of California at Los Angeles; Lynne Williams, director of the CBS Reading Program; Joel Heller, executive producer of CBS News's In the News, Razzmatazz and 30 Minutes, and Steve Sohmer, CBS Entertainment vice president, advertising and promotion.

In addition, luncheon forums will be scheduled daily. Guest speakers already set include Nancy Carey, assistant to FCC Commissioner Abbott Washburn; Peggy Charren, president of Action for Children's Television, and James Rosenfield, president of CBS-TV.

CBS-TV officials said attendance was restricted to maintain an intimate atmosphere but that plans for expanding it in the future were being considered. The sessions will be held at the CBS Broadcast Center.

**Program Briefs**

**Boycott results.** A.C. Nielsen reports that national TV boycott sponsored by Morality in Media May 24 to protest sexual content in programming had no apparent affect on prime-time viewing. From 7:30 to 11 p.m. NVT, homes using television levels were off .00035% compared to previous Tuesday and to other nights of that week. Figures for full day are not yet available.

**New dates.** With buyers and sellers finding sales being locked in earlier in year, National Association of Television Program Executives has moved 1981 New Orleans conference up month to Feb. 13-18, with possibility that San Francisco meeting, March 7-12, 1980, may also be rescheduled for February. Next year, however, remains firm in Las Vegas, March 10-14.

**Going Every Day.** Group W Productions reports 45% clearance so far and expects 70% by fall for its syndicated Every Day 60-minute daily entertainment-information series. Latest to sign are CBS-owned WCBS-TV New York (scheduled 9-10 a.m.) and KNXT(TV) (3:30-4:30 p.m.) Los Angeles. Debut is Oct. 2.

**‘Better Homes’ readers express dissatisfaction with television fare**

Readership poll finds majority think programs mediocre at best, parental control of set ineffective.

Middle-class Americans may watch a lot of TV, but—according to one study—they're not thrilled with what they see. Television programming rates "mediocre" to "poor" in the opinion of 84% of respondents to a Better Homes and Gardens survey.

The magazine (part of the publishing group of Meredith Corp., which also owns four TV stations and six radio stations), conducted a survey called "What's Happening to the American Family"; it questioned 302,000 families on subjects ranging from marriage to the energy crisis. The survey was conducted among the magazine's readers (median income $20,125), who mailed in a published questionnaire—a factor that effects its scientific standing in that respondents were self-selected rather than random.

Over-all TV quality was rated "mediocre" by 51%, "poor" by 33%, "good" by 14%, and "very good" by 1%. VNR is "greatly concerned" by 57% of the respondents, sex "greatly concerned" 56% and quality "greatly concerned" 61%.

The amount of television children watch is not effectively regulated by parents, said 72%. And the quality of programs children watch is not regulated either, said 65%.

What effect does TV viewing have on family life? According to the survey, 15% said it's good, 25% said it's bad and 57%
saw no effect at all. Second only to parents themselves, television emerges in the survey as the greatest influence on the general development of children under 12.

SAG's Nolan blasts TV portrayal of women

At quarterly meeting with AMPTP, guild president says movies are doing better, but television's roles for females are 'disheartening'

The image of the American woman portrayed by television was attacked as "disgraceful trash" by Kathleen Nolan, president of the Screen Actors Guild, during a meeting with the Association of Motion Picture and Television Producers in Los Angeles last month.

"We have a responsibility to depict the American public realistically," Ms. Nolan said. "Women have been gratified to see a growing change in roles in feature films but are desperately disheartened to be faced in 1978 with the disgraceful trash which is being transmitted to the television public in the guise that this is the American woman.

The meeting at which Ms. Nolan made her remarks was the first of four quarterly discussions, provided for in the most recent contract between SAG and AMPTP, on the problems of women and minority actresses and actors. Chester Migden, national executive director of SAG, and Joseph A. Adelman, executive vice president of AMPTP, both said the meeting was "positive and cooperative."

Mr. Migden announced during the proceedings that SAG has begun surveying its members to gather information for a computer data bank which would hold information on performers categorized by sex, ethnic group, skills and special abilities. Mr. Adelman called the computer project "a most positive action [that] will be of tremendous value to the casting efforts of association companies, especially if it is easily retrievable from the guild's computers.

Also in the works at SAG, but just in the formative stages, is a project to monitor the image of women and minorities portrayed on television next season.

Schlosser stays

Exiting NBC president opts to accept RCA offer as head of video disk softward project

Herbert S. Schlosser, who honored RCA President Edgar H. Griffiths's request that he stay on as NBC president until Fred Silverman arrives to take over, last week accepted Mr. Griffith's offer of an executive vice presidency of RCA, NBC's parent company.

Mr. Griffiths made the offer last Janu-

Nielsen's overview. A. C. Nielsen Co. has issued 23d annual report on basic dimensions and viewing patterns of television audience in U.S. "Titled Nielsen Television '78, booklet places television households at 72.9 million (98%) of total. Estimates 76% of homes have color sets and reports that average household watches TV more than six hours per day. It is available free of charge from Nielsen at its various offices.

ary, when he announced that Mr. Silverman would become NBC's president and chief executive officer when his contract with ABC expires (Broadcasting, Jan. 23). Mr. Schlosser had considered going back into law practice, perhaps on the West Coast, but opted for the RCA post ("Closed Circuit," May 29).

"I am delighted," Mr. Griffiths said in announcing the decision, "that Mr. Schlosser has accepted our offer of an important management position with RCA. His initial assignment will be to develop a comprehensive software program for the RCA Selectavision video disk project. This is a major challenge that must be overcome before we can decide whether to market this new system.

"To overcome it, Mr. Schlosser is exceedingly well equipped by his gifts and varied experience as the head of a television production and distribution company, a program creator, the operating head of a television network and the chief executive in charge of one of the three network companies."

Mr. Schlosser said last week he did not know how long this assignment would take. He said he planned to have "a little vacation," then get down to the new job. He saw it as involving, first, an examination of all the potential sources of disk programming, then meeting with all the companies involved in these areas, both in the U.S. and abroad, and finally "coming up with some recommendations."

He did not indicate what subsequent RCA assignments might involve.

While he was clearing out his NBC office on the sixth floor of the RCA Building in New York, getting ready to move to his RCA office on the 53d floor, associates at NBC were recalling some of his contributions to network TV programming.

Most recently, they said, he had given his support to the new concept, Saturday Night Live, and before that to such new ventures as Tomorrow, Midnight Special, and Weekend. He committed NBC investments in such major programs as Jesus of Nazareth, King, Wheels, Centennial and Holocaust—and its $85-million investment in rights to the 1980 Moscow Olympics.

In his new post—to which he is due to be elected by the RCA board on June 7—Mr. Schlosser will report to Mr. Griffiths. He will work with Richard W. Sonnenfeldt,

USING A RECRUITING CONSULTANT: WHAT ARE THE KEY ADVANTAGES?

ASSURANCE — A professional and comprehensive search ensures a wide range of highly qualified candidates

EFFICIENCY — Your valuable time is utilized where it is most productive: the final decision

CONFIDENTIALITY — Your identity is carefully protected, avoiding disclosure of sensitive information

OBJECTIVITY — Independent and expert counsel in all phases of the hiring decision

RESULTS — The best possible candidate is hired

RON CURTIS & COMPANY
Renaissance Plaza, Suite 213
1460 Renaissance Drive
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068
(312) 296-2375
Serving the Communications Industry Since 1966
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RCA staff vice president, who will remain in charge of the video disk project development.

Mr. Silverman is expected to take over as president and chief executive of NBC on June 9, the day after expiration of his contract as president of ABC Entertainment.

Mr. Schlosser has been NBC president since 1974. He joined NBC in 1957 as attorney for California National Productions, then an NBC subsidiary, of which he became vice president and general manager in 1960. In 1961 he was named director (later vice president) of talent and program administration for NBC-TV. In 1966 he was made vice president in charge of programs, West Coast, and in 1972 was promoted to executive vice president, NBC-TV. A year later he was named NBC-TV president, and less than a year after that, in April 1974, was named president and chief operating officer of NBC, adding the chief executive's responsibilities in January 1977 (BROADCASTING, Jan. 10, 1977).

A bullish report on VCR chances

A. D. Little survey puts market penetration at 10% in less than decade; among the obstacles: competition from video disks

Viewers in one of every 10 American households could own home video cassette recorders by the mid-1980's, according to a market study and opinion poll conducted by the research firm of Arthur D. Little Inc.

The prediction was based partly on the high consumer awareness of the new product found among respondents to the Little poll: 80% said they had heard of the VCR's, while 20% mentioned Sony's three-year-old Betamax specifically. Price, on the other hand, was seen as one of four critical issues affecting the market: One-fourth of the respondents expressed interest in owning a VCR, but only 8% were interested enough to pay as much as $795 for one, Little said. Discount retail prices are currently hovering in that area.

Other critical issues Little identified as facing VCR manufacturers are standardization; availability of affordable prerecorded programming and potential competition from video disks.

The director of the study, a Little vice president, Ellen T. Curtiss, said she expects video disks to be "aggressively" marketed within the next two years at prices in the $500 range. Programming for the nonrecording disk should also be lower priced relative to VCR programs, she believes, perhaps coming in under $13 for a two-hour pre-recorded disk as compared to $18 for a blank two-hour video cassette.

"Many potential buyers may forgo recording capability if the price differential between VCR and video disk hardware and software is large enough," Miss Curtiss said.

Seeing is believing. San Franciscans were able to watch a little radio during what was billed as the first simulcast to originate from radio stations. KHON/ KIOWA there presented a 12-hour program, also broadcast on channel 26 KTVU-TV. The show was produced and directed by Michael Lincoln, the radio stations' manager, who also owns and operates a television production company. Mr. Lincoln turned the radio facilities into a miniature television studio, complete with three color cameras. While Sam Van Zandt (shown above on television monitors) and the other disk jockeys played records, listeners/viewers were taken on live behind-the-scenes tours and introduced to the stations' staffs. The adult contemporary music was visually enhanced by such special effects as audio-modulated color patterns and scenes from inside the studio superimposed on aerial views of the city.

Lindemann back in network sports at CBS

Ex-NBC executive replaces Barry Frank as vice president

Carl Lindemann Jr., who was vice president, sports, NBC-TV, for 14 years until his resignation in March 1977, returned to the executive fold last Thursday (June 1) as vice president, programs, CBS Sports.

CBS said that Mr. Lindemann will assume virtually all the responsibilities relinquished by Barry Frank, who resigned last month as senior vice president, CBS Sports, to rejoin the International Management Group, New York, a sports management company, as a senior corporate vice president (BROADCASTING, May 22).

Mr. Lindemann had served NBC continuously since 1948, beginning as a student engineer and moving upward to associate producer, director of daytime programs, vice president in charge of program sales and, starting in 1963, vice president, sports, NBC-TV. Since leaving NBC, Mr. Lindemann has been an independent producer and has served the National Hockey League as executive producer of its hockey telecasts.

Press has no special protection in this instance, justices rule in 'Stanford Daily' case

The Supreme Court last week gave broadcast and print journalists reason to believe it regards them as no more, if no less, worthy of constitutional protection against unannounced police searches than citizens generally. In a decision that dismayed some of the press, the court ruled that the police need only a warrant to search a newsroom even when there is no indication anyone in the newsroom is guilty of any wrongdoing.

The ruling, adopted by five of the eight participating justices, prompted the president of the Radio Television News Directors Association, Ernie Schultz, of KTVU(TV) Oklahoma City, to issue a statement warning that the ruling is subject to abuse. It would, he said, produce "open season" on reporters and editors. He also called on journalists to document and publicize future uses of search warrants in the hope of securing a legislative remedy.

The Reporter's Committee for Freedom of the Press, called the decision "a constitutional outrage," said the Stanford Daily action was not an isolated incident but part of "a new and increasingly popular police tactic against the press."

The Supreme Court's decision overruled decisions of a district judge in California and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in a case involving a police search of the newsroom of the Stanford Daily, an independent college newspaper in Palo Alto, Calif., in 1971. The police were looking for photographs of a clash involving demonstrators and police at a hospital site that could be used as evidence. The search was fruitless.

The lower courts held that the police, armed only with a search warrant, had violated the Fourth Amendment protection against unreasonable search and seizure. The district court, in an opinion adopted by the appeals court, said that "third parties," those not involved in a crime, must be given considerable protection from unreasonable searches, particularly if they are journalists.

But the Supreme Court majority, in an opinion written by Justice Byron White, disagreed. He said the lower courts were redefining the Fourth Amendment as it had been read by the courts over the years. "Courts may not, in the name of Fourth Amendment reasonableness, forbid the states from issuing warrants to search for
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evidence simply because the owner or possessor of the place to be searched is not then reasonably suspected of criminal involvement,” he said. The critical question, he said, is whether the owner of the premises is suspected of a crime but whether there is “reasonable cause to believe the items being sought are on the property.

As for the lower courts’ argument that the press is entitled to special protection—among other things, unannounced searches would disrupt newsroom activity, cause confidential sources of information to dry up, and deter reporters from recording and preserving information for future use—Justice White noted that the framers of the Constitution provided for no such special protection in writing the Fourth Amendment. Furthermore, he said, previous cases involving the question “do no more than insist that the courts apply the warrant requirements with particular exactitude when First Amendment interests would be endangered.”

Twelve news-media organizations—including the National Association of Broadcasters and the Radio Television News Directors Association—had entered the case as a friend of the court in behalf of the Stanford Daily. They did not claim immunity to searches, but said that law-enforcement authorities should seek subpoenas. This would afford the news organization involved the opportunity to appear in court and contest the seizure on First Amendment grounds.

However, the attorneys general of 17 states who entered the case on the other side—and whose position was supported by the Department of Justice—argued that such a procedure is slow and cumbersome, and would interfere with law-enforcement efforts. And the majority of the court agreed. “The delay involved in employing [the subpoena],” Justice White wrote, “offering as it does the opportunity to litigate its validity, could easily result in the disappearance of the evidence, whatever the good faith of the third party.”

“Properly administered,” he said, the preconditions of a warrant—probable cause, specificity with respect to the place to be searched and the things to be seized, and over-all reasonableness—should afford sufficient protection against the harms that are assertedly threatened by warrants of newspaper offices.”


Justice Potter Stewart, in a dissent in which Justice Thurgood Marshall joined, said it seemed “self-evident that police searches of newspapers’ offices burden the freedom of the press. They disrupt the newsroom operation and raise the possibility of disclosure of confidential information.”

On the other hand, he said, a subpoena would “afford a newspaper itself an opportunity to locate whatever material might be requested and produce it.”

And, in a passage reflecting his view, expressed in other writings, that the press is entitled to special protection, he said that may be that, as a matter of abstract policy, a newspaper office should receive no more protection from an unannounced police search than, say, the office of a doctor or the office of a bank. But, he said, “we are here to uphold a Constitution. And our Constitution does not explicitly protect the practice of medicine or the business of banking from all abridgement by government. It does protect the freedom of the press.”

Justice John Paul Stevens also dissented. He said “the only conceivable justification for an unannounced search of an innocent citizen is the fear that, if notice were given, he would conceal or destroy the object of the search.” And there was no evidence that was the situation at the Stanford Daily, when police entered the premises, he said.

Although a college newspaper was the focus of the suit, the problem is one with which a number of broadcasters are familiar. The news media’s brief listed three broadcast stations that were entered by police armed with search warrants—WJAR-TV Providence, R.I., and Pacifica Radio’s KPFA(FM) Berkeley, Calif., and KPFK(FM) Los Angeles. In addition, in December, police entered four San Francisco stations—KRON-TV, KTVU(TE) KGO-TV and KPIX(TV)—seeking unused film of a clash between deputies and residents of a houseboat community.
RTNDA top honor goes to Monroe

Moderator of NBC's 'Meet the Press' to receive Paul White Award;
afternoon also are 31 winners in association's station competition

The Radio Television News Directors Association announces today (June 5) that NBC newsman Bill Monroe will be the 21st recipient of RTNDA's annual Paul White Award, the association's top honor.

Mr. Monroe is moderator and executive producer of NBC's Meet the Press. He went to NBC in 1961 from WDSU-TV New Orleans, where he was news director and, in that year, president of RTNDA. He was NBC's Washington bureau chief and later Washington editor of the network's Today show.

Mr. Monroe will be presented with the silver bowl symbolizing the Paul White Award at the final banquet of the RTNDA convention, to be held Sept. 20-22 in Atlanta.

RTNDA has also announced 31 regional winners in its annual station awards process. The national winner in each of the four categories in which the association honors station efforts in journalism will also be presented at the Atlanta convention.

The winners, in radio and television divisions, in each of four regions for each of four categories (in parentheses):

Radio
Midwest: WASK (AM) Lafayette, Ind. (Edward R. Murrow Documentary Award); WIND (AM) Chicago (spot news); WTL(CFM) Indianapolis (investigative reporting).

Midwest: WASK(AM) Lafayette, Ind. (Edward R. Murrow Documentary Award); WIND(AM) Chicago (spot news); WTL(CFM) Indianapolis (investigative reporting).

Television
West: KOY(AM) Phoenix (Edward R. Murrow and spot news); KBIG(FM) Los Angeles (investigative reporting); KNIX(AM) Los Angeles (editorial/ commentary).

Southeast: WKY(AM) Oklahoma City (Edward R. Murrow); KOL(FM) Houston (spot news); WSGN(AM) Birmingham, Ala. (investigative reporting); WKIX(AM) Raleigh, N.C. (editorial/commentary).

Television
Midwest: wcco-TV Minneapolis (Edward R. Murrow); wls-TV Chicago (spot news); KTVI St. Louis (investigative reporting); wmaaq-TV Chicago (editorial/commentary).

West: KGO-TV San Francisco (Edward R. Murrow and spot news); KOAT-TV Denver (investigative reporting); KRON-TV San Francisco (editorial/commentary).

Northeast: WBSI-TV Baltimore (Edward R. Murrow); WTA-E-TV Pittsburgh (spot news); WCBS-TV New York (investigative reporting); WTOPT-TV Washington (editorial/commentary).

Southwest: WSM-TV Nashville (Edward R. Murrow); WWL-TV New Orleans (spot news); KPRC-TV Houston and WCKT-TV Miami (ties for investigative reporting).

NBC sued by maker of bug-control device over news report

Solar Electronics Inc., based in Costa Mesa, Calif., has sued NBC for $11 million, charging that a March 29 report on the NBC Nightly News left the "distinct impression" that the company's electromagnetic pest control product, "Nature Shield," was ineffective and banned from the marketplace by the Environmental Protection Agency.

Solar said its "device is registered with the EPA" and that "NBC's distorted statements have severely damaged our company and also detrimentally affected the public welfare in this nation." Also named in the suit, filed in Orange county (Calif.), are NBC's superior court, were KNBC-TV Los Angeles, co-anchor David Brinkley and correspondent George Lewis.

According to NBC, however, "there is no merit to the suit." A spokesman said that the story talked about the "effective-ness of those products in general and did not say Solar's had been found to be ineffective." After a complaint from Solar, the spokesman said, the network ran a clarification the next night.

Best in business

Noncommercial stations are heavy winners in economic understanding competition sponsored by Dartmouth

Six prizes in television categories have been presented in the 1977 Media Awards for the Advancement of Economic Understanding. First prize was $5,000 and second prize was $2,500.

The television network and nationally distributed programing classification, first prize was shared by a WGBH-TV Boston team (Austin Hoyt, Elizabeth Deane, Gerald Lange, Bruce Shah, Janet Krause, Ben Wattenberg) for There's No Business Like Big Business. Sharing second prize were Bill Berg, Mindy Cameron and Erich Korte of WXXI-TV Rochester, N.Y., for Even the Desert Will Bloom. WGBH-TV and WXXI are public stations.

The first-prize winner in markets one to 25 was reporter Patrick Clawson of KTVI(TV) St. Louis for a series, The Coo-op Conspiracy: Pyramid of Shame. Second prize went to a team from WCCO-TV Minneapolis (Ken Rees, Bernadette DeBour, Tim Hawthorne and Nancy Male) for The Last American Cowboy.

In markets 26 to 100 the first prize was won by Daniel Miller and John Lein- decker of KDIN-TV Des Moines, Iowa, for Farm Digest: Ag Land Trust. No second prize was given.

The first-prize winner for television markets below the first 100 was Larry Makinson of KAKM(TV) Anchorage for In- side The Budget: A Taxpayer's Eyewitness. No second prize was awarded.

The awards are given to improve the quality and increase the quantity of economic reporting in the various media. No awards were given in 1977 in the radio categories because, in the opinion of the judges, none of the entries met the desired standards of excellence. A total of $87,500 was awarded during ceremonies at the Hotel Pierre in New York. The awards are administered by the Amos Tuck School of Business Administration of Dartmouth College, Hanover, N.H.
Sauve says cable in Canada is at the turning point

Communications minister notes medium is at saturation while costs continue to increase and subscribers resist rate hikes; new services and new technology may be the answer, she says.

In a country where more than half of all the households are connected to cable television systems and 70% are passed, Canada's cable industry is beginning to feel "the pinch of subscriber saturation, increasing maintenance and capital costs, consumer price sensitivity and, in some areas, unused capacity," said Minister of Communications Jeanne Sauve last week in Montreal. Speaking before the 21st annual convention of the Canadian Cable Television Association, Mme. Sauve said that the industry that has made Canada the most cabled country in the world "may be in for some leaner days in the future."

Many cable systems, she added, especially those in the larger urban areas, "have reached a mature level, a plateau, at which point further growth is likely to be slow." Although she said she remains "confident" in cable's prospects in the coming years, Mme. Sauve said, too, that it has "come to a fork in the road" that demands some tough decisions soon.

Lower cable penetration in the U.S. and the lower value of the Canadian dollar, she pointed out, have prompted some operators "to export technology and expertise as investments in foreign markets."

And new services — including pay TV — that are not currently allowed on Canadian systems, were also cited as a means of expanding Canada's cable market. "These new services . . . should be introduced in a planned and orderly fashion so that the impact on the public will not prove disruptive and will generally have as healthy an effect as possible on the entire cable, telecommunications and broadcasting industry."

Mme. Sauve also spoke on the changing technology of the industry. She specifically singled out fiber optics — "the light wave of the future." She said it was likely "that the ordinary home telephone, an unlimited number of television channels and all sorts of data communications will be carried on that hair-thin string of glass."

From a regulatory point of view, Mme. Sauve said, "the big question is who will own those fibers."

Another growth option, the minister cited, was in the area of programing — which Canadian systems, unlike their American counterparts, are allowed to produce. "If this is a desirable option," the minister said, "the cable industry should be prepared to increase its contribution to the Canadian program production industry."

Cable Briefs

Fiber's latest. Belden Corp., Geneva, Ill., major manufacturer of cable hardware, has announced formation of new fiber-optics development and marketing group. Company will introduce full line of 1, 2, 6, 12 and 18 fiber cables "off-the-shelf at competitive prices." John W. McCarthy, corporate marketing manager-electronic products, assumes added duties as marketing and sales manager of fiber group.

Justice agrees. Department of Justice is supporting petition of group in Sussex county, Delaware, asking FCC to deregulate cable television in state, where no television stations are located. Result of commission rules protecting broadcasters in Maryland and Pennsylvania, Justice said in petition filed with FCC, is that Delaware viewers' options have been curtailed. Justice, which has supported similar petition filed by residents and officials of New Jersey, also urged commission to heed Sussex county group's request that it help Delaware obtain its first-in-state broadcast service. Justice said commission should consider initiating engineering survey and evaluation of means for increasing "the level of broadcast services in Delaware."

ACLJ, citizen groups join FCC in seeking Supreme Court review of Midwest Video case

The Supreme Court has received two more petitions seeking review of an appeals court decision overturning the FCC's rules requiring cable television systems with at least 3,500 subscribers to provide public access channels.

One petition was filed in behalf of three citizen groups — Citizens for Cable Awareness in Pennsylvania, the Philadelphia Community Cable Coalition and the National Black Media Coalition — by the Citizens Communications Center. The other was filed by the American Civil Liberties Union.

Earlier, the FCC had petitioned for review, contending that the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit, in a case involving Midwest Video Corp., had erred in ruling that the commission lacked the authority to adopt the access rules (BROADCASTING, May 15).

The citizen groups also argued the commission had the necessary authority to adopt the rules, and add that the rules work to advance communications and free speech objectives by promoting program diversity and increasing the number of
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Continental's new 5/10 kW AM transmitter is setting records for acceptance. It has performance and efficiency, with the cleanest sound around. Listen to Continental quality talks.

Write for brochure: Continental Electronics Mfg. Co. Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227
(214) 381-7151

MITCHELL SOUTH DAKOTA
CCA REVENUES TOP $1.75 PER-PERSON ON KORN

"In a town our size in the middlewest (18,000), because we're as equally interested in advertiser-results as station revenues, normally, we never use 'outside' promotions," said KORN general manager, Mike Edwards, Mitchell, South Dakota, in a letter to CCA president John C. Gilmore.

"We've got to be mighty careful of our clients", Edwards continued. With 25 new accounts in CCA ($32,130.00), we're more than pleased with our revenues which average-out to over $1.75 per-person, based on population. With four turn-ins completed, advertiser-results are just fine. I'm, now, more than willing to talk with or recommend Community Club Awards to any broadcaster!

Your telephone conference-call with my CCA Director and myself, today, was appreciated. We look forward to doing CCA again, next-year, first-quarter", Edwards concluded.

HBO finds money is not there for 'News Plus'

It gives up on proposed news and information service, citing lack of advertiser, subscriber support

Home Box Office, finding the "time is not right," has stopped development on News Plus, a 24-hour cable news and information service it had hoped to launch this fall ("Closed Circuit," April 24).

In letters to cable operators that had expressed interest in the proposed service, HBO cited both financial and technical hurdles it didn't think could be overcome.

Primarily, the problem was dollars. According to a spokesman, Time Inc.'s pay-cable programing arm found it "pretty clear that really significant national advertising dollars are not here now." Furthermore, the potential universe of cable subscribers interconnected by satellite was said not to be large enough to command sufficient revenues.

As for technology for the slow-scan system, HBO had reservations about the development, availability and cost of decoders. There were also said to be problems, for example, in finding a way to "colorize" news photos. However, had the revenue base been there, it's understood that HBO would have pursued the hardware.

WTCG across the water

An FCC rule permitting cable systems in smaller television markets to carry the programing of foreign language television stations without restriction proved useful to Cable TV Puerto Rico (CTPR) in adding the satellite-transported signal of wtcg(tv) Atlanta to its system in San Juan. CTPR's proposal to add the signal was opposed by four Puerto Rican television stations. But the commission said that since San Juan is a smaller market than Atlanta and since English is classified as a foreign language in CTPR's service area—only four percent of the population speak it as a primary language and about half do not understand it—the system's carriage of the Atlanta station is in compliance with the rules.

Too soon to tell

It would be premature to put strict standards on video disk systems, says SMPTE study group report

The fledgling video disk industry is still too undefined to warrant consideration of a standardized system. In fact, the types of systems in development and the potential uses for them are so varied that a single format may never evolve.

Those were the basic conclusions of a report compiled by consultant Bob Paulsen, chairman of a Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers study group on the disk industry. The group was formed last summer to take stock of developments in the field and to provide an industrywide forum for discussion of possible technical standards for the new technology.

Mr. Paulsen's report states that the consensus in the industry is that "the market won't develop unless and until standards have been established." But after analyzing the results of a survey questionnaire distributed by the study group to potential disk users and manufacturers, Mr. Paulsen concluded, "What the prospective manufacturers propose to supply as functional hardware capability is not what the responding users are looking for as operational system capabilities...What it establishes is that the initiation of discussions about "standardization" at any level is meaningless at this time."

For example, 100% of the potential users responding said they wanted still pictures as a function of the disk player, but only 48% of the responding manufacturers indicated that capability as part of their development plans. Similarly, 65% of the potential users said they wanted a data channel with the picture, a feature being developed, apparently, by only 29% of the suppliers. Another possible problem, Mr. Paulsen believes, is the evolving new uses to which consumers may be putting their television sets in the next decade. If predictions that the set will eventually become the display terminal for a home computer center come true, then "this dictates the conclusion that there cannot be a significant market for a 'consumer' entertainment video disk player...which is incompatible with video disks for education, information or business."

Thus, Mr. Paulsen sees a sort of "chicken or the egg" situation emerging which, he said, will probably result in the gradual development of several standards "stemmed from application."

Mr. Paulsen estimates that there are as many as 35 different systems in the works, of which possibly 20 belong to "companies of substance." About 30 persons have attended the SMPTE study group meetings, he said, while 41 of the group's questionnaires were returned from a mailing of 131.
First annual compilation of facts and figures on the fortunate hundred public companies that have cast all or a significant part of their business lots with broadcasting and the allied arts. Including:

- Basic revenue and earnings data.
- Capsule reports on company operations and diversifications, advances and retreats.
- A who's who in high places, with breakouts of executive compensation.
- The Wall Street view of investment prospects in broadcasting, cable, programming, agencies, service companies, manufacturers and others occupying key portions of the electronic fiscal spectrum.

All in all, a special report destined to make news the day it comes out and history—from a standard reference point of view—from then on.

And, from an advertising point of view, an opportunity for insider trading that comes but once a year. Call your (BROADCASTING) broker. *

You belong in Broadcasting ✴ Jun 26

* Our end of the line. For advertising placements from the North and East, call Win Levi, Dave Berlyn or Ruth Lindstrom at (212) 757-3260; from the South, call Peter O'Reilly at (202) 638-1022; from the West, call Bill Merritt at (213) 463-3148. From any point of the compass, call David Whitcombe or John Andre at (202) 638-1022.

### Last This \hspace{10em} Title \hspace{10em} Artist \hspace{10em} Label

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last \hspace{1em} This \hspace{1em} week</th>
<th>Title \hspace{1em} Artist \hspace{1em} Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Love is Like Oxygen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Because the Night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Baby Hold On</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>The Groove Line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Blue Silver Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Still the Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Disco Inferno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>You Belong to Me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Two Out of Three Ain't Bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Can't Smile Without You</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Put on Your Glasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Don't Bring Me Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Runaway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Love &amp; Money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Night Fever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mother's Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Three Times a Lady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>You Light Up My Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I Think I Love You</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wind Beneath My Wings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>You're the One That I Want</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Shadow Dancing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Contemporary**

"Cruise-Ing" up the charts. It looks like smooth sailing for Pablo Cruise with its new single, Love Will Find a Way (A & M). Just under "Playlist" at 52 this week, the song "sounds like a hit," says Michael O'Malley of WONS-FM Tallahassee, Fla. "It could fit all contemporary formats: AOR, adult contemporary and top 40." Reggie Blackwell of WLOF-FM Orlando, Fla., says, "It's excellent ... the best thing Pablo Cruise has come out with ... it will probably be bigger than What a Gonna Do (which peaked "Playlist" at six last August)." "It has a nice summertime feel; it's very refreshing," says Tim Watts of WAVX-AM Richmond, Va. The critics' choices. With a flood of new music on the market, here's what some music directors say is worth a listen.

The Commodores' Three Times a Lady (Motown), says Walt Brown of WERC-FM Birmingham, Ala., is "probably the strongest record so far this year; it's powerful." Bill Taylor of WYAB-FM Kannakee, Ill., says that Billy and Bobby Alesi's All for a Reason (A & M) is "a sad, beautiful ballad ... one of the nicest harmonies I've heard in months [and] one of the biggest movers." Demis Roussos' That Once in a Lifetime (Mercury) should "melt the hearts of women all over the world—and music directors as well," says WONS-FM's O'Malley. "It has tremendous lyrical quality. It's a love ballad ... the whole song is beautiful, the strings and back-up vocals are beautiful," he says. Steve York of WQAM-FM August, Ga., says Magnet and Steel (Columbia) by Walter Egan has "a great hook line; I am the magnet, you are the steel!" And Rick Fields of KTRU-FM Davenport, Iowa, says K.C. and the Sunshine Band's It's the Same Old Song (TK) "looks like a top five ... It's really up-tempo [but] not out of the same mold as a lot of their other stuff was for a while.

### Last This \hspace{10em} Title \hspace{10em} Artist \hspace{10em} Label

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last \hspace{1em} This \hspace{1em} week</th>
<th>Title \hspace{1em} Artist \hspace{1em} Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Gotta Quit Looking at You</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Puttin' in Overtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>You're Nothin' But a Heartache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Gonna Love You Anyhow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I'm Gonna Love You Anyway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I Can't Help Myself (Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Love &amp; Money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>The Power of Positive Drinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>This is the Love</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>I've Got to Go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>The Closer I Get to You</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>The Boy from New Orleans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>I've Got To Be Me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>It's the Same Old Song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Do You Know You Are My Sunshine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Can't Help Myself (Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Strawberry Letter 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>You're Nothin' But a Heartache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>I Can't Help Myself (Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>I'm Gonna Love You Anyhow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>I'm Gonna Love You Anyhow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>As Long As I Have You</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>The Boy from New Orleans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The Boy from New Orleans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The Boy from New Orleans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The Boy from New Orleans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The Boy from New Orleans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The Boy from New Orleans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The Boy from New Orleans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The Boy from New Orleans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The Boy from New Orleans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are the top songs in air-play popularity as reported by a select group of U.S. stations. Each has been "weighted" in terms of The Pulse Inc. audience ratings for the reporting station on which it is played. A ■ indicates an upward movement of five or more chart positions between this week and last.
What your customers and prospects think, you can control by communicating with them.

But the art of communication is complicated. It is far more than placing an ad, writing a sales letter or making a general mailing. More than completing a sales call or delivering a formal group presentation.

These are merely ways to transmit your message.

It's axiomatic. You haven't communicated until the people you want to reach absorb what you wrote or told them — until they understand it.

And you haven't communicated effectively unless they recall your message.

This is because those you address often do not have final authority in selecting media. They must resell others at their agency or client. Moreover, your communication may not be delivered at planning or buying time.

Either way, your message must be remembered and applied long after it is received.

How then can you time your message to communicate effectively? With a useful, informative Service-Ad strategically positioned in SRDS.

The reason is basic. People who decide where the ad budget will be spent use SRDS throughout the media selection process: when planning, recommending, reviewing, revising, approving and buying. When making decisions and defending them.

So they read your ad.

This is hardly surprising, though. Your ad in SRDS informs, helps them do their daily job. It stimulates their recall, bringing to mind good impressions registered by your other selling and promotion efforts — crystallizes your image. And it reaches your prospects precisely when they are involved in planning and buying — timing even the best salesman cannot always achieve.

This way your Service-Ad communicates — effectively. Like no other sales tool can.

Standard Rate & Data Service, Inc.
5201 Old Orchard Road, Skokie, Illinois 60077
Sales Offices: Skokie 60077 (312) 966-8500 / New York 10022 (212) 935-7580 / Los Angeles 90048 (213) 651-2311
Media

William E. Wuerch, VP/general manager of WIRT-TV Flint, Mich., appointed VP/general manager of WIRT-TV Providence, R.I. Both are Knight-Ridder stations. He succeeds Edwin W. Pfeiffer who becomes VP/general manager of WTOP-TV Washington at end of June (BROADCASTING, May 29.)

Sid Connolly, general manager, KGSC-TV San Jose, Calif., named to additional post of president of licensee, Continental-Urban Television Corp.

William R. Logan, director of broadcast services, WFIN-TV Evansville, Ind., appointed director of broadcast services, Cosmos Broadcasting Corp., Columbus, S.C., group owner.

John Shine, production manager, WM-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, named director of television operations.

William E. Park, general manager, WIFI(FM) Philadelphia, named senior VP of licensee, GCC Communications.

Michael J. Stafford, general manager, KCRW(AM) San Diego, named executive VP of parent, Charter Broadcasting Inc.

Louis I. Brooks, who retired in 1979 to Wometco Enterprises, Miami, and in 1973-75 was with Media Payment Corp., Los Angeles, rejoins Wometco and its WTVI(TV) Miami as credit manager.

Bob Bolton, from WX-FM Smyrna, Ga. (Atlanta), named operations manager, WXIX(FM) Raleigh, N.C.

Jack Lunsford, Coccinco (Ariz.) county assessor, named station manager, KRW(AM) Williams, Ariz. He will continue his duties with county.

Jane E. Fisher, formerly in news positions with Midwest stations, named associate director of broadcast services at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale (noncommercial WSlU-FM-TV).


Roger H. Rafson, account executive, WPQ(FM) Urbana, Ill., named general manager.

Doug Davis, sales manager, KCMC(AM) Texarkana, Tex., named general manager.

Marilyn (Nicki) Shearer, executive coordinator of fund raising, noncommercial WHA-TV Madison, Wis., named director of development, noncommercial KV/TVI Sacramento, Calif.

George Fritzinger, president, KFAC-AM-FM Los Angeles and KBOV(AM)-KKROS(FM) Sacramento, Calif., elected to board of Pepperdine University, Malibu, Calif.

Broadcast Advertising

Blair Television New York sales team managers promoted to VP's: Donald J. Gorman, Dan S. Harrison, James Marino, William F. Murphy and Pierson G. Mapes.

David C. Poller, station manager, WCLR(AM) Chicago, named VP, Torbet-Lasker Inc., based in New York. Station and rep firm are owned by Bonneville International Corp.

Russell P. Gilsdorf, VP, media planning director of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, named to new post of VP, media director of K&E's New York office.

Henry B. Cohen, research group head, Dancer Fitzgerald Sample, New York, named associate director of market research, Norman, Craig & Kummel there.

Allan Wilson Jr., VP finance, Foote, Cone & Belding Communications, Chicago, named senior VP, finance.

Edward Caffrey and Ron Frankel, senior VP's, Benton & Bowles, New York, named creative group heads.


Jay Goldman, marketing research director-sales promotion manager, KKFS(AM) St. Louis, named to media staff, Kenrick Advertising there.

Maureen A. McGovern, media coordinator, South Water Agency, Chicago, named director of client services, Rod/Com Advertising there.

Janet Kramer, media buyer, Chromaloy Photographic Industries, St. Louis, joins D'Arcy, McManus & Masius there as timebuyer for Southwestern Bell Telephone account.

Jeremy J. Ferris, group marketing manager, grocery products division, Pillsbury Co., Minneapolis, named VP-director of client services, Bozell & Jacobs there.


Paul Kahn, account supervisor, Tatham, Laird & Kudner, Chicago, joins J. Walter Thompson Co., there in similar capacity.

Julie Guererro, media buyer, promoted to media planner, McCann-Erickson, Chicago.

James Marino, VP, production and traffic, Kelly, Nason-Univas, New York, named senior VP, creative department business administrator-production and traffic director.

Jacqueline Bernstein and Nancy Sinu, senior media estimators, Air Time Inc., New York, promoted to media group supervisors.

Nadine Berg, buying supervisor, BBDO, New York, joins Air Time there as buyer.

Austin R. Walsh, national sales manager, KIRO(AM) San Francisco, joins WWMO(AM) Boston as sales director.

Dennis P. Collins, national and local sales manager, WHIO-AM-FM Dayton, Ohio, named special sales manager, WWL(AM) Philadelphia. All are Cox Broadcasting stations.

Dick Singer, local account executive, WPHL-TV Philadelphia, named Philadelphia sales manager, Telerep.

James Norton, sales manager, WSN-TV Milwaukee, named local sales manager, KVUE(TV) Austin, Tex.
Lee's latest. FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee, cited as "this concerned man [who] has always looked beyond technology to the moral and ethical dimensions of communications," received an honorary doctor of laws degree from the University of Notre Dame May 21. L. to r: Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, president of the university; Edmund A. Stepman, chairman of the board of trustees, and Mr. Lee.

**Programming**


**John H. White**, director of television syndication, Young & Rubicam, New York, named executive VP, Joseph E. Levine Inc. Television there.


**J. Stuart Stringfellow**, from sales department, CBS Television Stations Division, New York, named sales manager, central division, 20th Century-Fox Television, Chicago.

**Todd Gaulocher**, VP, sales development, Viacom Enterprises, named VP, motion picture sales.

**Tony Ford**, formerly VP in charge of creative services, William Morris Agency, Hollywood, joins Universal Television, Universal City, Calif., to acquire, develop and produce new properties.


**Thomas Spitz**, promotion manager, WFLD-TV Chicago, named program manager, KBHK-TV San Francisco. Both are Field Communications stations.

**Randy Blair**, sports director, WXEX-TV Petersburg, Va. (Richmond), named weekend sports anchor, reporter, WJZ-TV Baltimore.

**Nancy Schwedep**, writer-researcher-producer, KOMO-TV Seattle, named writer-producer, children's programs.

**William Ford**, operations director, WCARI-FM Detroit, named program director.

**Perry Williams**, on weekend sports staff of WAND-TV Decatur, Ill., appointed sports director.

**Bob Dolan**, from KSQ-TV St. Louis, joins WAND-TV on weekend sports.


**Linda Hunt**, documentary producer, WNET-TV Flint (Bay City) Mich., joins noncommercial WNET-TV Buffalo, N.Y., in same capacity.

**Gary R. Conner**, production manager, Satori Productions, New York, named VP.

---

**News and Public Affairs**

Roy Wetzel, director of elections, NBC News, New York, named general manager, elections and polling, with responsibility for NBC News election unit and for NBC News/AP public opinion poll.


John Dancy, investigative reporter, NBC

Betsy Aaron, correspondent, and Christopher Glenn, reporter-narrator, in The News, CBS-TV, named co-editors, network's 30 Minutes, children's news magazine. Replacing Mr. Christopher is Gary Shepard, correspondent.

Joy Epps Moore, public affairs director, WMAI(AM)-WRQX(FM) Washington, named manager of community affairs-editorial director.

Nell Bassett, community affairs director, WFMF(FM) Lake Success, N.Y., named manager, community affairs, WNBC(AM)-WNYI(FM) New York.

Morry Alter, reporter, anchor and news director, WTOP(AM) Washington, joins WPLG(TV) Miami as general assignment reporter. WTOP was recently sold to Outlet Co by Post Newsweek, which owns WPLG.

Don North, reporter, WKRC-TV Cincinnati, named news producer.

Marsha McEuen, news producer and assistant news director, KYUE-TV Austin, Tex., joins WANS-TV Columbus, Ohio, as producer of 7 p.m. Eyewitness News. Bob Orr, anchorman, WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va., and Sharon Kornegay, with Chicago Sun Times, join WANS-TV as reporters.

Bruce Anderson, manager of radio and television, Edison Institute's Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village, Detroit, joins WARRAMI there as news director.

Vince Gibbens, anchor, WJAR-TV Providence, R.I., joins WISN-TV Milwaukee as co-anchor for nightly newscasts. His wife, Christine M. Sullivan, producer of Mid-day news-interview program on WCVB-TV Boston, joins WINS-TV as producer of Twelve, magazine-style public affairs program.

Allen Keller, reporter, WATE-TV Knoxville, Tenn., named news director.

Herbert R. Stemley, freelance photographer-cinematographer, Chicago, named ENG-film cameraman, WRZITV/Baton Rouge.

Ken Chaplin, weatherman, WSAU-TV Wausau, Wis., named to same position at WOOO-TV Duluth, Minn.

David Ptasznik, production staff, WAND-TV Decatur, Ill., named news photographer.

Jean Spencer, morning anchor, KQV(AM) Pittsburgh, named news-public affairs director, WDEE(AM) Detroit.

Dan Pinnette, graduate, Fresno (Calif.) State University, joins KQV(AM) Kansas City, Calif., as news and sports director.

Matt Korp, newscaster, WEX(AM)-WQGJ(FM) Easton, Pa., named news director.

Bill Gordon, news director, WPTV(TV) West Palm Beach, Fla., retires June 23 after 17 years with station.

Susan Schwartz, film director, WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio, appointed public affairs director.

Karen Freitas, employment representative, California State Employment Development Department, Fresno, names public affairs director, KJEDTV/T.

James Duncan, from WAWV-TV Norfolk (Portsmouth, Va.), joins WYTV(TV) Youngstown, Ohio, as news photographer.


Barbara Walters, co-anchor, ABC Evening News, received Anti-Defamation League's Communications Award May 22 in New York.

Promotion and PR

Tom Hebel, director of video programming, Will It Play in Peoria, advertising agency-production company in Peoria, Ill., named writer-producer of on-air promotion, WMNB-TV Chicago.

Linda Dosh, in promotion department, WSHU-TV Battle Creek, Mich., named promotion director.

Gary W. Thompson, group account supervisor, Hoefer-Amidei Public Relations, San Francisco, named VP.

Vallie J. Hodget, sales secretary for now de-
funct KISN(AM) Vancouver, Wash., named promotion and co-op director, KXL-AM-FM Portland, Ore.

Mary Huneke, promotion and program assistant, WMX-AM-FM Cedar Rapids, Iowa, named promotion manager.

Peter Cohen, marketing manager, Warner Cable of Massachusetts, named manager of press relations, WCWB-TV Boston.

Cable
Donald E. Anderson, Western region general manager, Home Box Office, San Francisco, and William G. Hooks, HBO central region general manager, Dallas, named VP’s.

Arthur Gusow, sales and marketing manager, Teleprompter’s Manhattan Cable System, named Northeast marketing manager, Showtime, New York. Jim Bailey, regional manager, Jerrold Electronics, Horsham, Pa., named Showtime’s manager of MSO and affiliate development.

David Keefe, Atlanta Home Theater general manager, Cox Cable Television, Atlanta, named VP United Video, Tulsa. Mr. Keefe will be based at his home in Greenwich Conn.

Robert B. Claesen, Continental Cablevision assistant VP for southern Ohio, named executive VP and general manager, Syracuse Cable systems, Syracuse, N.Y.

M. Kent Sharp, manager, Northwestern Bell Telephone, Webster City, Iowa, named manager, Fort Dodge Cablevision, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

Newly elected officers, Alabama Cable Television Association: T.W. (Skip) Meadows, Decatur, president; Arthur Smith, Pell City, VP; Jack Gilbert, Auburn, secretary-treasurer.

Rory Swanson, graduate, Bemidji State University, Bemidji, Minn., joins Warner Cable, Hampton, Va., as engineer.

Equipment & Engineering
James H. Cook, product line manager, satellite communications division, Scientific-Atlanta, Atlanta, and James S. Gray, engineering manager, satellite communications division, named principal engineers, highest technical positions in firm.


Hail and farewell. With the Communications Act rewrite bill all but finished, the staff of the House Communications Subcommittee threw a luncheon fete for its departing consultant, Howard Chernoff, last Wednesday. Mr. Chernoff — pictured here, with his wife, Melva, and, at right, Subcommittee Chairman Lionel Van Deerlin (D-Calif.) — last week finished a tour of duty on the rewrite project that began in February 1977 and returned to his home in San Diego. He is a former broadcaster, having managed KFMB-AM-TV San Diego, and before that worked at the old San Diego Journal, where he was Mr. Van Deerlin’s boss. He was also a deputy director of the U.S. Information Agency, and held ambassadorial rank as head of the U.S. delegation to the Osaka, Japan, exhibition.

Bruno F. Meichionni, manager, systems engineering and custom repair and engineering shop, RCA Broadcast Systems, Gibbsboro, N.J., appointed manager, antenna engineering.


John T. Wilner, director of engineering, New Jersey Public Television, Trenton, operator of four noncommercial TV’s in state, named recipient of Marconi Gold Medal of Achievement by Veteran Wireless Operators Association.

Allied Fields
Jan A. Trusty, market analyst, advertiser/agency sales, Arbitron, New York, named Eastern sales representative.

Andrew Jay Schwartzman, senior attorney, general counsel’s office, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, named executive director, Media Access Project there. He succeeds Harvey J. Shulman who has taken teaching position at University of Oregon School of Law.

Jacqueline M. Sullivan, production coordination, special analysis department, A.C. Nielsen Co., Dunedin, Fla., named to Eastern sales staff, Nielsen Station Index, New York.

Newly elected officers, National Broadcasters Club of Washington, D.C.; John Strum, NBC, president; Wallace Dunlap, Westinghouse Broadcasting, first VP and treasurer; Chalmers Marquils, Public Broadcasting Service, second VP and secretary.

Deaths
Clinton F. Wheeler Jr., 54, energy coordinator, National Restaurant Association, Washington, and former advertising agency executive, TV account representative for BBDO, New York, and later was director of radio and TV died May 25 in Georgetown University hospital, Washington, after heart attack. In 1950’s he was
F. Kirtley (Kirt) Harris, 52, director of marketing and research of KREC Inc., Houston, and veteran of 25 years with Hobby organization, died there May 31 following futile effort to surgically repair ruptured aorta. Condition was described by surgeons as "congenital softening of arteries," Mr. Harris, combat photographer in Europe during World War II, is survived by wife, Kathryn, three daughters, and mother and brother in Detroit.

Hugh Studebaker, 77, long-time radio actor died May 29 at Valley Presbyterian hospital in Los Angeles. Mr. Studebaker began his radio career in Kansas City in 1928 and later was well known for his role as Silas Crump on Fibber McGee and Molly show and roles on Bachelor's Children and Behulah. He was also one of founders of American Federation of Television and Radio Artists. He is survived by his wife, Bertina.

Iaham L. Martin, 59, executive VP in charge of stock sales for Warwick Cable Television Co., Warwick, N.Y., died of cancer May 17 at his home in Warwick. He is survived by his wife, Tryntje, two sons and three daughters.

As compiled by Broadcasting, based on filings, authorizations, petitions and other actions announced by the FCC during the period May 22 through May 26.

FM Application

- Sullivan, Ind. — WMQV Inc. granted 95.3 mhz, 3 kw., HAAT 300 ft. Address: Box 545, Sullivan 47882. Estimated construction cost $30,760; first-year operating cost $12,210; revenue $27,762. Format: C&W, standard pops. Principals: Howard McMinimee (42%), Arthur Stanley (28%), and Fredric Widmer (12%). Quality sound is 100%.
- Sullivan, Ind. — WMQV Inc. granted 95.3 mhz, 3 kw., HAAT 300 ft. Address: Box 545, Sullivan 47882. Estimated construction cost $30,760; first-year operating cost $12,210; revenue $27,762. Format: C&W, standard pops. Principals: Howard McMinimee (42%), Arthur Stanley (28%), and Fredric Widmer (12%). Quality sound is 100%.

New Stations

- WOKO(AM) Albany, N.Y. (1460 khz, 5 kw-U DA-N) — Broadcast Bureau granted assignment of license from Area Radio Inc. to October Mountain Broadcasting for $700,000 to Area Radio plus $5,000,000 non-commercial.
- WOKO(AM) Albany, N.Y. (1460 khz, 5 kw-U DA-N) — Broadcast Bureau granted assignment of license from Area Radio Inc. to October Mountain Broadcasting for $700,000 to Area Radio plus $5,000,000 non-commercial.

Ownership Changes


Grants


Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of Radio And TV Stations • CATV Appraisers • Financial Advisors

EDWIN TORNBERG & COMPANY, INC.

For the Record

As compiled by Broadcasting, based on filings, authorizations, petitions and other actions announced by the FCC during the period May 22 through May 26.

FM Application

- Sullivan, Ind. — WMQV Inc. granted 95.3 mhz, 3 kw., HAAT 300 ft. Address: Box 545, Sullivan 47882. Estimated construction cost $30,760; first-year operating cost $12,210; revenue $27,762. Format: C&W, standard pops. Principals: Howard McMinimee (42%), Arthur Stanley (28%), Fredric Widmer (12%). Quality sound is 100%.
- Sullivan, Ind. — WMQV Inc. granted 95.3 mhz, 3 kw., HAAT 300 ft. Address: Box 545, Sullivan 47882. Estimated construction cost $30,760; first-year operating cost $12,210; revenue $27,762. Format: C&W, standard pops. Principals: Howard McMinimee (42%), Arthur Stanley (28%), Fredric Widmer (12%). Quality sound is 100%.

New Stations

- WOKO(AM) Albany, N.Y. (1460 khz, 5 kw-U DA-N) — Broadcast Bureau granted assignment of license from Area Radio Inc. to October Mountain Broadcasting for $700,000 to Area Radio plus $5,000,000 non-commercial.
- WOKO(AM) Albany, N.Y. (1460 khz, 5 kw-U DA-N) — Broadcast Bureau granted assignment of license from Area Radio Inc. to October Mountain Broadcasting for $700,000 to Area Radio plus $5,000,000 non-commercial.

Ownership Changes


Grants


Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of Radio And TV Stations • CATV Appraisers • Financial Advisors

EDWIN TORNBERG & COMPANY, INC.

5530 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20015
301-652-3766
### Summary of Broadcasting

#### FCC Tabulations as of April 30, 1978

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Licensed</th>
<th>On air</th>
<th>CPs on air</th>
<th>Total on air</th>
<th>CPs not on air</th>
<th>Total authorized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial AM</td>
<td>4,485</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4,605</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>4,658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial FM</td>
<td>2,975</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>3,060</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>3,174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational FM</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1,027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Radio</td>
<td>8,390</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>8,517</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>8,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial TV</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHFM</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational TV</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlicensed TV</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total TV and FM</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>692</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM Transmitters</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV Transmitters</td>
<td>3,506</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,506</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>3,899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlicensed VHF</td>
<td>1,097</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,097</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>1,349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>2,409</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,409</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>2,594</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Special temporary authorization

**Includes off-air licenses

#### Facilities Changes

**TV Action**
- The Broadcast Bureau took the following actions on the dates shown:
  - WGGS-TV, Greenville, S.C.—Granted mod. of permit to change ERP to visual change type ant. Action May 15.

**AM actions**
  - KGUD Banning, Calif.—Granted mod. of permit for extension of completion date for new station to Nov. 1. Action May 17.
  - KGOE Thousand Oaks, Calif.—Granted mod. of permit for extension of completion date for changes to Nov. 15. Action May 12.
  - KAAT Denver—Denied request for reconsideration and returned amended application of Radio Colorado Corp. to change city of license form Denver to Aurora, Colo. and to add nighttime hours of operation. Action May 16.
  - KACH Presque, Idaho—Granted mod. of license covering change in hours of operation to U. Action May 23.
  - WTTS Bloomington, Ind.—Granted CP to replace expired permit to install aux. trans. Action May 23.
  - WCHB Inkster, Mich.—Granted CP to increase power to 1 kW-N, reclassify TL and SL. Action May 15.
  - KBEW Blue Earth, Minn.—Granted CP to install new aux. trans. Action May 23.
  - KGHS International Falls, Minn.—Granted CP to increase power to 500 w-D, change type trans. Action May 15.
  - KFBD Waynesville, Mo.—Granted CP to replace expired permit for changes. Action May 23.
  - WTLO Akron, Ohio—Granted license covering changes. Action May 23.
  - KYJC Medford, Ore.—Returned as unacceptable for filing application by Mexico Inc for CP to increase power, change frequency and change TL. Action May 16.
  - WBLF Bellefonte, Pa.—Granted CP to increase output power of aux. trans. from 250 w to 500 w. Action May 23.
  - WFEC Harrisburg, Pa.—Granted mod. of permit for extension of completion date for changes to Nov. 8. Action May 17.
  - KFJZ Fort Worth, Tex.—Granted mod. of license to add remote control. Action May 17.
  - KRWT Winters, Tex.—Granted mod. of permit for extension of completion date for new station to Nov. 1. Action May 17.
  - WPIK Alexandria, Va.—Granted CP to move aux.

**FM Action**
- KHVN Anchorage, Alaska—Granted mod. of permit for extension of completion date for new station to Nov. I. Action May 17.
- KPSP Palm Springs Calif.—Granted mod. of permit for extension of completion date for new station to Nov. 1. Action May 17.
- WYNR-FM, Brunswick, Ga.—Granted mod. of permit for extension of completion date for changes to Oct. 7. Action May 17.
- KFSM Hilo, Hawaii—Granted mod. of permit for extension of completion date for new station to Nov. 1. Action May 17.
- *WBIM Bridgewater, Mass.—Granted CP to replace expired permit for changes. Action May 23.
- WQIY Concord, Mass.—Granted CP to replace expired permit for changes. Action May 23.
- WMWW Salem, Mass.—Granted CP to install new trans.; change TPO, ERP and ant. height. Action May 15.
- WAUS Berrien Springs, Mich.—Granted mod. of permit for extension of completion date for changes to Nov. 1. Action May 17.
- KFMC, Fairmont, Minn.—Granted CP to replace expired permit. Action May 17.
- KQRS-FM, Golden Valley, Minn.—Granted mod. of permit for extension of completion date for changes to Nov. 5. Action May 17.
- KPRM-FM, Park Rapids, Minn.—Granted mod. of permit for extension of completion date for changes to June 30. Action May 17.

**FM Actions**

**Customer Service**

- 3 years: $90
- 2 years: $65
- 1 year: $35
- (Canadian and other international subscriptions add $2 per year)

**1978 Cable Sourcebook $20.00**

**1978 Yearbook $37.50**

**Payment enclosed**

**Bill me**

**BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036**

**ADDRESS CHANGE:** Print new address above and attach label from a recent issue, or print old address including zip code. Please allow two weeks for processing.
Call letters

- To correct table in May 15 issue.

Applications

[Existing AM's]

- KXEG
- KKRG
- KXOD
- KLIT
- WCSR
- WYWS
- WYLS
- KISU
- WIT'S
- KFX

Grants

- Assigned to

- KTOO
- KWCL-FM
- WHUE-FM
- KWDM-FM
- WGAM
- KDVL
- WOKV
- WDUX
- WHEL-FM
- WESC
- KYTK-FM
- WWD-AME

- Assigned

- KXWJ
- KFBM-FM
- KOWH-FM
- WNGC
- KZIP-FM
- WKX-AME
- WWD-AME

- Assigned

- KXWJ
- KFBM-FM
- KOWH-FM
- WNGC
- KZIP-FM
- WKX-AME
- WWD-AME

Procedural rulings

- Fresno, Calif. (McClatchy Newspapers [KM-JV]) and San Joaquin Communications Corp.) TV proceed-
- [Docs. 2175-6)—ALJ Walter B. Miller granted to limited extent joint motion by the applicants and extended from June 1 to June 11 the time for filing proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law and from June 15 to June 20 the time for filing reply findings. Action May 18.

Petition to deny

- Santa Fe, N.M.—New Mexico Broadcasting Co. filed petition to deny application by New Mexico Media Co. for new TV station. Ann. May 23.

Case assignment

- Costa Mesa-Newport Beach, Calif. (Charles W. Job-

Initial decision


- FCC has directed the following 19 California broadcast stations to submit FM-DTV plans: opportunity progress reports during their license term and asked some of them also to develop minority/female hiring goals. The stations are: KBBO(AM) and KBBY(FM), Ventuno; KCBQ(AM) San Diego; KCKF(AM) San Bernardino; KOYV-TVC, Santa Maria; KDON-AM-FM, Salinas; KEZY-AM-FM, Anahiem; KFPTV(FM), Hagen-
- ford; KGEE(FM), Bakersfield; KLUB, San Jose; KMRV-FM, Palm Springs; KMST(TV), Mon-
- terey; KTMJ(AM) Salinas, KTYD-AM-FM, San Jose; and KCI-TV, San Francisco. Action May 18.

- FCC has begun an inquiry on the common use of TV towers by UHF and VHF stations on request by Triangle Telecaster Inc. Action May 18.

- Solvang, Calif.—Broadcast Bureau has proposed assigning 96.7 mhz as community's first FM station. Action came in response to petition by John Butler.

- Swainsboro, Soperton, both Georgia—Broadcast Bureau has assigned 103.9 mhz to Swainsboro as its first FM. Action resulted from petitions by Emanuel County Broad-

- KKLX Forth Worth, Tex.—Granted CP to change SL. Action May 23.
- KVFM Ogden, Utah—Granted add. of license to file for extension of completion of new station to Nov. 1. Action May 17.
- WJMA-FM Orange, Va.—Granted CP to replace expired permit for changes. Action May 23.

Fines

- KSAN-AME San Francisco, Calif.—Notified of apparent liability of $500 for repeated failure to have a licensed operator in actual charge of the transmitting at all times. Action May 17.
- WLUF(FM) Chicago.—Notified of apparent liability of $25 for repeated failure to have a licensed operator in actual charge of the transmitting at all times. Action May 17.
- KMRN(AM) Cameron, Miss.—Ordered to forfeit $500 for repeated failure to make the partial and skeleton proofs of performance of the directional antenna system at the required intervals. Action May 18.
- WTVR(AM) Richmond, Va.—Notified of apparent liability of $300 for repeated failure to perform equipment performance measurements as specified intervals. Action May 19.

In Context

- Athens, Tenn. (James C. Sliger and Cumberland Broadcasting Corp.) FM proceeding: [Docs. 21122-3]—ALJ Walter C. Miller granted to limited extent joint motion by the applicants and extended from June 1 to June 11 the time for filing proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law and from June 15 to June 20 the time for filing reply findings. Action May 18.

Petition to deny

- Santa Fe, N.M.—New Mexico Broadcasting Co. filed petition to deny application by New Mexico Media Co. for new TV station. Ann. May 23.

Case assignment

- Costa Mesa-Newport Beach, Calif. (Charles W. Job-

Initial decision


- FCC has directed the following 19 California broadcast stations to submit FM-DTV plans: opportunity progress reports during their license term and asked some of them also to develop minority/female hiring goals. The stations are: KBBO(AM) and KBBY(FM), Ventuno; KCBQ(AM) San Diego; KCKF(AM) San Bernardino; KOYV-TVC, Santa Maria; KDON-AM-FM, Salinas; KEZY-AM-FM, Anahiem; KFPTV(FM), Hagen-
- ford; KGEE(FM), Bakersfield; KLUB, San Jose; KMRV-FM, Palm Springs; KMST(TV), Mon-
- terey; KTMJ(AM) Salinas, KTYD-AM-FM, San Jose; and KCI-TV, San Francisco. Action May 18.

- FCC has begun an inquiry on the common use of TV towers by UHF and VHF stations on request by Triangle Telecaster Inc. Action May 18.

- Solvang, Calif.—Broadcast Bureau has proposed assigning 96.7 mhz as community's first FM station. Action came in response to petition by John Butler.

- Swainsboro, Soperton, both Georgia—Broadcast Bureau has assigned 103.9 mhz to Swainsboro as its first FM. Action resulted from petitions by Emanuel County Broad-

- KKLX Forth Worth, Tex.—Granted CP to change SL. Action May 23.
- KVFM Ogden, Utah—Granted add. of license to file for extension of completion of new station to Nov. 1. Action May 17.
- WJMA-FM Orange, Va.—Granted CP to replace expired permit for changes. Action May 23.
HELP WANTED TECHNICAL CONTINUED

Instructor/Assistant Professor to teach general broadcasting courses and be chief engineer for university television station. Requires B.S. in telecommunication and 2 years experience in broadcasting. Fall 1974, 12 hr. credit. M.S. preferred. Contact: Dr. Donald M. L., College of Arts & Sciences, Missoula, MT 59801.

HELP WANTED NEWS

Heavy Local News oriented AM/FM needs experienced, mature news department committed to local news. Tape & resume to Arnold Lerner, WLLL, Lowell, MA 01853, E.O.E.

News/Sports Director for AFM/FM. Must be thoroughly qualified in all aspects of news gathering and reporting; possess a news sense and ability. Excellent writing and editorial skills. Must be a team player. Salary: competitive. Resume and audition to Duane Hamline, Box 1446, Mazon City, IA.

News/Reporter, immediate need for aggressive broadcast journalist with good sound, solid reporting and writing ability. Good salary and benefits. Please send resume and letter to: WNJU, 325 W. Wisconsin Ave., Wolo 288. EEO.

Public radio station needs aggressive, experienced News & Public Affairs Director. Looking for creative person who is strong on feature reporting. 3rd phone required, MA, preferred. Send resume and tape to: Bruce Smith, General Manager, WMSM-FM, R.O. Box 3227 University Station, Murray KY 42071. Job available July 1, 1974. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

South Florida Station needs experienced newsreader to be news director. Must be go-getter who wants to meet other media and enjoys news reporting and some investigative reporting. Send resume, tape and salary requirements to Randolph H. Miller, WVON, Ft. Pierce, FL 33460, We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer.

WANTED—News Director for growing two person New York local news operation. Strong writer. Great atmosphere. Good hours. Joe Amato, WWLL, 240 Hudson St, Cornwall, NY 12520,

HELP WANTED PROGRAMING, PRODUCTION, OTHERS

Major Market Midwest: Country music powerhouse looking for dynamic program director who is a top air talent, and production person. This exceptional opportunity can allow you to move up and earn great money. Reply in full confidence. Box F-161.

Aggressive organization located in a dynamic Upper Midwest city has a unique opening for a Program Director. Salary commensurate with ability to produce. Long days. Excellent fringe benefits. Equal Opportunity Employer. Respond to: Box G-14.

KDKS FM/AM, Phoenix, wants the best AOR "Superstars" Program Director. Must handle a six day air shift, be a go-getter, and a motivator whiz. Prefer a Southwest background. M.F.E. O.E. Starting compensation—$20,000 annually, health ins., great weather, and a chance to direct a 100,000 watt success story. Send tape and resume to Eric Haugenstein, KDKS/DK, Box 427, Mesa, AZ 85201.

SITUATIONS WANTED MANAGED

GM/GSM presently Central California... 20 years all phases of management position. Excellent growing organization with end result of making $55555 for both of us. Interview at my expense. Broadcasting Box F-95.

Aggressive, Determined, hard-working Account Executive, seven years broadcast experience seeks Sales Management opportunity. Box F-111.

Manager of Major Market public radio with 29 years in industry desires to move as manager, program or news director in warmer climates due to wife's health. Box F-133.


Broadcast Executive 18 years proven performance in Radio and TV sales and management. Seeking position in top 100 market. Preter Midwest or Southeast. Box G-10.

Seasoned professional as manager and/or sales manager: Southern market, Virginia to Florida, sales, copy-programming, authoritative news voice. Can wear several hats, one at a time or in combination. Respected in industry, none of the usual hang-ups. Best references. Box G-17.

General/Station Manager—Operations/Program Director Currently working Radio/TV/IPVR. Not a fighter, nor track star. Just a winner! All markets, all markets considered! Challenge, future, money and stability must! Call Lew Banks, 912-982-4142. Let's talk!

SITUATIONS WANTED SALES

Experienced salesman with unique air talents. Looking for morning air shift with sales opportunity in major market, for send for tape and references. Box F-159.

SITUATIONS WANTED ANANNOUNCERS

Broadcast School Grad, 3rd Endorsed looking for first job. Phone weekdays. 716—834-4457.

DJ, 3rd Endorsed, light production/Board, good news/commercial delivery ready now anywhere. Box F-31.


D.J. with One Year. Small Market experience, and hard working, looking for Small or Medium MOR in Midwest—Tape with resume, good references. Box F-134.

Experienced—Announcer, RD., Production, M.D. No objection to automation—Love it! Prefer Northern California. Consider all areas. Female. Box F-148.

First Phone, good voice, looking for FM Rocker. Beginners, Box F-155.

Experienced Black Announcer with R&B, Country and Gospel background 3rd Endorsed Tape and resume upon request. If offer is right, will relocate. Box F-175.


Personality seeks Adult Contemp. Medium to large market desired. If you're looking for a communicator, I'm looking for you. Call Ron 316—227-6821.

June Graduate: Broadcast Journalism, commercial production, sales experience, tight board. Will move anywhere and do anything. Three years experience. Third Endorsed. Call Harris, 210 Market Apl. 29-c, Bowling Green, OH 43402. 419—352-3750.


Announcer is looking for his first break. Recently graduated from Syracuse University's Newhouse School of Public Communications. Third endorsed. Ambitious, willing and able to learn. Wanting to travel. Call: Mike Wirt David Lyon LUJ 75 Ten Acme Rd. New Brit, CT 06250, Phone 203—225-0223.

Looking for Mornings: Adult Contemporary Community and station more important than market. Ten years experience, excellent ratings, references. Call 800-246-5136 Ext M2166 (Calif. 800—852-7631) anytime for return call.

SITUATIONS WANTED TECHNICAL

Young backlight wants career 5 years experience AM/FM 3 as chief. Familiar with latest technology, 3 years college. Currently employed, available September, Box F-40.

334 per mo gets you experienced all combo ce retiree while male car no dependents no disabilities EE P1, Box G-18.

SITUATIONS WANTED NEWS

News Oriented Announcer, 3rd Endorsed, seeks first broadcasting position. Male, 28, college degrees in graduate credit, photographic experience. Desires Pacific Northwest area but will relocate elsewhere. Box F-28.


Experienced Newswoman: Good news gathering and writing skills, nice voice. Interested in working hard for a station that shares my enthusiasm for news. FCC 3rd Endorsed, Lisette DuPre 301—329-6043.

I've been a big fish in small ponds long enough. It's time to find a larger market to grow. Seek a team that embraces my style. Call: Paul, 149 Wolf Road, Orchard Park, NY 14127.


Female broadcast journalist major graduating June. News position with major market had previous experi- ence. Unafraid hard work. Teresa Laird, 625 Offenhauer West, BGSU, Bowling Green, OH 43403, telephone, 419—372-6188.

SITUATIONS WANTED PROGRAMING, PRODUCTION, OTHERS

12 Year Pro, wanting stability and above average in- come for above average programming in Medium or Major market. Impressive credentials. Box F-86.

Ambitious, Talented, Promotion-Minded individual seeks great challenge. Experienced, but looking for position in Operations. Three years ex- perience in all aspects of Radio. Good voice. Strong writing skills. Edwards, production and remotes, traffic, tape manipulation. Third endorsed. Excellent organizational ability. For tape and resume call or write: Glenn Polkowa, 149 Wolf Road, Orchard Park, NY 14127, 716—649-2246.

First phone professional seeks organization striv- ing for heights in broadcasting. If you want to reach your peak, I'm your top pro- gram Director: Box G-16.

Modern Country looking for programing position for Country Station or station that wants to go country. Ex- tremely disciplined and light format which has proven itself with great numbers. Great motivator with sales ex- perience, TV and degree who can put it all together for you, Anthony 215—365-4971.
**TELEVISION**

**HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT**

Station Manager

Broadcast Group is looking for a TV Station Manager. Some radio experience helpful but not essential. Looking for person with management experience who would like to grow with our organization. This is a middle management position in the Midwest. Good pay, fringe, and work environment. All replies confidential. Equal Opportunity Employer. Send resume to Broadcasting Box F-112.

**Executive Opportunity**

Executive Director ETV - PTPA seeks experienced administrator with a track record in public broadcasting, education, public relations, fund raising desired. Ability to plan, implement and evaluate new community television projects and manage school district's station. Salary commensurate with experience—$31,000-$36,000. Box 17411, Terminus Annex, Denver Public Schools. (503) 820-2000.

**HELP WANTED SALES**

Account Executive needed immediately for rapidly growing TV station in top 10 market. Must have broadcast experience, be professional and aggressive. Excellent opportunity and benefits. Equal Employment Opportunity. M/F. Send resume to Broadcasting Box F-123.

New V.H.F. in Wyoming needs experienced, self-motivating, Sales Manager to develop new market. Contact Doug Kehig, PO. Box 9, Rock Springs, WY 82901.

**HELP WANTED TECHNICAL**

Control Room Operator—First Phone. Responsible person for unsupervised on-air operations. Excellent starting position. M/F. EOE. Send resume to Box F-128.

**KUAM-AM/FM/TV** on Tropical Guam needs ambitious and competent chief engineers. Salary $20K or more dependent on experience. Reply to Box 98, International Airport, San Francisco, CA 94128.

**Mature First Class Engineer** to work midnight shift at Savannah's only 24-hour TV station. Opportunity for advancement, competitive salary, four-day work week, warm weather and the Atlantic Ocean minutes away. Contact Kyle Goodman, PO. Box 8086, Savannah, GA 31402, or call 912-232-0127.

**TV Transmitter and Microwave Maintenance Technician:** First class FCC license, Associate's degree in electronics or equivalent plus two years broadcast transmitters or microwave maintenance experience required. Considerable in-state travel required, vehicle furnished. Ability to perform under minimum supervision. Reply to Box 226, 1000 West Avenue, Gainesville, FL 32601.

**CCTV Engineer:** Position available July 1, 1978 with well-equipped and highly regarded Dental School Media Center. Requires high school, some college and/or completion of a program in electronics and television maintenance at an accredited institute, and preferably, several years experience in maintenance and operation of color CCTV or Broadcast equipment, including FCC 1st Class. Employee benefits are excellent. Salary $12,700 to start. Write or Call: John Kichi, 666 W Baltimore St, Baltimore, MD 21201, 301-528-7082.

**Video Operations and Maintenance Engineer** needed for a major market TV station production facility. Must have experience in set-up and operation of broadcast cameras, video tape code editing, etc. Excellent salary and benefits—Equal Opportunity Employer. Send resume and salary requirements to Broadcasting Box F-96.

**TV Engineer:** University public TV station—WBGU-TV, operation and maintenance of equipment for full-color broadcast and CCTV facility. First Class FCC license required. M/F. Send resume, college transcripts to WPBS 581 Main St., Watertown, NY 13601. Three letters of recommendation by July 24 to William Leutz, chief engineer, WBGU-TV, Bowling Green, OH 43403. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

**WGBY TV Springfield, Massachusetts, public television, is receiving applications for its chief engineer.** Applicants must have extensive and wide range broadcast experience. Station is very active in mobile and satellite programming, digital and color television. Degree and management experience or equivalent is required. Salary negotiable. Contact Station Manager, WGBY, 310 Main St., Stockbridge, MA 01262, or call to: 1 Amory Square, Springfield, MA 01105.

**International Video duplicating company has an immediate opening for a Video Technician experienced in all phases of video equipment. You will work with RCA, Ampex, and Moletron videotape recorders, Conversion equipment and numerous other types of equipment. Some foreign travel. All of this and Florida is yours. Contact Video Services, Communication Corporation, 744 West Church Street, Orlando, FL 32805, phone: 305-634-8832.

**Experienced Television Maintenance Engineer** needed for immediate opening at large television post-production facility in Chicago. Must be familiar in Quad-VR1200, computer editing systems, cameras and other related equipment. Contact: George Sieminski at 312-440-2388 or write to Edelit, 301 East Erie St., Chicago, IL 60611.

**Television Systems Engineer** Are you a television systems engineer with a track record in designing color television studios, videotape and telecine facilities, and RF and baseband distribution systems? Or do you have experience in developing and constructing television or in a large CCTV operation in business, industry or education? Do you want to advance your professional qualifications? Are you interested in leading television and audiovisual consulting and design firm in the field, with worldwide clients and projects? Would you like to work in a stimulating environment, on projects that are setting industry trends? If so, send your resume and salary history, in confidence, to: Robert J. Nissen, Vice President, Hubert Wilke, Inc., 280 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10017. Salary commensurate with experience. Full company benefits.

**HELP WANTED NEWS**

News Director for expanding operation in single station market. Must be an experienced broadcast journalist ready to direct and motivate a young staff of dedicated professionals. Some anchor, duties. Tape and resume to Harold Wright, WWTV-RO, PO. Box 751 Charlottesville, VA 22902. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Investigative Reporter for ENG documentary unit needs immediate Must be sharp field writer and perceptive interviewer. Aggressive self starter who writes and thinks fast in the field. Good on-camera performance and voice-overs. Strong writing and degree required. Send resume and cassette to: Linda Hunt, WNED-TV, 184 Barton Street, Buffalo, NY 14211.

**News Director** for exciting newscast in Door County, Wisconsin. Contact Richard Grimm, KITV 1200 Ala Moana Boulevard, Honolulu, HI 96814.

Major University news bureau wants producer-reporter for ENG operation. Full campus news, feature, sports coverage. Bachelor's degree, two years broadcast news experience required. Strong news sense, initiative, ENG know-how essential. $13-$14,000. An equal opportunity employer. Box F-170.


**News Director**—This top 50 station has strong reputation and needs an energetic�新闻 director. Send resume and salary requirements to Broadcasting Box F-96.

**Co-Anchor** for light magazine show. We need a woman for weeknight and weekend newscasts. Send resume and salary requirement to Ron Miller: News Manager, WGBY-TV PO. Box 12, Richmond, VA 23230.

**Reaper/Producer:** Need aggressive TV Journalist to join highly motivated news staff. Strong writing skills essential. Two years full-time professional journalism required. On-camera experience helpful. Excellent opportunity, quality oriented pro to work with top-of-the-line ENG equipment and first-class staff. BA required, MA preferred. Salary dependent on qualifications. Send resume to Production Director, WXII-TV, Box 21, Rochester, NY 14601 EOE. Applications not accepted after July 1, 1978.

**News Cameraman wanted.** Must be able to operate electronic & film motion cameras. 2 years experience preferred. Send resume and salary requirements to John Spain, WBRZ-TV, PO. Box 2906, Baton Rouge, LA 70821, 504-387-2222. An EEO Employer.

**Chief Meteorologist Wanted:** To manage private weather corp. and to do some on-air work. Must be meteorologist, with the ability to obtain same. Must be capable of managing a three person Weather Department. We currently have color radar, three telescope curulists and latest instrumentation. Send resume and salary requirements to John Spain, WBRZ-TV, PO. Box 2906, Baton Rouge, LA 70821, 504-387-2222. An EEO Employer.

**Combo weathercaster/environmental reporter.** Prefer trained meteorologist. Charisma? No happy talk. Prior applicants please send resume and audition tape and salary requirements first letter: Equal opportunity employer. News Director, WCKT-TV, RO. Box 381 118, Miami, FL 33101.

**HELP WANTED PROGRAMING, PRODUCTION, OTHERS**

**Faculty Position,** Beginning Fall 1978 semester, full-time instructor in communication. Broadcast fundamentals and specialized areas, filmmaking, film history/criticism. Master's or terminal degree in appropriate discipline. Teaching and media production experience. Salary commensurate with qualifications and experience. Send detailed resume, three references to David A. Detwiler, Chairman, Dept. of Journalism & Mass Communication, Creighton University, Omaha, NE 68178, AEAEE.

**Production Manager—** For medium size market TV station. Must have experience in film, photo, tape and ENG. Must be able to administer production department with staff of 20. Send resume to Box F-136.

**Promotion Director**—Top 50 TV Station in the Midwest needs a Promotion Manager with savvy and solid credentials and sales promotion, on-air production, advertising and supervision. Creative flair and instinct for what's right—important. Equal Opportunity Employer M/F. If you're looking for a challenge, send resume to Box F-171.

**On-Air Talent:** An exciting career opportunity available soon in Sacramento (The 23rd Market) for the right persons to host a new local program series on KXTV, the CBS Affiliate. You must have on-air experience and want to work with an energetic and imaginative group of professionals. Send resume, video tape and salary requirement to Cal Bollwinkel, 400 Broadway, Sacramento 95818. An equal opportunity employer.

**WLTY-TV needs an aggressive, self-starting News Producer capable of assisting with assignments and enterprise story ideas, supervising reporters and producing an action newscast. Three years of television experience preferred; one year of news production experience preferred.** Send resume and salary requirements to Broadcasting Box F-96. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

**TV Producer-Director.** Duties: familiarize with educa- tional and industrial productions and experience; writing, reading and interpreting, first-rate production facilities but small staff. Requires: MA with experience in broadcasting and in PR; nonaculty position but teaches (part-time) TV and Communications. Salary negotiable. CONTACT: Rev. T.L. Flynn, Chairman, Communication Arts, Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH 45207.

**Promotion/Development Director for Public TV Station Situated in Southwest. Degree and professional experience in media promotion and/or fund raising required. Good writing ability essential, $12,500 minimum. Resume, references and writing sample due by July 10. R. D. Dryden, KRWG-TV, Box 3J, Las Cruces, NM 88003. 505-646-2212. An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTION, OTHERS CONTINUED

Production Manager. Mid-West production facility requires a person to take charge of entire production staff. Experience required in management of community television station. Send resume and salary requirements to Box G-8.

Producer/Director: Need quality oriented pro to produce and direct major productions for local and national distribution. Writing abilities a must. Good organization and conceptual skills essential. Solid background in post-production and video (film) editing required. Journalism background a plus. Excellent opportunity for person to produce with first class staff and top-of-the-line equipment. Send resume to: Personnel Dept., WXXI-TV, Box 21, Rochester, NY 14601. EOE. Applications not accepted after July 1, 1978.

SITUATIONS WANTED MANAGEMENT


SITUATIONS WANTED TECHNICAL

Are you looking for someone with Heavy maintenance, Production, and if required, Management ability? Contact Box F-97.

Are you having Maintenance problems with, Switches, Cameras, Tape machines, Transmitters? If so, my past history says to contact Box F-109.

SITUATIONS WANTED NEWS

Major Market Reporter, network and O&O experience, Aggressive, young, good-looking. Tape available, Box F-91.


Meteorologist. Enthusiastic, creative, interesting. I also have production experience. Will consider any size market. Box F-144.


30 year old newspaper reporter with a slew of awards and a Pulitzer Prize nomination looking for a TV news spot. I've done some broadcast stingering, am a strong writer, and have what it takes to be a broadcast journalist. Box G-7.

TV and Radio news director, a leader, catalyst 17 years experience medium/large markets. Available now. Prefer South, West, Box G-11.

Journalist, 12 years experience in Radio-TV news reporting (Canadian Broadcasting Corporation); covered both Canadian and U.S. politics. Would like to teach. College or University Area preferred—Northwest U.S. Box G-19.


SITUATIONS WANTED PRODUCTION, PRODUCTION, OTHERS


Production Assistant: Intern with year's experience in small studio manage TV immediately available. Audio Listening, Camera, ENG. more. 507—433-6000.

Studio Director/Announcing experience, 14 years all phases of television production, now earning 18K desires to relocate with a progressive production oriented station in the West. (Other areas considered). Box F-158.

Assistant Director with top ten market experience seeks producing/directing position in smaller market. No geographic preference, Masters Degree in Broadcasting, includes positions, tapes and resume available, 201—224-3467.

Director looking for a full time position in a small to medium market. Have produced, directed and edited broadcast and independent productions. Familiar with news, public affairs and remote. Hands on experience in all phases of studio production. BFA New York University, Box G-1.

Female, First Ticket, TV Production degree, some experience production/engineering seeks relocation for any TV related job. 516—867-9865.

CABLE

HELP WANTED TECHNICAL

Cable TV Technicians. Here's chance to grow. Small system - small town. AM/FM Radio Affiliation. Earn $200 plus 5-digit commissions. Stock options after trial. Must be either ...Top Electronics with credentials or good management potential with references first letter. Write: Q.P. Coleman, Box 400, Mobridge, SD 57601.

ALLIED FIELDS

HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

Director, Office of Information, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas. Major responsibilities: Direct University's public relations office's news and publications. Serve in a public relations advisory capacity to the President's Office. Experience required: B.S. degree in Journalism or related field. Minimum of three years of experience. Inquiry prompt. Box B-L. Flinchbaugh, Assistant to the President, KSU is an equal opportunity-affirmative action employer.

HELP WANTED TECHNICAL


HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTION, OTHERS


WANTED TO BUY EQUIPMENT

Want to purchase 400 ft to 450 ft self-supporting towers. Will dismantle and remove from your site. Contact Charles P. Harpet, Assistant to the President, WTVO-TV, PO. Box 5590, Lexington, KY 40505-608—299-6262.

Want Kansol Hot Press, Model 52A or 12A, related items and useable type. Phone 517—321-8225 or write: J. Grubb, RO. Box 25031, Lansing, MI 48909.

Wanting 250,000-1,000, and 5,000 watt AM FM transmitters. Guarantee Radio Supply Corp., 1314 Utibude Rd, Laredo, TX 78040. Manuel Flores 512—723-3331.

For Sale Equipment


Schacter 903 Automation System—4 Audiences 6 Revos A77 Playback Units—Exciting System. Excellent Condition. Robert Hill, Station Manager, KJCS, KEIE. Box 1111, Nacogdoches, TX 713—584-728.

For Sale Six PC-707 Norclo radio camera, one PCP-70 Norclo, audio monitors, custom 35-ft. Gerstenslager mobile unit with distribution, etc. We are expanding to relax and a trailer. Also one PCP-90 with film-lens adapter; one VR-300, one DMI disc. All equipment well maintained by one of most highly regarded technical staffs. U.S. Jeason Productions, Charlotte, NC. 704—374-3823.


Two Hitachi 1212 Color Cameras. Complete with electrical broadcast accessory Low hours. $1,500 each. Dave Castellano 209—957-1761.

AEL 2.5 KW FM, stereo, 4 yrs. old. M. Cooper 215—736-6585.


AM Transmitters—GEOSSA-15, 50 KW & $10,000 in parts, 17 years old, Gates BC 10, 10 KW, RCA BTA-1R, 1 KW, M. Cooper 215—738-6585.


Comedy

"Free" D.J. Catalog! Comedy, Wild Tracks, Production, FCC Tests, more! Command, Box 26348-B, San Francisco 94126.

Free sample of radio's most popular humor service! CLINERS. 366-C West Bullard, Fresno, California 93704.

Guaranteed Funnier! Hundreds renewed! Freebie! Contemporary Comedy, 5804-B Twineling, Dallas, TX 75227.

Phantastic Phunnies—proven international audience builder! $1.00 phor jumble issue and gipht!!! 1343 Stratford Drive, Kent, OH 44240.

Miscellaneous


Prizes! Prizes! Prizes! National brand for promotions contests, programming. No better or trade ... better! For fantastic deal, write or phone: Television & Radio Features, Inc., 186 E. Superior St, Chicago, IL 60611, call collect 312—544-3700.

Bumper Bucks, exciting new radio promotional game, increases listeners, secures new accounts, makes money. Impact Advertising, Box 1524, Glenwood Springs, CO 81601.


Instruction

1st class FCC, 6 wks. $450 or money back guarantee VA apvod. Nat'l Inst. Communications. 11488 Onand St., N. Hollywood CA 91606.

Omega State Institute, training for FCC First Class licenses, color TV production, announcing and radio production. Effective placement assistance, too. 237 East Grand, Chicago, 312—321-9400.

Free books on job assistance, 1st Class FCC license and D.J.-newscaster training. A.T. 152 W. 42nd St, N.Y.C. Phone 212—221-3700. Vets benefits.

INSTRUCTION CONTINUED

Help Wanted Sales

SALES SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE Chicago Office

Arbitron, one of the nation’s leading radio and television audience measurement firms, has an entry-level position available which requires a college degree or equivalent work experience. One year media background preferred. Duties will include extensive telephone contact and correspondence with clients. Promotional opportunities are available. If you are qualified and have the initiative to work your way up, send a resume with salary requirements to:

Regional Manager, Sales/Service
THE ARBITRON CO.
A subsidiary of Control Data Corp.
435 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60611
An Affirmative Action Employer: M/F

Help Wanted Technical

TELEVISION

Help Wanted Technical

TECHNICIAN

Major Market TV/FM station needs First Class Technician. Technical school background, previous technical experience (including transmitter and digital). Send resume to Libby Stevens, WMAAR-TV/FM, 6400 York Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21212, E.O.E. M/F

VITAL HAS A FUTURE FOR YOU


SUPERVISOR TV ENGINEER

Immediate opening for experienced TV Engineer with supervisory experience. Must be a graduate of an accredited technical institute and have a minimum of 6-8 years supervisory experience in modern television broadcast studio operation. Requires extensive maintenance experience, knowledge of all aspects of studio and master control operations, and capability of instructing personnel. Salary varies according to experience and training (position with KOMU-TV - MSC affiliate). Please contact:

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
COLUMBIA
Personnel Services
309 RITI St.
Columbia, MO 65211
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F.

Help Wanted Announcers

CO-HOST - MORNING TALK SHOW FORMAT

Highly successful (38 share) morning talk/magazine format requires co-host with the following qualifications:

Versatile interviewer able to explore controversial to light subjects. Ability to conduct on location interviews and demonstrations.

Effective on-air personality with sense of humor.

Additional versatility required for noon weather slot.

WKWBW-TV is owned by Capital Cities Communications, Inc. and is highest rated station in the market. Submit resume, salary requirements and 3/4 inch video cassette audition to Alan Bennett, WKWBW-TV, 1420 Main St., Buffalo, New York 14209. All replies held in strictest confidence. An equal opportunity employer.

Help Wanted Management

RADIO MANAGER


Help Wanted Technical

Chief Engineer

Group owner of an AM-FM Major Market Facility has an immediate opening for a top notch individual for our AM station. We need excellent transmitter and studio maintenance experience. Must be well qualified to handle an automated facility. Quality audio and as good as RF experience essential. An excellent opportunity for individual desiring a promising future.

Apply to Box F-154.
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Help Wanted Programing, Production, Others

EXPANDING TO 50 KW.

Outstanding opportunities available immediately in news, programing, production and sales.

* NEWS REPORTER
* ANNOUNCER
* SALES
* PRODUCTION CHIEF

WBYG is moving to maximum power this summer and has a number of expansion openings. We are looking for sharp people to grow with a rapidly expanding operation just South of Chicago. We will not necessarily hire the most experienced, just the best. ABC affiliate. Stereo Adult Contemporary E.O.E. Resume and complete materials to: Manager, WBYG, Box 183, Kankakee, Ill. 60901.
ADVERTISING/PROMOTION REPRESENTATIVE, SENIOR

WALT DISNEY WORLD is seeking an Advertising/Promotion Representative, Senior with three years experience in radio and television promotion or sales promotion. Advertising agency experience is desired and a degree is preferred. Qualified applicants should submit resume and salary requirements to:

WALT DISNEY WORLD
Professional Staffing MA-10
Post Office Box 40
Lake Buena Vista, Florida 32830

TV ANNNOUNCER

If you are a successful commercial radio announcer, looking for a chance to break into TV, this could be your opportunity. Top rated network affiliate is looking for a booth announcer with on-camera potential. Send resume, audio tape to TV Program Manager, WSM-TV, Box 100, Nashville, Tennessee 37202. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Help Wanted News

TV NEWS

CBN News needs experienced ENG photographers and editors to staff eight U.S. bureaus: Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Los Angeles, Virginia Beach, Washington. If you feel a call to serve send resume to Personnel Division, Drawer B, Christian Broadcasting Network, Virginia Beach, VA. 23463. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Situations Wanted News

TELEVISION NEWS ANCHORMAN

MINORITY BUYERS
We are prepared to help you find and acquire broadcast properties. Let us know of your interest and request our primer on S.B.A. financing. No obligation and it's free.
Ask too about our black-programmed AM availability. It's an excellent owner-operator opportunity for just $225K on terms, less for cash.

THE KEITH W. HORTON CO., INC.
Post Office Box 948, Elmira, NY 14902 - (607) 733-7138
BROKERS & CONSULTANTS TO THE COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY.
### Broadcasting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Closing Wed. May 31</th>
<th>Closing Wed. May 24</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>P/E ratio</th>
<th>Total market capitalization (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Broadcasting with other major interests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Closing Wed. May 31</th>
<th>Closing Wed. May 24</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>P/E ratio</th>
<th>Total market capitalization (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Cablecasting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Closing Wed. May 31</th>
<th>Closing Wed. May 24</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
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<th>Total market capitalization (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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**GROSS TELECASTING**
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BPA's Ottenbach: part of the new breed in promotion

From titles alone, Roger Ottenbach is an unlikely choice to run the show at this week's Broadcasters Promotion Association convention in St. Paul.

Since Jan. 4, he has been program director at KCRA-TV Sacramento, Calif. Before that he was WEEK-TV Peoria, Ill.'s broadcast manager and, earlier, manager of audience development at the same Midwestern NBC-TV affiliate. Roger Ottenbach, in fact, hasn't been a properly titled promotion director since 1973. Or has he?

With local news competition thriving, higher investments to be recouped from syndicated programming and community involvement even more of a necessity than a convenience, it's hard to find anyone in broadcast management who also isn't involved in some way in promotion.

And that's good news for the broadcast promotion community. More clout and "mobility" have been a long time coming. And many admit there's still some distance to be covered.

In context then, it's no that surprising that the president of the Broadcasters Promotion Association doesn't have "promotion" as part of his title. As a 39-year-old program director in the 23rd largest television market, Roger Ottenbach may be serving his organization not only as an organizer, but as an example. Another BPA executive who moved beyond promotion is Ken Taishoff, now with WTVG-TV Newark, N.J., an STV operation. Mr. Taishoff was BPA president-elect, to succeed Mr. Ottenbach, but he has resigned his BPA post.

While Mr. Ottenbach may be riding with the latest trend in broadcast promotion, he admittedly couldn't have broken into the broadcasting business in a more typical way.

Growing up in Streator, Ill., half way between Peoria and Chicago, he received his ham ticket at 15 around the time Streator began being served by its first hometown radio station, WIZZ(AM). Next came the "few Saturday afternoons sitting on the radiator asking the guy on the board questions" and not long after that a high school radio club and a half-hour program every Saturday.

After "doing everything" at the station during high school, there came a couple of years at Northwestern University's radio-television department, a summer at WOXI-AM-TV Jackson, Tenn., and a three-year stint with the Illinois Air National Guard.


The Guard took him to Peoria where he became involved in the men's-wear business with a friend. His contact with broadcasting then meant buying airtime to promote the store. But in a matter of months, he was back on the air, working part time as WAAP(AM) Peoria's wake-up disk jockey, "leaving the station at 9 a.m. to open the store at 9:10."

Contact with a TV time salesman took him out of the retail business in 1964 when he began a 90-day trial as promotion director at WEEK-TV. In 1966 he took on the same title at WEXX-TV Richmond, Va., but was back at WEEK-TV a year later after the Peoria station had changed hands and his former boss asked him back to rebuild the promotion department. He stayed there until moving to the program director's job at KCRA-TV last January.

From 1973 until he left for the West Coast, Mr. Ottenbach, first as manager of audience development, then as broadcast manager, was responsible not only for promotion but also for programming, news, public affairs and, for a while, engineering. (The title change to broadcast manager came after he began doing on-air editorials in 1975 and it was clear that viewers had no idea what a "director of audience development" did.)

The switch from the 90th to the 23rd market notwithstanding, Mr. Ottenbach essentially has the same departments under him that he had in Peoria, with "one swap-off"—he no longer has news, but in its place he has traffic.

Despite Mr. Ottenbach's expanded responsibilities, promotion remains an integral part of his job. His first three months in Sacramento, in fact, were spent running the promotion department until he found the right person to take over.

Mr. Ottenbach had his share of success early on with promotion. During the mid-60's at WEEK-TV, there was the "monster campaign" involving work with everyone from cable operators to TV repairmen when the station upgraded its power and switched from channel 43 to 25 in the all-UHF market. The effectiveness of the campaign brought him an NBC-TV National Award, and in 1974-75 Mr. Ottenbach served as chairman of the network affiliates' promotion committee.

With those experiences and others, Mr. Ottenbach took over the BPA presidency Jan. 1 (tenure runs the calendar year). Beyond other BPA activities ranging from an employment bureau to work with state organizations, the seminar (this year beginning Wednesday and running June 7-11 at the Radisson St. Paul) remains the president's prime focus.

Without the influence of the Hollywood site last year and Washington the year before, Mr. Ottenbach anticipates a more "meaty" promotion meeting--zeroing in on what we're doing. One session he's particularly enthused about calls for all three television network promotion heads to join in a session, the first time they've been brought together under BPA's aegis in several years.

Record attendance is expected at this week's convention—a time when promotion ideas are to be traded. For those who can't attend (and also for those can), there's the newsletter and the BPA "Big Ideas" booklet, a bimonthly publication that began reappearing regularly this year. It's with those and other BPA materials—as well as by addressing local groups (naturally with the focus on how promotion and programing go hand-in-hand)—that Mr. Ottenbach spends a good amount of his nonconvention time.

To prospective promoters, Mr. Ottenbach might offer these words to describe the field: "crowded, competitive, total involvement, immediacy and fun." In his own case, there's an important extra that came along the way: his wife, Kay, the former promotion director at KMTV(TV) Omaha, whom he met while heading the NBC affiliates committee.
Groping in the dark

A new dispute is building up, as reported in this journal a week ago, over television's commercial load. A committee of agency people, who conducted a study that reportedly showed gross excesses beyond the TV code's time standards, wants enforcement to be tightened. The TV code board — apparently in an unrelated action — is conducting a time-standards review of and on its own.

Tinkering with the time standards always produces cries of complaint. The tinkering is too much for some, not enough for others. This is predictable. So is one other element of the formula: The tinkering will be done, if at all, by subjective judgment, with the code board deciding that viewers won't be annoyed much, but will be annoyed by that much. Between this and that the line will then be drawn.

Wouldn't it be nice if, for one, some responsible research were conducted to establish at least generally where the boundaries of audience tolerance lie? Until the boundaries have been found, changes in the standards will be, as the standards themselves have always been, the products of sheer guesswork.

Stacked deck

The Supreme Court's refusal last week to review an appellate court decision on the FCC's fairness statement of 1974 offers the prospect that fairness doctrine problems for broadcasters will get worse before they get better. Broadcasters may be relieved that the Supreme Court elected not to tamper with the appellate court's affirmation of the FCC's decision to eliminate ordinary commercials from the fairness rules. They might have wished, however, that the high court would overrule the appellate court's instruction to the FCC to take a closer look at two proposals that the agency rejected in arriving at its 1974 policy.

The two proposals are now the subject of an FCC inquiry in which broadcasters could place more confidence if it were not being conducted under the chairmanship of a man in intimate association with the proposals' principal advocates.

One proposal emerged from the fertile Henry Geller, whose inventive work during a career in high staff jobs still litters the FCC's rules and policies. Mr. Geller, retired from the FCC and now awaiting Senate confirmation as President Carter's first director of the new National Telecommunications and Information Administration, wants to abandon case-by-case review of fairness complaints. His substitute would be an over-all review of fairness at license renewal time, augmented by an annual report by each licensee on "the 10 controversial issues of public importance, local and national, which it chose for coverage during the prior year."

The Geller formula would enormously escalate all licensees' obligations to deal in controversy, no matter what their formats, and install the FCC as monitor of whether issues were controversial or important enough. It is utterly Orwellian.

Mr. Geller tutored FCC Chairman Charles D. Ferris in communications law before the latter took office.

The other proposal originated with the Committee for Open Media, which is determined to convert broadcasting from journalistic force to soap box. COM wants the FCC to require broadcasters to set aside prescribed amounts of time for unrestricted public access and to require the airing of responses to "editorial advertisements."

COM was represented in its appeal from the commission rejection by Frank Lloyd, now the administrative assistant to Mr. Ferris. Intervenors who supported COM before the appellate court were represented by Collott Guerard, now a lawyer with the Federal Trade Commission but then and now the wife of Robert Bruce, Mr. Ferris's appointee as the FCC's general counsel.

If Mr. Ferris decides to participate in this proceeding, it will be interesting to see how he votes.

The slowly opening doors

The Federal Trade Commission has announced its intention to override restrictions on advertising by professional groups and associated enterprises. As reported here a week ago, the agency has started by adopting a rule that forbids restraints on price advertising for eyeglasses, contact lenses and eye examinations.

The theory is that consumers are entitled to comparative information that is now generally withheld and are capable of making sensible decisions once in possession of the facts. It is an interesting theory with which the FTC will find no quarrel here. It is, however, in dramatic conflict with other examples of the commission's thinking.

The same FTC that is now judging the public to be capable of making choices about such vital services as health care has only recently declared the public to be too dumb to understand television advertising of sugared foods. There is a surreal inconsistency in the commission's deregulation of professional advertising while it considers harsh new controls over television advertising for foods that can be freely marketed and have been freely advertised.

Apart from that, the FTC is only moving with the times in its approach to deregulation. Other jurisdictions have pioneered the field. Lawyer advertising has been introduced in many localities. In the same week that the FTC announced its eye care ruling, the American Institute of Architects voted to let members advertise. It is obvious that the trend is toward freer markets of all kinds.

Progress will be made, however, only over the objections of traditionalists within the various professions. The Georgia bar association has been resisting the use of broadcast advertising but has lost to a state supreme court ruling that permits it — as long as it avoids "puffery, self-laudation or hucksterism" and is "unaccompanied by music or sound effects of any description." The architects, in their first venture into advertising, voted to stay off the air. Perhaps that restriction will also be tested in a court with modern attitudes.

It is as easy to be crude in print as on radio or television. If advertising is to be done, there should be no discrimination among media.

"Our franchise says we have to allow for expansion."
KTXL TV40...
America’s Only
Major Market
UHF Independent
with a Major News
Commitment